
ziKmtu.cuciy atter^^i^^Tneeting. 
a copy of the 102-page memo
randum was sent by a special 
messenger to the Prime Minister, 
M- Nehru. Mr Gupta told Press 
men that the President asked 
fo • an extra copy of the memo
randum and that was supplied. 
There was a passing reference to 

I Kerala during their meeting.
Tlie two Communist leaders 

said the charges related to cor
ruption, nepotism, "abuse of au
thority to keep down the masses 
and serve the vested interests, 
abuse of public funds and official 
powers for personal gain and 
party advantage, political discri
mination of the grossest type, 
and moral turpitude.”

In do-Afghan trade 
talks begin

NEW DELHI. July 29: Mea
sures to promote and balance the 
trade between India and Afghan
istan are understood to have 
been discussed during the talks 
here today for the renewal of 
trade arrangements between the 
two countries. The question of 
payments for the trade was also 
discussed.

Tlie Indo-A'ghan trade agree
ment expired early this' month. 
Last year, India had an unfa
vourable balance of trade with 
Afghanistan to the tune of over 
Rs 1 crore. 

countries'FirnrTTS==>—। 
beginning on Friday^TnSvwv^-.' 
the items proposed by India.

Messrs A. K. Roy, and H. A. 
Majeed, leaders of the Indian and 
Pakistani delegations respective
ly. later held a two-hour meeting, 
presumably to evolve agreed sug
gestions in respect of the items 
so far discussed, which (hey muld 
place before the Ministers.

Indian Mathematical 
Society conference

ALLAHABAD, July 29: 'Die 25th 
conference of the Indian Mathe
matical Society will be held here 
under the auspices of the Univer
sity of Allahabad from Dec. 25 to 
27. 1959. Prof. B. S. Madhava Rao, 
Institute of Armament Studies. 
Poona, is the President. Papers 
intended to be read at. the Con
ference, should he sent to Prof, 
8. M. Shah, Muslim University. ; 
Aligarh before Oct. 1, 1959.=============

WHO assignment for 
Indian

NEW DELHI. July 29: Dr S 
L. Dhir, till recently Regional 
Deputy Director in India’s Ma 
laria Coordination Organisation. 
Cuttack hag been appointed to 
Afghanistan on a World Health 
Organisation assignment.

Dr Dhir is being posted to 
Kabul as Senior W.H.O. Mala
riologist.

FLOOD RELIEF IN MYSORE

Rs 1,00,001 presented to 
Chief Minister

BANGALORE, July 29.

A CHEQUE for Rs 1,00,001, 
collected towards flood re

lief in Mysore State, was pre
sented to the Chief Minister, 
Mr B. D. Jattl, by Mr A. 
Damodar Pal. Chairman of the 
Canara Bank, here this even
ing.

Accepting the cheque on be
half of the Government and the 
"afflicted”, Mr Jatti thanked the 
Bank authorities for collecting 
the amount, and hoped more 
would be contributed by the 
public.

Mr N. Rachiah. Agriculture 
Minister, told Pressmen, earlier 
during the day, that owing to 
heavy floods in different parts 
of the State, planted seedlings 
in their early stage had been 
affected, causing financial loss 
to ryots. The Government 1 ad, 
therefore. decided to supply 
seeds free of cost to the ex
tremely poor, al 50 per cent of 
the cost to middle class ryots, 
and at the usual rate io the 
well-to-do.

Food grains supply to 
South Kanar a

A Government press note to
night described the food grain 
supply position in the ilood- 
aflected South Kanara district 
as "not alarming as It Is je 
presented”, and said 45 fair 
price shops were now function
ing.

The Government had a ?toc.« 
of 26,351 pallas of paddy, and 
7.747 pallas of rice procured Jn 
the district. Further, an hPoI- 
ment of 10.000 pallas of rice 
from Shimoga district, and 2.000 
pa Has of rice from Mysore dis
trict had been made to the 
district.

As the rice position In the 
district was reported to be acute 
and causing anxiety, the Deputy 
Commissioner of Coorg nad 
been requested by telegram yes
terday to supply immediately 
500 tons of polished rice for 
distribution in South Kanata 
district, the press note added.

Bhimavaram Hoods I
BHIMAVARAM. July 29: The 

Yanamadurru Drain is still in i 
flood. Efforts to close the breach 
at the Travellers’ Bungalow con
tinue. under the supervision of 
Messrs Singh. Sub-Collector. 
Subbaraju, Commissioner, and 
Srinivasa Rao, Superintending 
Engineer. Dowieswaram.— F O U.

4 persons drowned in 
flood

NAGPUR. July 29: Four per
sons were drowned on Saturday 
last when six villages in Amra- 
vati district were inundated by 
floods in a Nvulet a.s a result of 
rains. Fifty cattle were also 
been drowned In the floods

Gift of drugs by 
U.K. Red Cross

LONDON. July 29; The Bri
tish Red Cross Society is pro
viding drugs worth £250 for (be 
victims of the recent floods In 
India, it was announced today

It will also provide £500 worth 
of drugs for flood victims in 
Pakistan.

A spokesman for the British 
Red Cross Society said they 
were trying to buy as many of 
the drugs as possible in Pakis
tan or India in order to avoid 
delay.



INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES 

GREATER RECOURSE 
TO ARBITRATION

New approach endorsed by 
Labour Conference
MADRAS, July 30.

FpHE Indian Labour Confer- 
JL once has agreed that there 
should be greater recourse to 
mediation and arbitration for 
the settlement of industrial 
disputes and recourse to ad
judication should be avoided 
as far as possible. Matters of 
local interest not having wider 
repercussions should, as a 
general rule, be settled through 
arbitration.

The , * three-day Conference, 
which was presided over by the 
Union Minister for Labour and 
Employment, Mr Gulzari Lal 
Nanda, concluded here yesterday. 
Ministers and representatives of 
employers and workers attended 
the Conference.

On the question of mediation 
Jind arbitration, the employers ag
reed to extend their full coopera
tion in developing this new ap
proach to the settlement, of dis- 

i putes. Thore would however, be 
no compulsion from the Govern
ment in the matter. But cases of 
refusal to have recourse to arbit
ration even in minor matters 
should be reported to the imple
mentation and evaluation machi
nery in the States or at the Cen
tre. a.s the case might be.

Panel
The Conference agreed that a 

panel of arbitrators should be 
maintained by the Government in 
order to help the parties to choose 
suitable arbitrators from outside 
the panel. The principles and 
norms enunciated in awards and 
judicial decisions on important 
issues relating to Industrial rela
tions should be compiled, codified, 
and published and made availa
ble for the guidance of arbitra
tors. Also, the Central Govern
ment should examine afresh how 
far the provisions of the Indian 
Arbitration Act could be usefully 
made applicable to the arbitration 
procedure laid down in the In
dustrial Disputes Act.

Trade unions
The Conference discussed vari

ous problems relating to Trade 
Union organisations. A proposal to 
make it obligatory for the unions 
to prescribe a minimum member
ship fee of 25 nP a month was 
accepted, and it was decided that 
statutory provision should be 
be made for this purpose.

I It agreed that Registrars of 
Trade Unions should be empower
ed to inspect accounts books, 
membership registers etc. tn verify 
the correctness of annual returns 
submitted by the unions. Also, the 
work of the Registrars should be 
decentralised to avoid delay in 
regisfrring unions. The Confer
ence was not in favour of placing- 

1 any restrictions on the number 
of unions that might be re
gistered.

On the question of recognition 
of trade unions, It was agreed

that where there was only one 
union, the employers might re
cognise that union even if it did 
not fulfil the condition of 15 per 
cent membership or of one year's 
standing. Where there are more 
than one union and none of them 
fulfils the membership condition, 
none will be entitled to recogni
tion. Tile Conference did not fa
vour the suggestion that a union 
having the largest membership, 
even if it was less than 15 per 
cent should be recognised.

It agreed that a union would 
be entitled to recognition if "it 
has not committed any breach of 
the Code of Discipline for one 
year after claiming such recogni
tion." Failure to observe the Code 
by a union, xfter it had agreed 
to abide by H wouIg entail the 
withdrawal of recognition normal
ly for one year. In that case, it 
would be open to (lie employer to 
recognise another union during 
Ibis period provided It fulfilled 
all conditions for recognition.

Appellate Tribunal
The question of reviving the 

Labour Appellate Tribunal was 
also discussed. It was agreed that 
the matter'should be considered 
further in the light of the views 
expressed by different parties at 
the Conference.

The Conference decided to set 
up a committee to suggest mea
sures to improve the working of 
Works Committees.

Domestic workers
The Conference considered the 

question 6f service conditions of 
domestic workers, and came to the 
conclusion that anv legislative 
measure for this purpose would 
not be feasible for the present.

It approved the pilot scheme 
drawn up hv the Union Govern
ment to set up a special employ
ment office at Delhi for the re
gistration and placement of do
mestic workers. It was felt (hat 
experience gained from the work
ing of this scheme might provide 
the basis for further action in 
this matter.

The Conference agreed that 
legislative and administrative 
policies of the Central and State 
Governments and the policies of 
the employers and workers’ orga
nisations should not run counter 
to the broad policies that may be 
recommended by the Conference, 
from time to time, after full tri
partite discussions.

Spirit of friendliness
Winding up the Conference. Mr 

Nanda said he was happy that (he 
entire course of deliberations was 
characterised Ly a spirit of friend
liness and of < onslderation on the 
part of all. Practically, through- 
-aut the deliberations, the employ
ers and the workers' organisations 
as well as the State Governments 
had approached the tasks before 
them with an awareness of their 
larger responsibilities.

I



subjects already exist, which,' 
if codified, can serve as

;! a body of “norms” for arbitra- 
j tors to act upon. The number 
; of entirely new issues for 
; which solutions have to.be 

sought without reference to es
tablished decisions of tribunals 
or courts will be extremely 
few.

At the conclusion of the 
Madras Conference, Mr. Nanda 
stated that the participants in 
the Conference had approach
ed the task before them “with 
an awareness of their larger . 

'responsibilities to the workers, 
the industry and the nation.” 
Industrial peace is so vital to 
tSe future of our plans and a 
continuous rise in production 

FRIDAY, JULY 31, 1959.
_ _____________________J

TOWARDS PEACE IN 
INDUSTRY

so fundamental for eusuring a 
rising standard of living for 
our people, that any measure 
which eliminates strikes and 
lock-outs should be welcomed. 
While managements have to 
get used to the processes of 
collective bargaining, the wor
kers, on their part, have to 
respect the principles of ge
nuine trade unionism and ob- 
serve the Code of Discipline, 
which is as much in their in
terest as in that of industry. 
The bane of Indian trade uni
onism ha^ been the division 
Inuits ranks brought about by 
rival political parties and the 
multiplicity of unions in each 
industry or enterprise. Trade 
unions will gain in strength 
and independence if they can 
free themselves from political 
affiliations and develop a res
ponsible leadership drawn from 
the ranks of their own mem
bers.

The most notable achieve
ment of the Seventeenth In
dian Labour Conference that 
has just concluded its session in 
Madras appears to be an ag
reement among the representa
tives of employers and trade 
unions to give a further honest 
trial to the Code of Discipline 
evolved at Nainital last year; 
and to try as far as possible to! 
settle disputes internally with-, 
out recourse to the tortuousj 
and uncertain processes of ad-j 
judication. If this agreement1 
has been reached by both sides 
without mental reservations 
and out of a genuine recogni
tion of the desirability of inter
nal settlements in preference 
to awards enforced by outside 
authorities, it is undoubtedly 
a great gain. As an attempt at 
encouraging this new ap
proach, the Code of Discipline 
in Industry was well conceived. 
How far it has been observed
in practice during the past 13 
months is a matter on which
opinions differ. There are the 
usual charges by each party 
that the other side has not ob
served the Code. It is doubt
ful whether the Code has been 
sufficiently publicised in all 
industrial enterprises. Mr. 
Nanda was inclined to believe 
that the Code had been help
ful, in however small a mea
sure, in contributing to a re
duction in the numhpr 4m-



FRIDAY, JULY 31. 1951).

TOWARDS PEACE IN 
INDUSTRY

Keis, on uk.. , 
respect the principles of ge
nuine trade unionism and ob
serve the Code of Discipline, 
which is as much In their in
terest as in that of Industry. 
The bane of Indian trade uni- ( 
onism hag been the division 
ln*its ranks brought about by 
rival political , parties and the 
multiplicity of unions in each 
Industry or enterprise. Trade’ 
unions will gain in strength 
and independence if they can 
free themselves from political 
affiliations and develop a res
ponsible leadership drawn from 
the ranks of their own mem
bers.

Tub most notable achieve
ment of the Seventeenth In
dian Labour Conference that 
has just concluded its session in 
Madras appears to be an ag
reement among the representa
tives of employers and trade 
unions to give a further honest 
trial to the Code of Discipline 
evolved at Nainital last year 
and to try as far as possible to 
settle disputes internally with
out recourse to the tortuous 
and uncertain processes of ad
judication. If this agreement 
has been reached by both sides 
without mental reservations 
and out of a genuine recogni
tion of the desirability of inter
nal settlements in preference 
to awards enforced by outside 
authorities, it is undoubtedly 
a great gain. As an attempt at 
encouraging this new ap
proach. the Code of Discipline 
in Industry was well conceived. 
How far It has been observed 
in practice during the past 1.3 
months is a matter on which 
opinions differ. There are the 
usual charges by each party 
that the other side has not ob
served (he Code. It is doubt
ful whether the Code has been 
sufficiently publicised in all 
industrial enterprises. Mr. 
Nanda was inclined to believe 
that the Code had been help
ful. in however small a mea
sure, in contributing to a re
duction in the number and in
tensity of strikes during recent 
months. He gave figures which 
show that since August last 
there has been a notable fall in 
the number of strikes, the 
total number of workers in
volved and the aggregate num
ber of man-days lost. The trend 
is most heartening since the 
beginning of the current year. 
While for 1958 as a whole, the 
total number of workers in
volved in strikes and the total 
number of man-days lost were 
greater than in 1957—which it
self was a peak year for strikes 
since 1948—it is gratifying to 
note that in 1959 there has been 
« sharp decline all round. As 
against 820 disputes, involving 
4.21.274 workers and a loss of 
.31,02,025 man-days in the first 
five months of 1958, there were 
711 disputes, involving 2,55,255 
workers and a loss of 16,78,465 
man-days, in the correspond
ing period this year. Whatever 
may be the factors responsible 
for this improvement, it is the 
responsibility of everyone in 
industry and of the Govern
ments concerned to see that 
this is maintained.

It was agreed at the 
Madras Labour Conference 
that greater use should be 
made of the provision for 
voluntary arbitration which 
is envisaged in the Indus
trial Disputes Act. Volun
tary arbitration is the obvious 
alternative to adjudication if 
we are to eschew the method 
of strikes or lock-outs to settle 
issues that cannot be resolved 
through collective bargaining 
or conciliation. There is no 
question immediately of scrap
ping the machinery of indus
trial adjudication, however un
satisfactory it may be, because 
its premature elimination will 
only increase the number of 
strikes and affect production 
adversely. Faith in arbitration 
as an alternative to adjudica
tion has to be gradually built 
up. 33re real problem is to get 
arbitrators in whose impartia
lity and fairness both sides 
have absolute confidence. But 
this is not incapable of solu
tion. Once the Government 
make it clear that they will 
not too readily refer disputes 
for adjudication, managements 

unions may begin to rea-
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NO. LC~9(1)/59 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF LABOUR & EMPLOYMENT}’

From •
Shri R.C. Saksena,
Under Secretary to the Government of India

To
i. Shri K .G . Srivastava, 

Secretary, -ITUC, •: '! and
4, Ashok Road, New Delhi.

--------- .
(^Y Delegations and Advisers as in^the list \-attached ),•

’ )Dated New Delhi, the . .

Subject:- 17th Session of the Indian Labour Conference, Madras, 
27th, 28th and 29th July 1959.

Sir,
In continuation of this Ministry’s letter of even 

number dated the 10th July, 1959, on the above subject, I an 
directed to forward herewith Supplementary Menorandum-V’’Review 
of the working of the Code of Discipline”, in connection with 
item No. 2 on the Agenda viz., "Industrial Relations”,

i 1: h 
‘ J1 *1

Yours faithfully,

/.[

fR» C. Saksena)
I §' ’



No.172/IL/59
July 22, 1959

Shri G.L.Nanda,
Minister for Labour & Employment, 
Government of India, 
New Delhi.

Sub: Violation of Tripartite Decisions 
taken at Nainital re. verification of 
membership - Indian Delegation to 
43rd session of ILO.

Dear Sir,

Ref: Ministry of Labour letter No. LC-1(9)/ 
5^ dated 14th July 1959

In nominating the representatives of INTUC to 43rd 
session of the ILO, in contravention of and in violation 
of the decisions of Nainital Indian Labour Confere^e, 

the Union Ministry of Labour has violated the - 
and letter of the decisions of the 16th Tripv 
Indian Labour Conference in this respect.

The ILO has rejected our protest on the action 
of the Government of India in vitiating article3(5) of 
the Constitution of the ILO but in fact, as will be 
clear from the resolution of the Credential Committee 
of the ILO, it has not gone into the question of imple
mentation of the decisions of the 16th Indian Labour 
Conference•

As this is a question of Violation of the decision 
of the Indian Labour Conference by the Union Ministry of 
Labour, it can only be discussed in a tripartite confere

nce and we propose to raise it in the 17th Indian Labour 
Conference.

The reasons advanced for not considering it in 
the tripartite conference are, therefore, incorrect and 
untenable•

Yours faithfully,

(KrGtSriwastava)^ 
Se ere tary



Immediate
No.LC-1(31)/59 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF LABOUR :1 EMPLOYMENT

From
Shri R. C. Saksena,
Under Secretary to the Government of India,

To
The Accountant Gen-a- 1 Central Revenues, 
New Delhi. • •

Dated New Delhi, the
VJ *"■'

Subject:- Seventeenth Session of the Indian Labour Conference - 
Madras - July 1959.

Sir,
I am directed to refer to this Ministry’s letter 

No.LC-1(12 )59(i ) dated the 2nd July 1959 on the above subject, 
and to say that the following non-official delegates will be 
paid Travelling Allowance in connection with the 17th Session 
of the Indian Labour Conference held at Madras on the 27th, 28th 
and 29th July 1959, in accordance with the instructions contained 
in the Ministry of Finance Office Memorandum No. F,10(2)-Eatt• 
Il/51,^dated the 12th April 1951 as amended from time to time:-

S.No. Name of the non-official Representative of Amount rf 
advance paid.delegate.

1. Shri Naval H. Tata Employers’ Federation 
of India.

NIL

2. Dr. 1f. Das. -do- NIL

3. Mr. Ak.T. Montgomery -do- NIL

4. Shri Lakshmipat Singh an La All-India Organisation 
of Industrial Employers

NIL
«

5. Shri Bharat Ram -do- NIL
6. Shri Surottam P.Hutheesing -do- nil

7. Shri M. M. Varghese -do- NIL
8. Shri H. P. Merchant All-India Manufacturers’ 

Organisation.
NIL

9. Shri S.R. Vasavada Indian National Trade 
Union Congress.

Nil

10. Shri G.D.Ambekar -do- Rs,250/-
11. Shri Kanti Mehta -do- Rs.35O/-
12. Shri Kali Mukherjee -do- Rs.350/-
13. Shri S.A. Dange, M.P. All-India Trade Union 

Congress.
Rs,300/-

14. Shri Homi F. Daji -do- Rs,250/-
15. Shri Bagaram Tulpule Hind Mazdoor Sabha Rs.150/-
16. Shri Srikantan Nair United Trade Union Congress Rs JOO/-
17. Shri S.M. Joshi All-India Defence Employees 

Federation.
■ ’ Rs. 150



2. In this connection a reference is also invited to this 
Ministry’s letter No, LC-1(12)/59 (ii) d=t«,d the 2nd July 1959. 
Out of the sum of Rs. 4,000/- drawn in advance for payment 
to the non-official delegator, attending the above meetings, 
a sum of Rs. 1,900/- (Rupees one thousand and nine hundred 
only ) has been paid to some of the non-official delegates 
as mentioned against their nonius in para 1 above. The 
undisbursed amount of Rs- 2.10'V” (Rupees’two thousand and one 
hundred only ) has been refunded to Government for being 
credited to the head "25-^enl. Administration -Ministry of 
Labour and Employment-As. Secret'.riot -A. ^-Allowances Honoraria 
etc”, through Chalan No. LC-1(?1)/59 dated the 10th August 1959. 
The advance travelling allowance paid to the non-official 
delegates will be adjusted through their Travelling Allowance 
bills’in due course. .

. Kindly acknowledge receipt.

ithfully,

Saksena ) 
Secretary

( R. C 
• . Unde

Copy forwarded to;-

1. B&A Section.

2, Cash Section (6 copies ),

3- LC Section ( 15 copies ).
4. Lok Sabha Secretariat, New Delhi, For reasons of health and 

urgency of work, Shri Dangs was permitted to travel by air.
5. The Treasury Officer, Now Delhi,

"d.a.nil 
SSB/

( T. C. Gupta ) 
Section Officer.



No.LC.1(12)59(1) 
Government of India

Ministry of Labour /I Employment.

Immediate

From
Sliri V.K.Antani,
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India.

To
The Accountant General, 
Central Revenues, 
New Delhi.

Dated New Delhi, the
'5

Subject:- Seventeenth Session of the Indian Labour 
Conference-Madras -July 1959.

Sir,
I am directed to convey the sanction of the 

President to an expenditure of Rs.12,000/-(Rupees twelve 
thousand only) to meet the Travelling Allowance of- non- 
Qfficial delegates who will attend the above Conference. 
The T.A. to the non-official delegates will be paid in 
accordance with the instructions contained in the Ministry 
of Finance, Office Memorandum No.F.10(2)-Est.11/51, dated 
the 12th April 1951 as amended from time to time.

2t Shri R. C.Saksena, Under Secretary, will be
Controlling Officer for the purpose of countersigning 
the T. A, bills of the non-official delegates, Shri 
R.M, Doiphode, Under Secretary, will be the Drawing 
and Disbursing Officer for the purpose of drawing the 
amount of T. A. bills of the non-official delegates 
residing outside Delhi on presentation of a simple 
receipt.

3, The expenditure involved is debitable to the
head "25~Goncral Administration- Ministry of Labour & 
Employment- A.Secretariat-A.^Allowances Honoraria etc,”

4, This letter issues under the powers delegates
to the Ministries under S. R.190(a) and (b).

Yours faithfully,

(V.R. Antani) 
Deputy Secretary.

Copy forwarded to:-
1. The Treasury Officer, New Delhi.
2. Cash Scction( 10 oppios)
3» B&A Section.
4. LC Section (20 copies).

(Mahinder Kishore) 
Section Officer,



D.O.No.l?4/K/59
October 1, 1959

Dear Shri Abid Ali,

With reference to the minutes of the 
mcctino held in the Labour Ministry on Septem
ber 5, 1959, which you prosided, I have to 
make the following observations:

Re. Item II - ’’Question of invitation to 
various bodies fox' attending the Indian Labour 
3c f orence and other Tripartite Co miittees - 
Various suggestions wore given by representa

tives of the organisations pi’esent at the mooting 
on this question. Representatives of employers’ 
ox’ganisations had also spoken on it and given 
contain suggestions. Some of these suggestions 
were common, while others were not. For example, 
I had suggested that the representation in tripartite 
committees onould be equal, since the purpose of 
convening tripartite committees and conferences 
is to adopt, as far as possible, unanimous decisions 
and nob to decide on issues by majority vote. To 
aciiieve implementation of tripartite decisions, 
agreement is more essential than votes. Our IHTUC 
friends had disagreed with this view. You concluded 
the discussion on this point by stating that the 
Ministry will malto rules in the light of suggestions 
given in the meeting. Since there was no question 
oL' arriving at tripartite agreement on t is issue, 
but only ’suggestions’ were taken, I did not press 
my viewpoint further.

However, if agreement/docision is desired on 
Inis issue in a tripartite meeting, a draft should 
bo placed, on the basis of discussion in the 
September 5 meeting, before the next session of 
the 3banding Labour Committee for approval.



page two

Meanwhile, in the minutes of Sop ten bo i* 5 
meeting, it should, be recorded as "suggestions from 
various organisations” and not "decisions” or as 
proposals "agreed to".

Secondly, re. amendments to the provisional 
conclusions of the 17th Indian Labour Confei'cnce. 
Those are not to amend just a word or two hero 
and there* The amendments were proposed by us 
in the meeting and were agreed to. To mention 
thorn in brief:

ITEM 2 - Industrial Relations A (aj.: 
would-be better if the words “and furtTiei* amplified 
b,y the «d.ut. st er for Labour & Employment" arc added 
in the last line after the words ”21st March 1 >99”
ci i before ''was confinmed”.

iTUM 2 - A II - Validity of agreements reached 
thr >uHi di rec 0 u ego ti ati on s between i he purtTos - 
In Tine >, offer'the word ^or”, I had suggestea 
and it was accepted that the words ’draft agreement’ 
will bo in,sorbed lx?fore the word ’displayed’ • Tills 
amendment was also sent bo you earlier.

Item VII - Works Co mittce - Another add!bion 
vz'iich was nocoptod in &ep t ember 5 meeting vias to 
add, vt the end of the para, on tills subject, the 
foil aixxg sentence: "Meanwhile, Government and the 
employers will encourage the formation and functionin; 
of bho Works Committees.”

I hope you will please see your way in accopt- 
ia ; Jie above and do the needful.

With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

( Al!
ollxJL AbXd /ill , r rr /” (-« ♦ ' \Deputy Eiliiister for Labour, i.oiiimsuava)
Govex'nmeiit of India, 
New Delhi.



£ To,
The Chief Minning Engineer,

Indian Iron and Steel Qo^ 
P.O. Gua. 
Singbhum.

Sir,
With due respect and humble submission, I beg to lay the following 
few lines for your kind consideration and sympathetic orders.

That on 21-10-^9 I was on duty and was shunting 
bogies by the order of the Station Clerk on duty. There was a bogie 
brisks were bieng loaded by the order of Sri Jhilomon Minz(asst 
head fitter) at the wharf. Uageswar nunshi as he was finding diffi
culty to unload the Iron Ore loaded on the other bogies, asked me 
to move the brisks bogie a little forward. So Idid accordingly by 
which the loading work was stopped for a moment. On that my report 
was sent to the higher Officer. After emptying, the Loco went away
to Chiria. I went to the Station Clerk and told him what happend at
the wharf, on that he ordered me to do the duty given to me.

As soon as I came out from the Office the
iiailway Manager all of a sudden attacked on me and started snatchda 
ing my flags and after five’2 struggle he succeeded to do so by 
which I got a severe pain on my wrist. He turned me off from duty 
at 3 p.m. on the very same day the 21-10-F9, without submitting 
any proper charge sheet. On the next day the 22- 10 -F9 I was - 
given the charge sheet to give my statement.

Under the above circumstances, I 
earnestly pray and hope that your honour may gracious enough to 
consider my case favourably. On the other hand neccessary action 
may kindly be taken to stop this kind of misbehavior towards the 

poors happening at Manoharpur.
For, which, act of your kindness I 

shall ever thankful to you.

I, have the honour to be, 
Sir,

Your most faithful servant,

Ha fell Hiuinyan.C Points man).
Light Bail way ManoharfXir.
P.O. Manohar pur.

Dist—. Singbhum.
Dated The 26 Oct 19F9.

The true copy of the Charge Sheet is hereby attatched with the 
application for neccessary action.

Copy to,
Chief Inspector of Mines ( c) Dhanbad.
C.R.C, New delhi.
Sri, S.A.Dange M.P. New delhi.
Smt, Benu Chakraborty M.F. New Belhi.
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From

To

The Secretary, ;
All India Trade Union Congress^. /
4, Ashok Road, New Delhi.

No. LRI.16(6)/S9.
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

MINISTRY OF LABOUR A EMPLOYMENT.
esses#

Shri A. L. Honda, -
Under Secretary to the Government of India. .

All Central Organisations of Workers.
I ; ' . •

Dated New Delhi, the

Subject:- Registration of Trade Unions - Decision of the 17th 
session of the Indian Labour Conference.

...
Sir,

I am directed to invite the attention of your 
Organisation to the following decision of the 17th Bession. 
of the Indian Labour Conference, which art at Madras on the 
27th-29th July, 1959:

"Rb^IBirotlon of Trad, Union.,
X XXX

(b) while no further restraint should be placed in the law 
regarding the minimum number of persons who Must be shown 
as members for the purpose of securing registration, care 
should be taken by unions that the number does not fail s^°rt of 

of the full strength of workera who can be brought into
<c>« the union.

I am to request that the above decision tray kindly be'brought 
to the notice of Unions affiliated to your Organisesfons.

Yours faithfully,

Und er Secretary. 

■

k. s.
d.anil.
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HINDM AZDUR—BOMBAY

Servants of India Society's Home, 
Sardar Patel Road, Bombay 4. (INDIA)

October 16, 1959

The Secretary, to the Government of India, 
Ministry of Labour and Employment, 
New Delhi.

Ref Conclusions of the 17th session 
of the Indian Labour Conference, 
Mad rag , duly 1959*

; i
This has reference to your letter of 22 September 1959 

(ref. no. UD-169(6)/59) forwarding to us a copy of th© conclu
sions stated to have been approved by the sub-commit tee which 
met in Hew Delhi on September 5» 1959• i

We are surprised to learn that the said oub-committee 
considex'tid the matter of finalising the conclusions. Nono of 
the letters received from the Ministry by us informing us of 
the business of the said sub-committee made any mention that 
it would also consider the draft conclusions of the 17th session. 
All these letters mentioned only the following matters as the 
business of the mooting: i. revision of rates of workmen’s 
compensation; ii.delinking of Provident Fund benefits from Gra
tuity and iii. representation at the Indian Labour Conference 
and the -banding labour Committee. As such the sub-comraittee had 
no rif’ht to undertake such an important task as finalisation 
of the conclusions of the 17th session.

In accordance with your earlier letter No. RD.169(6)/59 
of 11th August, we had submitted to your office our objections 
to the draft conclusions circulated by you. These objections were 
of a serious nature. This is all the more I'eason why the sub- 
committee should not have undertaken this work without advance 
intimation being given to us and, of course, to other participants 
as well.

On actual perusal of the so-called approved conclusions, 
we find that no consideration whatsoever has been given to the 
objections submitted by us. Wo regret to say that the so-called 
conclusions, in their present version, are not accurate and hence 
we cannot ag^ree to them. We also submit that the procedure by 
which the conclusions are said to have beep approved is, to say
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! No. 174/K/59 
November 4, 1959

Shri A.L.Handa,
Under Secretary to the

Governmentof India,
Ministry of Labour & Employment, 
New Delhi •

Sub: Indian Labour Conference - 
17th Session Conclusions of - 
Voluntary Arbitration.

Dear Sir,

Ref: Your letter No.LR .1.(16O)/59 
dated 29th October 1959.

The decisions of the 17th ILC including 
the one regarding voluntary arbitration have been 
brought to the notice of our constituent units 
and the various committees of our organisation 
through our organ - the ’Trade Union Record’ and 
reporting in the meetings.

Yours faithfully,

U/y ■ '
(K.G.Sriwastava) 

Secretary

i.



The Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress, 
4, Ashok Road, New Delhi.

No.LR.I * 1(16O)/59
Government of India 

Ministry of Labour and Employment

From
Shri a.L. ’ion a,
Under Secrotary to the government of India

The Control Organisations of employers 
end .workers.

Dated, New Delhi, the

SUBJECT:- Indian labour Conference - 17th Session 
Conclusions of - Voluntary Arbitration.

2 9 OCT 1959

Sir, — ..
I am directed to invite your attention to the foil 

conclusions of the seventeenth session of the Indian labour 
Conference held at Madras on the 27th - 29th July, 1959:

"(a) Increased recourse should be had to mediation 
and voluntary arbitration and recourse to 
adjudication avoided as fares possible.
Matters of local interest not having wider 
repercussions should, as a general rule be 
settled through arbitration.



—: 2 .

"(b) While there would be no element of compulsion 
in the matter from Government, the employers agreed to 
extend their full co-operation in developing this 
new approach to settlement of industrial disputes-• 
through mediation and arbitration."

2. I am to express the hope that your organisation would bring 
the above conclusions to the notice of all concerned and ensure 
that they are implemented fully.

The receipt of this communication may please be acknowledged.

f Yours faithfully,

(A.L. Handa) 
Under Secretary

Copy forwarded, for information to Research Division.

for Und.r Secretary
a.nil. ....
k.m.26/x/59



NO.172/A/99
November 13, 1»>

Gib 1 K.DUIajela,
Under Secretary to the Govt of India,
I inistry of Labour fa ^ployment, 
New Delhi.

dub: Fifth Meeting of the Sub—Committee 
on Worker Participation in lkuiaoem nt 
and Discipliuo in Industry.

Deal' Sir,

rlease refer to your letter No.&nd?.29 
(l>)/99 dated November 15» 1999, on the 
above subject.

Guri In'Ira Jit Gupta, Seci'etary, AlfUC, will 
ronroseut our organisation at the Fifth Leebliuj 
of i.he Sub-Committee on Worker Participation 
in Aunajoinc-nb and Discipline in Inluabr,/.

1’he address of Shri Gupta is {jivon below:

Shri Indrajit Gupta, 
Secro tary, AI XUC~, 
249 Bowbazor Street, 
CALCUPfA 12.

Yours faithfully,

(K. G. Sriwastava)
Secretary

1
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an?)

D.C. No. 169(7 )/59

Ur. 6.R. Soth, 
jw ) u ty c r u I: i ry.

rcl^fi'ain^ :— 
‘f.AUOCR”

MINISTRY OF
I ABOUR AND EMPLOYMl N 1.

t I
AYii' Delhi, ,

Dear u.hri uri.Ynt/v-,

Kindly refer tc your.D. 0. 1’tter lo.174/K/59, 
of the 1-1 October a dressed to the Deputy Labour Minister concerning 
tne :uinut?3 of the E.eting of the Committee of the 17th Session of 
the Indian L-'.bour Conference held in New Delni on the 5th September, 
1759.

As regards Item II, you will note that it has 
been re.rordud in the last sentence of sub-paragraph (c ) that the various 
suggestions would be taken into account by the Ministry while deciding 
i,he matter: from time to time. Thus, the suggestions made are not to 
he regarded hi rigid decisions*

suggested
With regard to the three amendments you have^to the 

conclusions of the 17 th version of the Indian Labour Ccnfeience, you 
will recoil tnat these were finalised by the COTmii.tee after taking 
into account all the sugg >: tions made at the meeting held cn the 5th 
September or rucsived earlier. The verbatim recon] shove that th" 
tug,- jst.ion for amending the conclusion concerning validity cf agreements 
w.s i'Ct laiseci at the meeting. It is, therefore, not possible t<’ 
make any change. „*s for die conclusion concerning Works Committ :"r, 
the Verbatim record does not justify trie inclusion of the sentence now 
suggectuu b; you. Furtuer action is being taken in the matter cr 
setting up u Jcmiu-e on Works Committees as decided upon by the 
3 onf erenec.

as regards the remaining suggest?.on regarding the 
clar■ lj c” t. on cf the minutes of the meeting of the trade union repre
sentative., helu on Jie 21st Karch, 1959 the position has already been 
ciurLiico Uj liii labour Minister as yen mention. The relevant portion: 
oi u.c minutes of the meeting of 21st Karch together with the clarifica
tion in question is being included in the appendix to the Summary of 
Main Jonclusiuns of the 17th Session of the Indian Labour Conference, 
which is now und^r print.

Yours sincerely,

Shri i..G. biivastava, 
.11,1 xnaia Trade Union Congress, 
h, Ashck goad, New Delhi.
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7.The Secretary,
Hind Mazdoor Sabha,
Servants of India Society’s Home, 
Sardar Patel Road,
Bombay-4.

8.The Secretary,
United Trades Union Congress, 
249, Bow Bazar Street (1st Floor), 
Col cu tta-1 2.

Subjects- Summary of the Main Conclusions of the

Sir,
I am directed to forward herewith a copy of the above 

report for your information and use.

Yours faithfully,

(A. G. Nagara} ) 
for Deputy Secretary

Copy with copy of enclosures forwarded for

No. RD.169(6)/59
GOV^WIIT OF INDIA ' D

MINISTRY OF LABOUR & EMPLOYMENT , :

From

New Delhi, the December,1959

Dr. B. R. Seth, 
Deputy Secretary to th^ Gov^mm^nt of India.

1 . All State Governments and Union Territories.
2 .The Secretary,

Employers’ Federation of India,
Army and Navy Building, 
118, Mahatma Gandhi Road, 
Bombay-1.

3 .Thj Secretary,
All India Organisation of Industrial 
Employers, Federation House, Bazar Road, 
N jw Delhi.

4 .The Secretary,
All India Manufacturers’ Organisation, 
4th Floor, Co-operative Insurance Building, 
Sir P.M. Road, 
Bombay-1.

5 . Tho Soeretary,
Indian National Trade Union Congress,
17, Janpath, 
New Delhi.

<6. The General Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress,
4, Ashok Road, 
New Delhi.

Indian Labour Conference (17th Session, 
Madras, 27th-29th July 1959)

p t n



information and use to:~
1) Ministry of finance ( 3 copies)
2) Ministry of Railways (Railway Board)
3) Ministry of Defence
4) Ministry of Works Housing & Supply
5) Ministry of Commerce and Industry
6) Ministry of Transport an 1 Communi cation.
7 ) Planning Commission । .
8) Ministry of Law.

(A. G.Nagaraj ) 
for Deputy Secretary

Copy with copy of enclosure forwarded to \ -

1) Director Labour Bureau, Simla
2) Chief Labour Commissioner, New Delhi.
3) Chief Adviser, factories, New Delhi.
4) Directorate General of Resettlement and 

Employment, New Delhi.
5) employees' Provident fund Commissi on er, Naw Delhi.
6) Employees' State Insurance Corporation, Now Delhi.

(A.G.Nagaraj )^ 
for Deputy Secretary



GENERAL DISCUSSION
(incl. Item I of Agenda - "Action taken on 
decisions of 15th ILC)

1. Shri Nanda had agreed to place and discuss the Mehta 
report regarding inquiry in Jamshedpur in the Tripartite 
meeting. At least, the parties will be shown the report. 
This has not been done.

2. Shri Nanda promised to hold a meeting of Public 
Sector employees and employers to discuss implementation 
of Code of Discipline. This has not been done.

3. Some States are going ahead with the discussion of 
Industrial Relations Bills or amendment in the existing 
laws in this respect. U .P. hasacote/its rules of recogni
tion last year. M.P., Punjab, Bihar have introduced. 
In Bihar, our representative moved in the meeting of the 
State Labour Advisory Committee meeting in April this 
year that ax tk as this subject is being discussed in 
the forthcoming I.L.C., the State Advisory Committee should 
discuss it after the I.L.C. session. This was ruled out.

4. Workers’ and employers’ organisations are asked to 
suggest points for inclusion in the agenda of I.L.C. and 
S.L.C. When points are sent, it seems, these are never 
considered by the Labour Ministry . We have now received 
a reply as to why our points have not been included in 
the agenda. Calling for points is thus reduced to mere 
formality.

5. Publication in the press of the Memorandum prepared 
by the Union Labour Ministry for consideration in the I.L.C. 
along with the suggestions even before the papers reach 
the invitees is objectionable. The subjects and study 
reports may be published after these are sent to the invitees 
but not the suggestions.

6. Non-implementation of the decision of the previous
meetings of the I.L.C. and S.L.C., ag., decision on:

(a) Appointment of Wage Boards - 15th ILC
(b) Rationalisation - -do
te) Closures of Factories & Mills - 16th ILC.

£made

Examples: (a) Jute, Plantations, Mines other than Coal, 
Engineering, Iron & Steel, Chemicals.

11:



7. Violation of the Code of Discipline by employers and the 
Union and State Governments:

(1) Union Govt; (a) In nominating the representatives of INTUC 
for the 43rd Session of the ILOf when the

4 verification according to the procedure
l agreed at 16th ILC was not finalised -
l ‘ 7 violation of Nainital decisions.

(b) Failure to apply the Code of Discipline 
equally to Private and Public Sectors 
inasmuch as it has not yet been applied 
to Railways. Defence, Pa.T, Banks, 
Insurance, CPWD and State Transport workers.

(c) Non-functioning of Works Committees in 
U ,P . - The U.P.Govt suspended all Works 
Committees in the State since 1950. The 
AITUC wrote to the Labour Minister on 
July 5, 195$ about this but no action 
has been taken.

(d) Changed the procedure of verification of 
membership of central TU organisations in 
the proceedings of the meeting held on 
March 21, 1959, arbitrarily.

(2) State Gpvts; (a) Failure to set up Implementation
Committee at State level even after 1| years 
in the States of Bombay, U .P., M.P., 
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir and Manipur.

In Orissa, Punjab and Tripura, in the 
matter of representatives of workers in 
the Implementation Committees, greater 
weightage has been given to certain national 
centres by giving representation to some 
Federations affiliated to them.

The Central E&.I Committee has met only once in two years 
and in various States, it has not met at all. What is the use 
of having an ornamental committee?

(b) Recognition of Trade Unions

Not a single union has been recognised 
under the provisions of the Code of Discipline.

No action by the Union Govt and State Govts 
re. HMT, Bangalore, and Jamshedpur.

In Lever Bros., Bombay, sample checking done 
against the demand of the union for detailed 
checking as decided in March 21, 1959 meeting.

In Assam in A.R.&.T.Co., only one union 
exists but it is still not recognised, though 
the union has applied for it.

(c) States of Bombay and Madhya Pradesh failed



to amend provisions in the B.I.R.Act, re. 
recognition to bring iX them in line with 
the Code of Discipline and 16th Tripartite 
agreements. This amounts to violation of 
Nainital Agreement and it may be concluded 
that the Code of Discipline is not applicable 
in those States where B.I.R.Act applies.

(3) Employers:Employers have violated the Code of Discipline 
in all respects, specially regarding (1) recignition 
of Trade Unions, (ii) Rationalisation, 
(iii) closures. But the E&I Cell has been 
of no avail.

Employers also violated the provision re. appeal 
to High Courts and Supreme Court. In support, 
see the document of the Jbdbckx I.L.C. Study Group.

AITUC suggested setting up a tripartite screening 
xxjckiRjRry committee. We wanted this suggestion 
to be discussed in the tripartite meeting but 
this has not been put on the agenda by the 
Union Labour Ministry.

8. The practice of forgetting item 1 (iii) (Statement of 
Action taken on the decisions of 15th Session of the Indian 
Labour Conference) in the item 1 of the present agenda 
in respect of points on which no final decision was taken 
and were pending is incorrect. Progress report on this item 
should be given under this heading.

9. Conduct.;.
- No action was taken by the E&I Division on the complaints 

made by the AITUC re. publication of slanderous news 
in the INDIAN WORKER, though reported an year back.

- No steps taken to set up machinery consisting of repre
sentatives of four central TU organisations, with an 
independent chairman for implementation of the 
Code of Conduct (para 2)•

Division
- E&.I &amaaixx«K refused discussion of violation of the 

Code of Conduct in the Central E&I Committee - in fact, 
failed to do any implementation work.

10. R.egis.tr a tlQii_Qf..Trade..Uniana:
In Bihar, even after one year, none of the TUs which we 

referred last year has been registered. The E&I Division failed 
to intervene. Discrimination against AITUC unions continues.

Name pXjmip,n ’When applfc d

1. United Mineral Workers Union. Gua June 1957
2. Maubhander Copper Workers Union, Ghatshila March 195#
3. Phulwarisarif Suti Mill Mazdoor Union,

Phulwaii sarif, Bihar Jun e 1957



Add - pare 3

CODE OF DISCIPLINE (Contd)

Code of discipline has to b' treated in the background of and 
in conjunction with the various decisions taken in the 15th 
and 16th LLCs and its sub-comittees.

The Code, however desirable it may be, will not succeed if 
Union and Pt ate Labour and other ndnistries do not then® elves 
observe it.



I*. A.C.C.Rajanka Limestone Quarries Mazdoor 
Union

5. Chaibasa Cement Mazdoor Union, Chaibasa

* registration reibsed
I after a delay of
I two years. No reason 

given.

10. E .5.1.SCHEME still remains where it was. Treatment of 
families and hospitalisation still remain unimplemented. 
In the ESI Corporation, discrimination against AITUC in refusing 
to take our representative on the Standing Committee continues.

Employers’ contribution remains the same, - less than 
that provided for in the Act .

In U.P., according to State Labour Commissioner, a sum 
of Rs.3.5 lakhs approx, was due from employers towards 
contribution to ESI.
Again in U.P., a P .F. arrears from employers are as 
high as Rs.14 lakhs.

P.F. contribution has not yet been raised from to •

STUDY GROUP ON SOCIAL SECURITY

The AI I’UC has sent the following letter to Labour Ministry 
on the Report of the Study Grdup:

"The AITUC welcomes the proposal for an integrated system 
of social security.

"We would like that the various administrative agencies now 
functioning separately for the E.P.F.Scheme. the E.3.1.Scheme, 
etc., should be integrated into one for administrative purposes 
only, which would lead to saving in expenditure and expeditious 
handling of the disbursements.

"Though the recommendation of the Study Group to integrate 
the existing schemes and convert the P.F.Scheme into a pension 
scheme is, in principle, unobjectionable, the AITUC feels that 
the workers’ bitter experience of the unsatisfactory working 
of the ESI Scheme and the lack of response to the suggestions 
for improvement, are bound to evole spontaneous opposition from 
the workers.

"Moreover, we feel that the report of the Study Group 
proposes only the integration of the existing schemes, and hence 
falls short of our den and for a comprehensive system of social 
security.

JUt is, therefore, felt that before any scheme of integrating 
the existing schemes into a pension scheme is discussed, the 
Government should first carry out in full the measures promised 
under the ESI Scheme, viz., giving medical benefits to the 
families of insured workers, realisation of full contribution 
from the employers, construction of separate hospitals, etc.
These demands and defects in the functioning of the ESI Scheme
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have been voiced in our resolutions and in the various meetings 
of the ESI Corporation and tripartite gatherings. We regret 
to note that, by and large, these still remain unattended 
and unfulfilled.

’’The AI TUG would therefore urge upon the Government to 
take immediate steps to rectify the position in relation to the 
ESI Scheme and thus restore confidence among the workers.

’’There is serious apprehension that an integrated 
pension scheme at this stage would provide an excuse not to 
fulfil the obligations under the ES1 Scheme, viz., family 
coverage, separate hospitals, etc., and that their fulfil
ment would be all the more vitiated, delayed and sidetracked 
by the additional considerations of the further liabilities 
of the pension scheme. These considerations prompt us to 
the conclusion that the integrated pension scheme should 
not be taken up at this stage.”

*

11♦ Subsidised Industrial Housing Gcheme: Government should 
take upon itself to build the Workers’houses instead of giving 
loans to the employers. Progress of industrial housing 
verv slow.

12. Industrial Relations

This item has been put on the agenda with the main 
purpose:

(i) to let not the Industrial Relations Bill of Kerala 
(which has some progressive and beneficial clauses for the 
workers regarding giving them the choice of selecting union 
which will be their bargaining agent and improved functioning 
of Works Committees) be allowed and: to move further and 
shelve It; and impo3e

(ii) to im^Kxe/more and more interference by the Govern
ment through the Registrar of TUs in the functioning of trade 
unions by extending his powers.

We oppose this move.

We insist that rules for compulsory recognition of TUs be 
introduced and implemented, as voluntary recognition clause in 
the Code of Discipline has failed completely. Recognition of 
trade unions is the key to the present industrial relations 
and situation.

13. of . Rival, Unions by INTUC.

Ghri Ramanujam, IRTUC President, says that ’one union in 
one industry’ would lead to ’totalitarianism’ and advocates 
two unions everywhere. This is basically against the under
standing of the ILC. What use is there when, in principle
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and in practice, the central organisation of workers which 
is considered^ by the Union and State Governments as the most 
representative organisation, does not agree to this basic 
principle, « to discuss either inter-union code of conduct 
or suggestion to end and reduce inter-union rivalries?

^denied

14. Government of India and State Governments have no 
labour policy. Whatever is decided here in the presence of 
and with the agreement of the representatives of various 
Ministries of the Government of India and the State 
Governments is, in practice, darted/by them by refusing 
to implement the decision of ILC, SLC, etc.

Examples: (i) W.Bengal Govt has not fixed any machinery 
for the removal of grievances of hospital 
employees as agreed to at the 16th I&C .On 
the contrary, W.Ben gal Labour Minister maintains 
that hospital employees should not go on strike.

(ii) Public Sector Ministries do not accept Code 
of Discipline ana the decision of ILC regarding 
Grievance Procedure and recognition of TUs.

Mew rules re. recognition of TUs framed by 
the Union Home Ministry and State Govts (Bihar).



Add - pare 6 -A

15. Die crimination against AITUC continues. Recant instances:

i) ILO Delegation
li) Fief us al to include AITUC nominees in

Productivity Teams sponsored by National Productivity Council, 
iii) Rofunal to include AITUC nominee on Standing Committee

of ESI Corporation
iv) Denial of passports - Miners’ International Conference, etc.

v) No representation on Central Advisory Council of
Industries.

16. Workers’ Education Scheme in U.P. and Delhi could 
not be started because employer? do not agree to give off-day 
with wares to the workers.

17« INTUC knew verification figure earlier. The returns have been 
sent to Central TU xx organisations only on 7th July 1959.
Shri Ranenujam issued a statement (ref. Indian Worker, June 7, 1959) 
riving indication of the figures.
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j.UTior

J^pOGMTlUN OF TU«

of His were passedrules of ro cognltion <’ t
. the same ha© not been enforced

In 1947, 
lidt til].. today

Since thcu the attitude of the Government of India, 
Ministry of Labour, had been to dU’lvb It and lately 
a theory has been Introduced t^utt jtite present condi- 
tier of rultiolicitytof trade unions, compulsory 
recognition by statute would be imj>o&sible and therefore 
efforts should Ik? ma?ie for velum Ulf y recognition by 
employers. For the guidance of Up0 ^ployevs, certain 
criteria far recognition were c^nVih up in the 16th 
Indian Labour Conference. Recnnal'Uon of trade union won 
also made Tn item obligatory »Ln the Code of 
Disc I pl Inc udon’.ed at Saini&il in Hay 1953.hay 1953 

!
Experience has shown that during this one year 

period, not a single trade union h 
and both in Ue Private as wll as Public Sectors,

ns been recognised

employers have violated the provir
j Adopted at hainital. The E<*
I ^nd ineffective in this matter

provision of recognition
I ^aebin^ry is slow

Therefore, it la high time that the rules are
made for compulsory recognition of trade unions,ix 
find in general, we support the pr 
proposals of Kerala Governments 
dill.

ncipieb behind the
*nd us trial Rela tion o

It is suggested that this proposal be accepted 
by Uiis Conference and the Cantril Government brings 
out a Bill. • 11<!' r * 4

t If the Conference doos not agree to Uds, lot 
Us allow the Kerala Government td proceed with their 
Bill and watch the experiment4

con#
•orks Committees as they ex^st today are a nega

tive force.

ulea for election/byc~<!lecUon and functioning 
of iorks Committees arc not cleat and have got a lot 
of loopholes to the advantage of'employers - who ar* 
remired to conduct elections - in interfering with 
the selection of workers’ representatives. Where it isprospntative



inconvenient, the employers either legally or virtually 
suspend the dorks Committee* They have an upper 
hand in its functioning. Tor not implementing the 
decisions of the Works Committee, there is no penalty 
against the employer. Xn fact the Works Committee, 
as it is today, is an organ to function or even 
exist at the sweet will of the employer*

dorks Committee is a useful organ spacially 
when there are more than one union, provided its 
election and functioning is democratised and its 
decisions are given some legal stdtud. i

If in spite of the above defects, at some places 
the; Works Committees have boon functioning, it is 
because the unions hove been more than accommodating 
and that the employers a little reasonable* But by 
and large the aorks Committees in India have not 
succeeded* Wc do not fully agree with the report 
of functioning of the dorks Committee in the 
Public 3cctor but. there too, wheravar it is said to 
havo succeeded, the Works Committees have more or less 
functioned as Welfare Committee (interested with 
clubs, sports, canteen, etc.) and not an agency of 
collective bargaining or discussing Issues of wages 
and service conditions of workers. Another reason 
for its so-called success in the Public Sector is 
that the wages and service conditions being a 
Central Government (Ministry’s) subject, thea? :orks 
Committee at local level could not discuss and decide it.

We are for appointment of a Committee to study 
and submit a report on the functioning of dorks Committees 
ami suggest amendments in tho present! rules.

At the same time, the amendments in the present 
ruleo made by the Kerala Government should be allowed 
to be carried fistxwx out and worked, as those aro 
for the same purpose * Kerala Govt should be 'willing 
to make necessary changes if after this sub-committee’s 
reply is discussed by the ILCt they find necessity on 
the basic of their experience.

(II)
• j " d

As regards amendment to Rule 51 of the Industrial 
Disputes (Central) Rules 1957, in respect of Chairman from 
either group alternating, the conclusion of the Ministry 
of Labour that it has not worked is not correct. In 
fact, this provision has not been properly implemented 
in moot of the Works Committees, as it was opposed by employers.

I ’ • '
This provision of the I*D*Rules should be given a fair 

trial before consideration is given to change it.
1 h' -p h ■

Meanwhile, Labour Ministry’s machinery should see 
to it that ti ts is implemented in all factor!©#, and under
takings. •
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(ill) VALIDIH OF AGREW-LL'Td REACHED THROUGH 
DIRECT HLGuTlATIOF DulW.L’ HIE PARTIES

If the question of recognition of trade unions 
is satisfactorily settled, then we agree*

Otherwise vie propose the following to be added:

”(v) The agreement arrived at between the 
representative union and the employers shall 
not be registered, unless and until the 
agreement is placed before the general body 
of the union and it goto a clear majority of 
the workers cm loyod in the Establishment.’’

I

Uv)-(v): SETrLLJihf OF DISPUTE# WivUGH ARBITRATION

there in an opinion from Bengal, etc*, that 
we prcfei' .setting up Arbitration Hoards. others 
prefer adjudications only conciliation officer to 
try for more and more voluntary arbitration. Labour 
Courts to continue to function for dealing with 
cases of individual diemissalst discharge, etc#

’J
:i ; I. f J

(vl) HUi HIFLLS FO.a reference of disputes TO 
ADJUDICATION

■ ' i t
Doo3 not arise if our recommendation of 

Bengal at item (iv) is accepted.
i .. I; ' I

In circumntnncos. otherwise, we stand for 
all disputes to be referred to adjudication except 
those which are in the nature of non-implementation 
of acts and agreements.

Only first nug estion of Prof Richardson 
acceptable . 

i

(vii) REVIVAL OF LAUOUR APPEILATE TRIBUNAL

de agree to the proposal to revival of 
Labour Appellate Tribunal,

/e demand this conference to endorse the 
view that Supreme Court and Hi^i Courts should 
have no jurisdiction to hear appeals on industrial 
disputes,
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(viii) CREATION OF SEPARATE MACHINERY FOR DEALING 
.JITH DISPUTES RELATING TO IRDUGTRIAL DISPUTES, 
DISCHARGES, etc.

The matter should be dealt with on all-India 
level.

Trade unions should bo allowed to take up indivi
dual cases of dismissal and discharges.

Punjab opposes this suggestion vehemently. 
. i

Bengal wants that the cases arising out of indi
vidual dismissal or discharge should bo treated ae 

’'industrial dispute" (they are not at present) and 
should be referred to the Latour Courts specifically 
set up to deal with, such cases either through the 
aggrelv'od worker, or through his union or any 
oilier agent.

V
(lx) JUAlSDICTIu: Of TRI DUAL APPOINTED 31 ONE

STATE JOvT I . ..BGchGT OF A DISPUTE CONCERNING 
A’ORKMbr: EMPLOYED T.h DIFFERENT STATES

Bengal agrees with the suggestion.

Punjab wants the jurisdiction of the union 
which raises the demand also to be taken into consi
deration in deciding if the award will be applicable 
to the workers employed by the same firm in other 
States.

. i f '

T. u. organisation
I

(1) ..e are for reduction of number of outsiders from
50,5 to 3375.
Provided those who were employed in the industry 
for one year ox* fnore are not treated as outsiders, 
irrespecti ve of the fact who then they were 
discharged or dismissed by the employer.
Further provided that therxs is a guarantee in the 
Code of Discipline that office-bearers of the 
trade union will not lx? victimised for or ns a 
result of TU activities.



(il) Agreed - except in the cnee of unions of
agricultural workers

(lit) Agreed.

(Iv) OPPOSED

(v) OiPOSED

(vi) OP*USED

(vii) OPPOSED

'Ci do net ?pnt the extending of powers ox th© 
Registrar of Trade Orlon?(which m*£.ncj Government) 
in the functionI ng of TVs.

A penalty might lx? imposed (not cancellation of 
registration) for not suhi.lt tin g annual returns,

Gov: n^uu .t or egistrax" of TU* should have no 
right vd'ptsocv’.r in the registration of TUh as thio 
io the basic right of the workers to organise in 
the union of hie choice. Thia is not the way to 
deal with multiplicity of TUs.

Central TU organisations first to agree with 
the principle of one union in one industry. That 
is the firat step,

*

functiomkg qf e^,i. division
{Supplementary Komo III)

In ths State of Dombay, K.P., the E£I Committees 
have not been constituted yet.

In Orissa, Punjab, Tripura arid proper 
Committees have not been set up, i.e., AlfuC has not 
been given due representation, as per recommendation 
of the first meeting of E&I Committee,

The Central Implementation X Evaluation Committee 
ha© met only once (Sept 20, 1953) during this period. 
In the States, the position is worse and in some States 
the committee has not been convened even once.

th® Eil Division has failed In preventing employers 
fx'om filing appeals to the Supreme Court and nigh Courts 
as is evident from the study done by it.

pro

suhi.lt
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Our suggestion to have a tripartite Screening 

Committee to scrutinise cases before appeals are filed 
to Supreme Court and high Courts, to be reiterated.

Our AR CT Co .Union in Assam - though the only union 
In tho establishment - not recognised by the employers 
and they still. verbally say (earlier they had given it 
in writing which was contradicted by the Assam Govt) 
that recognition is not necessary.

J L
In h.Rthere was only one union all this time 

(upto three months before) but it won not recognised.

oinco the provision of x*e cognition of TVs vze.s 
added In the Code of Discipline as a rtsvlt of serious 
discontent, in the pre co nt condition re. recognition 
of trade unions, there are a number of esses of 
recognition pending. This should lx? considered 
i/miedia tc 1 y. do npt. a;?TO?.Ja
uiaXxiXsiib. aiiiM X uuoss_ JU-125.6»

pluwJpn/:
date . Tn Wo present industrial ^it-vn t1 on, this 
would ‘defeat -nd weaken the Code of Mbcipline.

<e ^z*e generally against croft unions. We 
prefer induetrywise unions.

he agree to the amplification of clause 8 of the 
Criteria that the extreme step of de-recognition 
of TU should not be taken before the union is 
afforded the opportunity to defend itself against 
this charge and. that the Ehl Committee finally 
deals with it. Jh£tJ;dJL.C£OtdkH^
^i,a.t_, the . de-recognl tlon la f or a pe^ipd of leoa 
than., two years* After all, the staple being taken 
to bring home to the union to follow the provisions 
of the Code of Disci,dine and not to deter the 
workers to exerciro the right of collective 
b i.rgai ning.

if ' •
Tost of the States arc amending Weir present 

hules. Ir Bombay, H.T.f.Act is there - In M.P., the 
same is being extended. Efforts am being made to do 
the same in other States.

Jc..are„ .opposed....tO-Wis. It amounts to violation 
of We decision of HU on the part of State Governments.

The State Governments should honour the Code 
of Disci;.’lire and amend their rules to bring It In 
conformity ’-ritl the provisions of the Code of Discipli.no.

Discipli.no
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The E&I Machinery often quotes its independent 
sources of inquiry, wat is it?

The union which complains and are complained 
against m in this inquiry has no place and are 
not appx'oachod on the spot.

Reports of MrJ'ehta who Inquired into 
Jamshedpur, Bombay and Calcutta tram strikes are 
not made knovn oven to parties, ^y?

.Thy not inquire into lock-outs also? j 
HAL in January 195$, Jute mill in Katihar^ Bihar, 
Unrvey < ills In Madurai.

Has any check u’; boon made by the Labour 
Ministry officers if the Code of Discipline 
h;.s been displayed by the employers in thdir 
mills and factories?

libbtlb i'tt j — A iui<
(Supplementary Nemo IV)

.leiJ-represented tripartite committees on the 
various industries should function, fhe issues should 
first be discussed in these Committees and if 
agreed, an Industrial Tribunal be appointed. Efforts 
should bo mode to arrive at an agreement in these 
Industrial Committees on the various issues 
arlsinr; in the industry from time to timo.

rhe Constitution should be amended to limit 
the Jurisdiction of High Courts and ’Jupreme Court on 
industrial disputes.

No amendment to the Industrial Disputes Act 
to e:<tsnl the period of operation of awards in 
Industry-wise iudfcn.tion upto five years.

Add pare 7 - 1R

Crlavance Procedure, an i report ant off-shoot of the Code of 
Discipline wan adopted in September 1956. Thore 18 no 
report at* to in how many ostabllshewntc, thio has been 
formulated.

i Though agreed by the Chairman, no .Teetinjr of the sub-commltt 
ha® been called for to evaluate it.
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item 3

SERVICE CCNDITICT OF COPTIC
' Js/c.Cf

To our knowledra t>wra is only eno Domestic Servants Union and 
that la in Delhi. tod it lb thifi union That Imo bvtn aritatln^ for 
certain de nar di uentionyd in Government memorandum to tlM I.L.C.

Ibero if- no dpt a available about the otrensth or working and 
living conditions of Domer tic Servant* in India. In Octobar 1957 
the Tutr 2»ulitu'v« of social ciences conducted «n jxtreirely Uni
ted aurvey of Oorr^btic Servant* in doubly. ri report of this app-eara 
in the mn^azl'n u octal notion’ - a«w Delhi, •^rch 1953 (H 105-114).

A brief "urJar.y of thi;; report &pp**rr 1’: Industry and Labour 
(1W publication) dated 1 5th Saptasnb-jr 1958 (Ft 2S^23lT»

The purvey was confined to 71 domef.tic anrvmtr of 49 rnlddlo- 
clasc fp.rniliIn St. tothony’c Colony, u aoTrortf ly in Cho.vbur, 
Bombay, wi th a copulation of 350 people.

The principal informato were 58; amonp them 48 fomlo sni 10 
male.

Approximately half cf thaw wi*rn mr^rded.

Jwa dintr? but!on rirys pmrr? -rivoly frir: 12 to l poak 
of 30 years and then drops off in ths uro pi’oup of ec-60. 

’■
Thoir families corsprissd of three to elx cambers.

5O/» of thew w#re rprident servants.

H6vre of work varied from thrnr for pai’t-tiitj r^rvsntF to 13 ? 
hours £n the case of resident servants.

I

A'apa? in Cash:

57.6? nf this© workers earnvu jV.20 or la's pjr .tjchUi; »c% 
earned ' %21 to Rs.39/- >snd on 1-5.4X earned a monthly w&jta varying 
from 3 l/- to He. 5t’/- and up wardr.

Ramunoration in kind:

33»8 > received food only,

36.6? rec-nived food and clcth3
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21.1, $ received food, cloths and other articlts. 
0.5* gave no reply.
Half of the narvante were housed by their employers.

It in «xks«x er titrated that the combined remuneration in cash 
and irk in kind would be between tte.35/- to 45/~ for 51 of these 
fi»ar7«it3 ^nd ; u45/~ to 40/~ for 25»3* of them.

Housing u3X< eervants and their families live»d in owe room 
ten ament - a rented ruud hut. Average ■"pace occupied by a faully 
was 9ft x IQ ft.

.X/ tad no bath facilities.

Incidence <*f lr,3-jlt?(inpr^ .* 30 A cf the workers were in debts for 
sums upto *<f. 100/-

Saav tiu^ in »9> - i'5 the C>cvarnnwnt of Inula had afluretB’»d 
th*; Hate r*ov«rnr thut. they racy midne the ticn of orlnpinp- 
the Dw.»ctic •’ ervints under the pirview of th& >lni£,un> #«agc ^ct. 
It would then be possible to provide under the Act for nd.nl wum 
wages, hour*’ cf work and weakly holidays to corn* tic workers. It 
wan ulco f»v rested that the feasibility of further statutory pro
tection by way of riegiairation of Domestic *>orkerfc, fixation of 
mininwit Wara for amploym?nt, provision of annual holidays with 
w&ges and accomodation uta. ba aluo oxoadned,

’ :. I
KaJacthan rovernwmt agreed in principle to trw axvenslon of 

Minijru:l Wago Acts but stated that action be taken at the appropriate 
tl m3.

{Grist a CovomEwnt pointed out that there wero practical 
difficultly in extending >daiw<n Act and uafd that all that 
could be provided wai, a ruorantee affainst dismi&h&i without 
at least 1 5 dajrs notice and 10 days leave every year at the employer1 f 
cost ♦

auj’ashtra (-overuuvnt thought that appropriate 1«Filiation 
could be ccndldeiDd and made applicable in one place only to that 
furttbcir 3xtan&ion mi^ht stade in the light of the experience 
pained.

r'ovamwitfi of iA^lhi and iripura favoured a separate Irplslation 
for donw^tic workers.

Ail other Covernmentb, opposed statutory provoebion to booe^tic 
Workers for various reasons, ouch on that it would nadtse hardship 
to employers who mostly belonged to middle-cluse; that administra
tion and application of the Act wxm fraught with 1'raatieal difficulties; 
etc. etc.

' I
.; j ■ |

I
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ary
The Parliament/ham Consultative Comnittee for the Fdnietry 

of Labour (nd iiRployvnnt hae however felt that weekly holiday* 
10 dayv ’ annual leave with Pay, termination of service after 15 
days* or Fay in li£4A there^of should be considered.

An al l Indi ax Purvey of the condition* of work by a special 
committee hat b-ven Rurreoted. ,

The views of the various et<te CovcrnMcnbr to thir purposeAof 
having a Isolation for I he service condition of Oonwctia Workers 
are giv<»n ths re^orandum prepared by the tfriion Labour Ministry. 
Except the H4 M.e of Assam kkk all have opposed lcM*’lation.

There or<5 dj fficultiws in the ii^caehtatlon of law*' tn reupect 
of domestic workers but then the la the cat* with Ajrrl cultural 

___ horkerr. all have agrto lu-ve a Waps fur Agricultural 
Workers. AKUO ehould support the demand of Daw#tic Workers.
This may bo in r pharud prorraBii.ui.

We Rvcrsrt:

- A oorrdttvft of an »n India survey of ths | working and living 
condition* of domnrtic Workers and to surest flips that could 
be taken to afford than:, statutory prot action.

1
- Hninum Wages Act could be extended to thin field, After ill 

Hnlmin Wagas coirrittee* would take all relovunt t.nctGrs 
in fixing ware rater. <

- hoekly holiday, 1£ days’ leiV9 eveky cn-5 r^ont*z ’ notice 
or pay in 11?^ therc^of should bu pressed for. "nt this could 
only be <m forced through statutory pro/irljjnr .

- Ahforcew^t of the pro^iRlone to horln with infeltLe:: with popu- 
lationn above lakhs. J '

i I
- Hcusln«? to be provided for thl* clas=r of workar-f under 

Priority Ln slum clearance ychunwr.

- Welcome th? Ttelhi jde pilot schewn for getting uj rp.iciul 
omployran^ office for Doo^etic oarvuntc. Atioclate represent 
tative”' of Trticnal 7.U. Centres with t'ne proposed ZdrlBory 
CcmMttee.

I ! • •’
- Why not sun,rent that that the Labour Of fleer of 4 Municipal 

Corporation ba empowered to deal with their rrlevtncas through 
the rood officer of an advisory Conwittce consisting of 
Councillors?

. I . < 1 I "
> 1



Item 4

PAY ROLL SAVINGS SCHEME should be purely voluntary* 
Any coercion will be opposed by the AITUC.
The pass book should be in the possession of workers 
and not the management*



Item 5

proposal to revise rat&s of compels axiom

IN THS WORKMAN’S COMPENSATION ACT, 1923

The demand to revise Schedule IV (Rates of Conpensation) 
of the Workmen’s Cowpensotion Act, 1923, and to raise the rates of 
conpcnsation is a very old demand of the trad# unions.

The der’and has been three-fold:
| I;

i) Raising the rates of compensation, because of the 
rise in cost of llvlnr.

ii) Creator rate of compensation fbr younger workers because 
the loss of earning for the worker and/or hie dependants 
is praater and for a longer period.

Hi) Half-monthly payment in care of temporary disablement 
should be subjected to a reasonable ndniinum, below which 
no worker would pet,whatever his monthly wa^e.

*

We move a proposal that the definition of ’worker’ or ’workman’ 
for the purpose of Workmen’s Compensation Act be the sane as 
for I.D.Act.

As per the Mb mo of the Union Labour Ministry, we have to 
choose between the three alternatives for revising th” rates of 
compensation. The alternatives are:

1) Saale provided for Kt I Act (See Schedule

2) Proposed by Covt an follows:

a) For death © 40% of waives for a period of 15 year* 
from the date of death, payable to the dependant.

I I
b) For permanent total disablement at $0% of wares 

for 15 years or till death whichever is later.

c) For temporary disablement at 50% of wa^es till 
recovery after the waiting period of 3 days.

3) Af per recommendations of the rtudy Oroup on Social 
Security that the employers’ liability be doubled, 
that the employer be asked to deposit the lunpeum 
with the SSI Corporation and that the &>! be made 
responsible to disburse the pension.

We are therefore called upon to choose between these 
alternatives for revisinr rates of compensation.

I of ESI Act).
j '•



At the Fame time, we have to avoid complicated calculaticsis 
as in £ I.

We may accept the principle behind th© ftudy Group proposals 
but suggant that the revised rates should be three tim»s the 
present ones (or at least 2^ times th© present ratal*) and not 
only twice as suggested by the f¥oup,

|
In the alternative, we may agree to raising the percentages 

in the Government proposal from 40% to 50% in case of death and 
from 50% to 60% in the other two case®.

In fact, this would fetch benefit for a looper period 
in the case of youngor groups.

We say so because the Actuarial Committee calculations show 
that the enployers’ liability shall rise by 2^ to 3 times under 
£ I scales, 2 to 2^ times under Government proposals and two times 
under Stu<ty Group propooale.

We should prefer pension to lumpsum payment for 15 years 
or death, whichever is later, in case of pernunent disability.

In the case of death, dependants' benefit should also 
be paid in the shape of suitable pensions for 15 years or upto 
the re-marriage of the widow, narriaga of the daugltar and 
reaching 18 yearn of ap© by the eon, whichever is later, in each case.

♦

As regards the administration of th© Scheme, we hav© 
suggested, on the report of th© Study Group, that this should 
be integrated with H£IC and EPF administration. Alternately, 
until EPF and ESI are administratively integrated, the compensation 
under Workmen’s Compensation Act could remain with the 
Workmen's Compensation Commissioner as at present.

As regards the mode of discharging employers’ liability, we 
should support the conclusions of ths Actuarial Committee in 
this regard.

*

An age-wise distribution of compensated accidents is not 
available. Uit th© Actuarial Committee report indicates the
following from a Study of ESI cases:

^es. Itor-flak.<1Le^ i Death
Below 25 years 24.6%
25 to 39 yearn 52.8%
40 to 49 years 17.7%
50 yoars and over 4.9%

Figures for temporary di ©ability are not

11.4%
1 51.7%

22.9%
14.0%

available.



It could however be seen that the incidence of Permanent 
Disability and Death is at its peak in the age gtoup of 25 to 
39 yearn. And then it falls off steeply.

It could be argued that among number of workers employed, 
it in this am group that is dominant aid hence the high incidence.

But this has no bearing on the demand for higher rate of 
oonpenration for lower age groups.

A study of incidence of compensated accidents in the various 
Ware Groups of worfors in the years 1955 and 1957 (figures for 1956 
xnlxi are not readily available) reveals the following.

•4 -

Group Disablement
1222 123

^innanant

1255 12S
jl I
1 •

Death

1215 1957

Below Rs. 30 1363 1291
1

69 1 112 144 125

Rs.30 to Rs.60 299 391 S.3 597 । 496 515

Rs .60 to Rs.100 104 2998 787 1435 385 551

Rs. 100 to Rs. 200 45 33
: |
. 377 410 141 223

Rs. 200 to Rn.300 — 547
» h
1 33 I 70 ■ 27 51

Rs .300 to Rb.400 — —
1 Si

5 3 7 14

These figures will reveal that the largest
accidents resulting in temporary disablement is 
of lens than Rs.30 monthly.

incidence of
in the Waco Ooup

And under the present Act, the half-monthly payments to 
themx are between Rs.5 and Rs.9. It is only those workers who 
draw Rs.50 to R».6O are entitled to draw a benefit of Rs.15 every 
fortnight.

That in why a demand for a mjniwm fortnightly benefit. what
ever be the wage, has to be pressed.

The Government of Bombay had suggested (proba&Ly in 1956) 
that "the rate of half-monthly payments in respect of those whose 
monthly wanes are less than Rs. 50 is low. The level of the amount 
of minimum half-monthly payments may be raised to Rs .30 for a 
month (i.e., Rs.15 for half-month) irrespective of the rate of 
average monthly wages."

Even in the revised rates, according to the fbvernment proposal 
compensation for temporary disablement would be at the rate of 50^ 
of wages till the date of recovery.
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I
Undar ESI Act also the benefit in these cases workr- out to 

50% of wagos.

The proposals of ' tudy Hroup on Social Security are for doubling 
the present rate?.

None of the proposals proposes a bare minimum.

The Al TOC has to insist on a reasonable mininwi}.

Then there han been the demand for raisin? thQ wage limit to 
Ro.500. Orissa rovt had proposed it Ion? ago. The Oovt of India 
has accepted this in principle. The low Incidence of accidents in 
the Ware Croupe of above Rr, 300 a month explains that employers’ 
liability shall not very much riae by raisin? the ware limit 
to Rs.500.

1 L j j
Then there are certain other vital and urgent amendments 

that we have boen see kin? in the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923.
1

The 1959 amendments are rood m far as they go, such as, 
abolition of distinction between adult worker and the minor, 
revision of Schedule I and raisin? the percentage of lose in earning 
capacity, revision of Schedule II and inclusion of some more 
employments and improve man t in Schedule III concerning 
occupational diseasefi and so on.

■ 1 1 i
&it we h^ve to draw pointed attention to the following 

long-da mend ad amendments:

1) Sven in the case of accldsits due to workers’ negligence, 
if it results in the death of the worker, it is compensated 
now. Uxt we want that even in cases of permanent disability, 
he should ba co npen rated. The British Act provides for 
this.■. j ।

2) Treatment of injured should be guaranteed free of cost.
i ' ' ' J ' i

3) Provision of artificial limbs and aids and statutory 
oblieation to provide light jobs for partially incapacitated 
workers.

4) Inclusion of employers’ contribution to pxxocid*x3±Kkk 
Provident Fund In the defi- 

niticn of wages.
>

However, wo should see to it that the demand for other 
amendments is not used as a prbtext to shelve the revision of 
Schedule II itself of the present Act, as suggested in the 
Memorandum of the Union Labour Ministry. This, by। itself, is 
a gain for the workers and a move forward.



by-attuc

rei violation of INTER-UNION CODE OF CONDUCT 
? I •

in 1958.

1. Assault on A1TUC union activists 
by INTUC elements in 
Sirpur Karhaznarar 
(24.6.59)

2. Assault on AITUC activists by 
INTUC elements in Sinpareni 
Collieries 
(Oct.13, 1959)

Beyond a formal acknowledjnnent
by Shri Nanda, statinr that 
would look into the matter, 
no action was taken. '

The Ministry al la ped that 
the instigation to violence 
made at a meeting organised

he

was 
by

AITUC union. The meetinr was 
organised by the local CPI unit. 
The controversy is still poinp 
on. The AITUC demanded an 
inquiry by a tripartite body 
and discussion about it in Central 
E&I Committee. This was turned 
down.

3. Slanderous attacks by INTUC 
leaders on AITUC activists 
in Dhariwal. (15.10.58)

I

4. Slanderous writings in
INDIAN WORKER 
(4.11.58) -

The Ministry replied on 17.10.58 
that the allo pation is bain? 
examined in consultation with 
the INTUC. Nothin? further was 
heard from them.

Even thduph a whole issue of the 
journal was sent, which contained 
many instances of the vilification 
cajrpaiffi, the Ministry returned 
the issue of the journal, askinr 
us to say what exactly are the 
portions we are objecting to, 
in I. W. (Oct .27, 1958).

5. Violation of Code of Conduct 
by INTUC union in Gua - slanderous 
attacks on AITUC (20.12.58)

4-A). Writ in ns in Indian worker - 
letter to Shri Nanda dated July 13,’58 
articles objected: 
Editorial, July 7, 1958 
Palphat report, June 30
Junel6, 1958 - Jamshedpur report 
June 9, 1958 - Editorial
June 2, 1958 - Jamshedpur report, 

Editorial, Bum pur report

Beyond an acknowledpmont from 
the Minister’s Asst .Private Secretary 
nothin? further was heard in 
the matter.

NO ACTION TAK1N



Casos sent by AITDQ to E&I Division in 1958

1. 140 cases of non-implemsntation 
In Barbil mining area
sent on 15.3*58

2. Non-inplemfcntation of agreement by 
Andhra Pradesh Govt re. K.G.Hospital 
Vishapatnam (15.3*58)

3. Non-payment of compensation and 
notice pay to construction workers of 
S£ Rly in Vishapatnam (15.3*58)

4. Non-inplementation of settlement
in OMD Ltd., Barbil (15.3.58)

5. Non-imp ihe mon tat ion of acts, etc,, 
in Talchor-Dera collieries. (15.3.58)

6. Non-implementation of M.W.Act in 
Gudur Mica Mines (28.3.58)

7. Non-payment of arrears in Gudur 
mica mines (28-3.58)

8. Barsi-Li^ht Railway case 
(25,4.58)

9. Violation of Code of Discipline Im 
by Hotel owners in Madras (22.5.58)

10. Non-inpl erm nt at ion of awards in 
Coimbatore textiles. (14.6.58)

Delhi
11. Violation of Agreement on

rationalisation - Silk Mills in 
Amritsar. (21.6.58)

12. Jamshedpur cases

■ : ■! r 

> . . i ■ it

|: ■ ;

Replied on 26th Aurust stating 
that all these cases have 
been disposed of.

I □ » J
The Ministry denied that there 
was any such agreement. The 
AITUC produced the copy of the 
agreement. Aft$r one year, the 
agreement was implemented.

I’ I • •Ministry replied on 26 March 
that instructions have been issued 
for payment of compensation .

! . !
Tho intervention of the Ministry 
made no improvement in the 
situation .

-doll

After a rood deal of correspondence, 
the loophole in the Act re. ’loaders 
in, Mica Mines was promised to 
bt$ rectified.

The amount was paid after 
Ministry’s intervention.

Still pending

The matter was referred by the 
Centre t-o Madras Govt.

In one or two instances, the 
position was rectified. On others, 
no improvement.

The E&I Division took the stand 
that the Delhi Agreement was not 
binding till bipartite agreements 
on same lines are signed. This 
was later on refuted by the 
Labour Minister. All the same, 
E&I Division could be of no 
use at all.

i; ■ | ' M J
The E&I Division could do 
absolutely nothing.



. Violation of Code by Sudarshan 
Co., Vijayawada (7?8.58)

14>. Failure to fix hours of work in 
OMD Co.Barbil (7.8.58)

16. Victimisation of Budha Tanaji 
by agreement with INTUC Union 
in Amalner. (1.9.58)

1$. Violation of Code - Prakash 
rJnrineerinp, A?ra (6.9.56)

Iff. Violation of Coal Award by
NCDC - 21.8.58

19. Closure of shift in Dunbar 
Cotton Mils, Calcutta - 28.8.58

19- Dismissal of Robert Comos 
Bombay textiles - 8.9.58

20. Violation of Code - Kamala T.S. 
Siliruri - 29.7o58

21. Non-implement at ion cases in 
Chikhli Mines, Bhilai Project 
(24.9.58)

22. Violation of Award, etc. , in 
Kesoram Cotton Mills, Calcutta 
(4.IQ. 58)

23• Closure of Kulti Blast 
Furnace (8.1Q.58)

24. Violation of Code - DCM, Delhi 
(15.IQ. 58)

25. Violation of Code - OCM, Amritsar 
15.10.58

26. Non-iimplementation of Covt 
resolution on Choudhury Committee 
report re. Cochin Port - 17.10.58

27. Closure of Badnera Mill 
(14.11.58)

28. Violation of agreement - retrenchment 
in Gudur mica mine (22.11.58)

Nothing much came out of the 
complaint.

The Ministry tried to disprove 
our contention.

He was reinstated. The E&I Division 
said the agreement was entered 
into in the absence of the ’’real” 
leader of the INTUC.

There was a counter-complaint.

No effective action could 
be taken by E&I

-do-
I ■ ? <’ •

The Ministry sought to disprove 
our contention. No action taken 
to rectify the position.

Case was referred to
W. Ben pal Govt.

E&I Division denied there was 
any such non-implemen tat ion. 

■

Nothin^ could be done by 
Central E&I. It is now 
before W. Ben pal E&I.

The closure could not be 
prevented.

Subject matter of rood deal of 
correspondence and that is all.

Nothin? came out of the complaint.

-do-

1 L ' ? ■< ■

-do- )
i

-do-



- 3 -

29. Non-implement at ion of Coal Award re. 
Grading & Time-scale (25.11-5#)

E&I could do nothing* Later, at 
tripartita committee meetings, 
some agreement was arrived at.

30. Non-implement at ion of Coal Award 
re. concessional supply of footwear 

(25.11.58)

31. Non-implemsntation case - 
Nandram Hunatram, Barbil (25.11«58)

-do-

No improvement.
.< ' -



Cases arid nr t AI TUG
under INTER-UNION CODS OF CONDUCT - in 1958.

1. Alleged clashes between Colliery 
Mazdoor Sabha workers and INTUC 
workers in East Jemehary Colliery 
(12.6. 58)

2. Speech of Com.Renn Chakravartty 
in Gua - xk alleged vilification 
of INTUC union leaders .
(19.11.58)

3. Speech of Pashupati Pandey 
in Burnpur (19.11.58)

It was denied that the case is 
under Code of Conduct since no such 
clash occurred with any INTUC union 
- there was no INTUC union there 
for that matter. It was a violation 
of Code of Discipline by the 
employer who refused to take back 
the workers unless they signed a 
humiliating bond. Eximx*fk*Kxsui» 
The E&I Division assured that the 
workers would be taken back - 
those arainst whom cases were pending, 
after the cases were disposed off. 
But even after one year, all workers 
have not been reinstated.

The text of extracts of Com.Renu’s 
speech was completely distorted, 
it was pointed out. The allegation 
was denied.

It was asked as to who pave the 
information. The Ministry said they 
pot it from the INTUC. We pointed 
out that this is a deliberate 
distortion in order to discredit us.

A. Assault on INTUC workers 
in Burn pur (19.11.58

The allegation was denied.



CASES AGAINST AITUC under Code - in 1958

1. Aritati
26.4.5$

by Cua miners

2. Violation of agreement by 
Petroleum Workers Union, Madras 
- recruitment of members in 
Oil Terminal (12.6.58)

3. Strike in Seetharama Mica mine 
without notice (14.6.58)

4* Refusal of AITUC unions in 
Samalkot, Pugalur and bhxb&x 
Thiruvalla - all of Parrys to 
function Works Committees. 
(8.8.58)

A detailed reply about the condition 
in Gua was sent, listing the various 
demands left unfulfilled, including 
denial of registration by the union . 
On this counter-complaint, some action 
had to bj taken by the Ministry 
to settle some of the demands.

Denied by AITUC. The union sought 
revision of agreement. Its applica
tion for recognition was not 
considered. After a pood deal 
of correspondence, the Ministry 
advised the Union to seek registra
tion under the terms of the Code. 
But the employer did not recognise 
the union.

The circumstances under which the 
strike took place was explained. 
In the settlement which followed 
the strike contained the provision 
that proper notice should be given 
for strike or lockout.

Replied that the charge is groundless 
since AITUC and its unions have 
always stood for formation and 
functioning of Works Committees.

Assault case in OMD, Barbil 
(2.9.58)

6. lAlleged violence in Selected 
Jharia colliery, Bihar (7.11.58)

Thu charge was denied. Certain 
workers had to resist the insolent 
behaviour of a drunkard supervisor. 
The Ministry however alleged that 
our contention is not correct.

It was pointed out that a case 
foisted in AITUC union leaders,bn 
the basis of the same complaint, 
was dismissed by the Court. Corres
pondence is still going on whether 
it is a fact that Shri Tiwari 
who came over from the INTUC was 
removed from INTUC on a letter from 
labour Minister’s Private Secretary. 
This was stated in the police report.



Cases under Code of Discipline 
sent by AITUC in 1959 - upto June

1. Closure of Maheshwari Devi 
Jute Mills - 26.2.59

2. Retrenchment in Bharat Woollen 
Mills, Calcutta - 27.2.59

3. Violation of award, etc. in 
New Jerehary colliery and 
Kustore colliery
19.3.59 

* •
4. Violation of Code in New 

Marine Colliery and Kirkend 
Colliery, Bihar - 23.5.59

5. Unilateral decision of management 
in increasing workload at 
Puralur Su rar Factory
14.4.59

6. Lockout in Madurai Textiles

Not known if violation of 
tripartite agreement has been 
taken up with employer.

Matter was referred to State 
Govt and some action was 
taken

i |
No news of action taken.’ I

I |

Our contention disputed.
The matter under corresponden 
even now. j

Referred to State Govt.

-do-



Cases arainst AITUC
under Code of Discipline - in 1959 - upto June

1. Activities of Road Transport 
Union, Hyderabad - 13.1.59

2. Case against Bombay Plastics 
iimployees Union - 2.2.59

3« Conplaint sent directly by 
employer in Century Rayon, Bombay

4. Complaint arainst Dhanbad Firebrick 
& Potteries Workers Union 
18.5.59

The union xxx not affiliated to 
AITUC.

Replied on 18.2.59 - charges 
unfounded.

i 
pending

i1

pendin cr



Cases arainst AI'HJC
under CODE OF CONDUCT - till June 59

1. Allowed assault of INTUC workers 
by A1TUC union in Cochin Fort 
26.2.59

Al le rat ion denied.

2. Leaflet issued by United Iron
& Steel Workers Union, ftirnpur 
containing slanderous remarks 

Since the Central E&I refused 
to discuss Code of Conduct 
in the E&I Committee, AlTUC 
refused to reply to the letter.



Cases re. CODE OF CONDUCT 
sent by AITUC - 1959 - till June

1. Acts of violence by members of 
INTUC Union in Bermo-^arrali area 
14. 2. 59

2. Attack by INTUG elements on 
workers of rarden Reach Textile 
Workers Union on 26th January 
- Case referred by WBSTUC

3. Assault on AITUC union activists 
in Bumpur by INTUC elements
- 1.4.59

Matter beinp pursued mainly 
by State Covt.

E&I Division denied there 
was any such clash. They said 
it was a clash between two 
boys in which some people 
took sides.



Item 6

support the proposal of de-linking of Provident 
Fund benefits from Gratuity for the purpose of granting 
exemption to Establishments or employers covered under 
the E.P.F.Act 1952.



STATEMENT OF VERIFIED MEMBERSHIP OF CENTRA T.U. ORCANISATICNS

No. cf unions No. of unions 
& Membership
Verified

Returns 
not 

submitted

Did not 
shew 

Records

Not 
Regis
tered

Registra- Incorrect 
affi

liation
State। & Ffembership

CLAIMED
tion 

cancelled
Defunct

1. Andhra Pradesh '?/ " r- '

AITUC 89/65,028 39/36,669 40/26,008 — 1/396 — 1/175 8/5,819
INTUC 67/ 52,323 18/4,645 39/20,700 3/2,672 - 3/20,576 4/1,622
HFS 11/12,147 8/2,724 3/9,488 — — * — _
UTUC Mo claim ■ . - ■ - A ■

..... _  - . ■- ~---- . - -- -„- ■ — - — . . t ■> ~ -Jt'i *' .r. .f. . 4. . —.... -4.-4 . - - 4 ■ —- — • ■ - _ '■— ' - ... ..... . ...
2. Assam _ — *

AITUC 10/22,439 9/8,400 - — — 1/1,024 * _
INTUC 29/2,49,087 2/i/2,17,246 2/25,718 — — 3/5,651
HM5 No claim
UTUC 6/1,105 3/653 - - - - 1/175 2/277

3. Bihar AITUC 52/82,915 34/10,914 9/8,895 7/23,566 _ 1/3137 1/242INTUC 77/1,23,883 50/94,479 19/16,980 6/7,299 — — 1/57
x/
1/3 SLH16 14/ 58,398 9/11,828 2/1,269 3/44,913 _

UTUC 60/36,706 40/16,248 5/2,818 6/10,034 - 2/586 3/209 4/839
4. Bombay

AITUC 132/2,62,1^7 63/ 52,161 . 1/520 4/81,869 6/5,097 35/30,391 3/990 19/9 978INTUC 241/3,37,161 208/2,23,706 5/40,876 2/237 6/2, 509 23/7,957 1/86HI'S 63/1,35,368 53/79,701 2/1,299 - 1/793 4/1,'b» 1/5,600 2/570UTUC 3/7,207 1/6,102 1/450 — 1/757 —
5. lerala

AITUC 486/2,32,690 200/76,453 103/36 , 515 43/32,833 6/2,756 51/16,271 70/24 450INTUC 36/27,667
HIS 2/4,480

21/12,726 
1/421

1/500 8/7,581
1/4,000

4/1,119 1/142 - 1/158
UTUC 50/28,961 30/6,180 4/4,065 14/17,357 - - - 2/3,487

6. Madhya Pradesh
AITUC 30/25,216 10/4,534 15/18,294 — 3/810 — * 1/98
INTUC 51/59/826 23/34,423 23/27,50 5 — 3/676 1/20 — 1/1,318
HIS 3/3,&49 3/3,489 — — — — —
UTUC 4/442 3/373 - - - - - 1/69



page two

State
No. of arions 
and Menbersarn

CLAIMD ■ "

No. of unions 
& Membership

VERIFIED

Returns 
not 

submitted

Did not 
show 

Records

Not 
Regis
tered

Registration 
Cance
lled

Incorrect
Defunct affilia

tion

7. Jfedras
169/2,47,733 127/98,888 9/5,495AITUC — 6/1,475 15/5,964 — 7/2,022

IN TUG 53/72,346 44/54,784 2/9,762 — 1/121 3/378 _ 3/1,204
HIS 17/27, 14/29,729 1/200 1/85 — 1/254 —
UTUG 41/24,12? 11/1,918 1/3,875 - 3/1,238 8/6,500 - 18/8,553

8. Mysore
AITUC 36/47,526 23/25,092 11/4,896 — 1/800 1/800 _ _
INTUC 23/22,231 16/12,651 9/7,144 1/1695 — 2/490 — _
HIS 13/9,462 5/692 6/6,770 — — 2/1,605 — _
UTUG no cla^a

9. Orissa
AITUC 19/27,489 31/6,696 2/175 1/15,628 3/1,700 2/751
INTUC 13/16,Ou6 10/10,692 3/2,851 — — —
HIS ±0/6,406 8/9,749 2/2,306 — — — _ _
UTUG no clair

10 .Punjab
AITUC 
INTUC

61/46,233 
74/27,23?

39/17 , 585 
49/16,653

12/3,928
16/4,104 2/616

2/225 
2/230

2/270 
4/2,056

3/1,811 
1/323

3/850

HIS 4/573 2/135 - — — 2/350 — _
UTUC no cl-in

11.Rajasthan
1/4, srAITUC 1/1,739 — — — — *

INTUC 24/12, 13/4,384 11/5,076 — — — _
HIS 8/2,841 5/669 3/870 — — — — _
UTUC l/'+OC - - - 1/400 - - —

12 .Uttar Pradesh
AITUC b4/2$,827 

161/63,456
17/5,074 39/14,475 3/354 1/210 2/270 1/90 3/4,198

INTUC 99/40,800 48/13,959 6/2, 553 1/173 3/-2ZL 1/35 2/365
HIS 36/20,946 17/5,072 15/923 3/1,872 — 1/1,800
UTUC 18/6,339 3/1,847 14/4,155 - - 1/591 — —



page three

Nc. of unioi s No. of union: 
& Membership 

VERIFIED

5 Returns
not 

submitted

Did not 
show- 

records

Not 
regis
tered

Registra
tion 

cancelled

In cor re ct
State & i'fer±)ershii 

CLAIMED
Defunct affilia

tion

13 .yfest Bengal 
AL TUG 
INTUC 
HIS 
UTUC

240/2,4^,346 
167/3,01, 553 
4^0.^726 
97/87,015

182/1, 58,863 
102/1,57,125 
19/39,035 
80/43,298

13/3,748 
10/11,364 
12/6,206
8/1,673

1/1500 
14/27,489
4/2100
3/10,343

4/879 
1/900

2/236

35/18,846 
31/31,174 

9/6,498 
2/2,335 2/2,082"

5/2,341 
8/20,106
5/2989

14. Delhi
AITUC 17/41,2^2 13/14,238
IN TUG 5 5/1C, 263 20/7, 901

HIS 6/x0, aI S 1/850
UTUC 5/4,429 5/2,041

15. Manipur
ALIUC l/o5
INTUC r.o claim
Hl'S nc claim
UTUC ”0 claim

Re. Jammu & Kashmir, INTJC has clained 1 union
In Tripura, INTUC has claimed 3 unions/6,097 -

claiming 1,040 
verified figure

2/16,973 
2/744 
2/7,900

and granted 0, 
: 2/5952

1/65

the union

1/12?
11/3495
2/1,575

having not submitted. returns .

2/244 
1/40

GRAND TOTALS

AI TUG 1409/1/', 00,141 768/5,17,306
34/14,413

254/1,21,944 61/1,72,723 145/74,696 9/6,203 117/49,998 - 21 repeti
INTUC 1066/13,bu,249 698/8,98, 527 191/1,87,969 44/50,885 18/5,728 83/51,600 7/21,074 22/25,311 - 3 "
HIS 2^6/3,57,659 145/1,84,084 46/37,441 14/60,875 1/793 21/13,932 1/5600 8/3, 599
UTUC 265/1,96,978 176/80,345 33/13,436 23/37,734 7/2633 13/10,012 6/2466 27/13,225



ORGANIZATIONS

All India Federation of 
Electricity Employees,

5, Ritchie Street, 
MaDRaS-2

’ I
All India Petroleum Yorkers’ — n

Federation,
4215, Pel Mandi,
Paharganj, DELHI

All India Cement Yorkers' —
Federation,

Ganpat Nivas, Zaoba's Oart,
Thakurdw ir, BOMBAY-2

The General Secretary, — ]
All India Insurance Employees’ 

Assbciation,
9~A, Haralal Das Street,
CALCUTTA-24

National Federation of Road, n 
Transport Yorkers of India,

3-a, ^saf Ali Road, 
NEY DELHI

The General Secretary,
Indian National Trade Union Congress, 
17, Queensway(Janpath) NEY DELHI

': 'Mfr ■! . ;
The General Secretary, 
a!1 India Federation of Educational

Association,
Dhake Plots Sharampeth, 
NaGPURi

The General Secretary, — X' 
Indian.Mine Yorkers Federation, 
'■'ear Mbck h Co., DHaNBaD (Bihar)I

aGENLIisS 
■ < . ;

Shri R.V.Raman, (60 copies)
Pmbhat Books,
C - 2 , BE L Market,
-J a I a ha Hi, Ba N Ga LO RE

The Current Book Depot,
The Mall, KaNPUR (10 copies)

People’s Book House, (5 copies) 
Lakshmi Road, Lakri Bridge,
P00Na-2
:: 

l

The Manager, (2 copies)
Indian Labour Gazette,
Labour Bureau,Ministry of Labour, 
Government'of India, NEY DELHI

The General Secretary,
United Trade Union Congress, 
249, Bowbazar Street, CaLCU1TA~12

The General Secretary, — I
National Federation of P & T

Employees,
9 Pusa Road, NEY DELHI-5

■V' • I

The Secretary,
Government of India,
Ministry of Labour (2 copies)
3 e ere ta ri a t, NE Y DELHI

'<• ' !. V tr ' '1
Embassy of the (2 copies)

People’s.Republic of China,
Lytton Road, 
NE IV DELHI

The General Secretary, — xL 
All India Bank Employees Association, 
No.l Subhas Eose Lane, CaLCUTTa-1

I.L.O Office.
,,!andi House (2 copies) 
HEY DELIil

Ihe General Secretary,
All India Defence Employees 

Federation,
70, Market Road, Kirkee, POONa-

The General Secretary, 
Hind Mazdoor Sabha, 
Servants of India Society Home, 
Sirdar Vallabhai Patel Road, 
BOMBAY-4

;; j
The Labour Bureau, 
Government of India 
SIMLA :

The Embassy of
U.S.S.R. in India 

Travancore House, 
NEY DELHI

(2 copies)

(2 copies)

The General Secretary, -
National Federation of Indian 

Railwaymen,
17, Queensway,(Janpath) NEY DELHI

T he General Se c re ta ry,
All India Reserve Bank Employees’

Association, C/0 Reserve Bank 
of India, Mint Road, Fort, BOMBaY



Appendix II

AMaLTSIS OF APPEALS made to SUPREME 
CWT IN MATTERS EEL AT ING TO LABOUR 
DTSPU ’ES DURING 1007 A<D’ J0p8^

OBJECTS AND • ■< '
O’: In pursuance of the recommendations of the Central

Implementation and Evaluation Committee, an analysis has 
been made of appeals against Industrial' Awards, filed in the 
Supreme Court, with a view to determining the advantages 
secured by the appellants both in terms of money and by way 
of vindication of principles. The analysis covers 33 
judgements delivered by the Supreme Court during 1957 and 
1958 (and published in Law Journals during ,i these two years) 
in matters relating to labour disputes; 16 of these judgements 
were delivered in 1957 while 17 were delivered in 1958.

? A l _2. Of the 33 cases, appeals were initiated by employers 
ON OF_ in 25 or about 76% cases; by workers in 5 or about 15% cases

C/USES ST UP--and by State Governments in 3 or about 9% cases. In 16, or 
DjE. ____ roughly about 50% cases, the appeals related to termination

of service (dismissal or discharge) of workmen; in 7 cases 
they related to bonus issues while in 5 cases they concerned 
the payment of wages and dearness allowance. Thus, cases 
pertaining to termination of service, wages and bonus 
accounted for about 85% of the total' number of appeals made 
to the Supreme Court. The remaining cases related to miscella
neous issues, e.g.:, compensation for accidents outside the 
works premises, power of Government to supercede a reference 
pending before a Tribunal by a fresh notification, validity 
of awards after a prescribed date, scope of the term 'worker’, 

.. etc.- A
. , Awa ■ I

3• Of the total number of cases filed in the Supreme 
Court, 22 or about 67% cases were either wholly or partly 
successful. Employers were wholly successful in 18 out of 
25 cases (i.e. in about 72% cases); partly successful in 
1 c ise and were unsuccessful in the remaining 6 cases.

• Workers succeeded in .2 (40%) of the 5 appeals filed by them.
The State Governments were partly successful in 1 case and 
unsuccessful in 2 cases.

\GES 4. The advantages secured by the appellants in successful 
b EC UP. ED IN appeals were cither in respect of monetary gain or with regard 
SUCCESSFUL to vindication of a principle or both. The advantage, in
ABBE 11,8 : terms of principles upheld or .enunciated by the Supreme Court 

is, in several cases, of a wider significance, for, whenever
TNan aPPeHant wins a case it not only implies that the ground 

which he made it has been upheld but once the principles for 
—-—determining a particular issue are decided by the Court, they 

PR TN-—continue to govern similar -Issues in;future. Most of the 
—cases studies involved interpretation of law, examination of 
—the validity of legal provisions of labour enactments in the
light of Fundamental Rights, determination of principles in 
matters not laid down by law and elucidation of principles
enunciated by the Court in matters like determination of 
bonus, etc. vindication of principles - big or small - was 
generally implied in almost all successful appeals.

5. In appeals pertaining to termin xtlon of service
of issues arising from such termination, important points 
of law or broad guiding principles were settled by the 
Supreme Court in deciding such cases. Thus the employers' 
right to dismiss employees for misconduct or for absence 
without permission for more than 14 consecutive days was up
held as also his right to discharge his employees under the
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Standing Orders. New principles regarding computation of 
money value of reinstatement benefits were laid down in another 
case. In cases concerning bonus, the Supreme Court enunciated 
several important principles. It has, for example, laid down 
that bonus is not a mere matter of bounty' or gratuitous payment 
made by an employer to his employee, nor is it a matter of

(b) MONE
TARY 
GAIN:

deferred wages. In one case, the Court refused incentive bonus 
to workmen as they could not prove that the employer had earned 
profits due tcjtheir contribution.

6. It is not easy to estimate, precisely the monetary 
gain secured b^appellants in successful cases; these are 
normally not indicated in the judgements as it is on the 
question of law or principles that appeals are generally 
filed in the Court. In cases pertaining to bonus, dearness 
allowance, dismissal of workers, etc., it is all the more 
difficult.to calculate monetary gain or 1 /ss as it is of 
a recurring nature and may cover a large number of persons

/involved,. ,
given below, 
has thus 
either been 
estimated on ' 
certain assum4; 
pt ion/about '
average wages,’ 
etc. x

over an indefinite jpepiod of time. The information about 
m^ne tar y“\>Tn,"'etc .’7^°r by obtaining relevant information 
from the employers concerned. The analysis on the basis of 
these estimates shows that of the total 22 successful cases, 
in 5 no direct monetary gain was involved - they related to 
the question of interpretation, etc., e.g., amending 
a prayer for dismissal by a prayer for discharge, fixing 
of responsibility on the management for change of service 
conditions, payment of compensation for accidents outside 
works premises, interpretation of the termworker * under 
the Factories Act, validity of awards given after a prescribed 
date, etc. The classification of cases where some monetary 
gain was involved is as follows

Monetary gain

1. Not more than Rs. 1,000/-
2. More than Rs. 1,000/- but 

not more than Rs. 2,000/-
3. More than Rs. 2,000/- but 

not more t^an Rs. 10,000
4. More than ps. JO,000/- but 

not more than Rs. 15,000/-
5. More than Rs. 15,000/- but 

not more than rupees one lakh.
6. More than rupees one lakh.
7. Judging from the fact that

Number of cases

3

2

2

2
■ I

3
5

appeals to the Supreme
Court involve considerable legal expenses, loss of time 
and inconvenience, it may be said that in majority of 
cases the monetary sta.ke was comparatively small. In 
most of the 12 successful cases concerning termination of 
services of workmen, the monetary gain involved was not 
more than Rs. 10,000/-; in 4 of these cases, the disputes 
related to dismissal of only 1 worker each.while in 10 
cases, the disputes related to dismissal or discharge of 
not more than 20 workmen. Even with regard to cases 
concerning bonus, which generally involved large sums 
of money, in 1 case the employer went in appeal on the 
issue of paying bonus to 4 workers involving only about 
Rs. 1,200/-. It may be argued that these cas’es involved 
sometimes only 1 or a few workmen, and that probably 
they concerned not so much the vindication of a principle 
as the vindication of prestige and that such approaches 
to the highest court of the land are not only detrimental
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to Healthy and harmonious growth of industrial relations 
but also snack of harassment and inconvenience to the 
workers whose bargaining and litigation capacity is so 
obviously inferior. But in each successful case an impor
tant point of law was involved and the clarification given 
by the Supreme Court is bound to reduce causes of friction 
in the future*

CONCLUSIONS; 8. The following broad conclusions emerge from the above 
analysis:-

(1) In l/3rd of the cases studies appeals were not 
successful of the appeals filed by employers, 
about 25% were not successful - in these cases 
the v.iew point of employers was not upheld by 
the C 'urt and it may be said generally that 
they were not based on very substantial grounds.

(2) The largest number of appeals in the Supreme 
Court in respect of which judgements were delivered 
in 1957 and 1958, were, preferred by employers; 
a majority of them were successful.

(3) Eighty-five per cent of the appeals related to 
termination of service, wages and bonus.

(4) In most of the cases, questions of law or princi
ples were involved; in a number of cases important 
decisions laying down broad guiding principles 
were given by the Court.

(5) In a majority of cases, the monetary benefit 
involved was comparatively small; in cases 
relating to termination of service, the monetary 
aspect did not seem important at all as several 
of these cases concerned only 1 or 2 workmen. But 
important questions of law and principles were 
involved and in some of them the vindication of 
the view point of the appellants, judged objectively, 
was considerable and worth while.
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ACTION TAKEN ON THE DECISIONS OF THE 16th SESSION 
OF THE INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE (NAINITAL 19TH-20TH

MAY> 1958)

The statement of action taken on the decisions of the 16th

session of the Indian Labour Conference was noted:

No action is called for on this.

Industrial relations
(1) Time was not appropriate for the suspension of adjudication 

for the settlement of industrial disputes, though adjudication 

should be the last resort in the process.

The State Governments have been requested to issue 

suitable instructions to the field officers of the 

State Industrial Relations Machinery to the effect 

that in all cases where conciliation fails the 

Conciliation Officer should make definite proposals 

to the parties concerned for settling the disputes 

by arbitration. Similar instructions have been 

issued by the Chief Labour Commissioner to his 
field staff.

(ii) The present position of the Works Committees should be 

more fully examined.

Notes on the experience of Works Committees in other 
countries and the functioning of such Committee's in 
the public sector in India have been prepared and 
circulated along with the Memorandum on Industrial 
Relations (item 2 on the agenda). The N.C. Corpora
tion has been asked to make a study of the functioning 
of the works committees in the Bombay region. The 
matter will be^discussed in the current session of 
the Conference.

(ill) The Subcommittee of the 15th Session of the Indian 
Labour Conference should be requested to draft a simple 

and flexible grievance procedure in accordance with 

the principles evolved by it earlier.
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A model grievance procedure drawn up in consultation 
with the State Governments was approved by the 
Sub-Committee with certain amendments when it met in 
September 1958. The amended grievance procedure 
has been circulated to all concerned.

(iv) The proposals made to ensure the working of evaluation 

and implementation machinery more effective were approved.

An Evaluation and Implementation Division as well 
as a Tripartite Central Implementation and Evaluation 
Committee have been constituted at the Centre.
All State Governments/Administrations except 
Manipur have either set up an official cell or 
designated an officer to be in charge k!bxxxExelb?i± 
of the work relating to implementation of labour 
laws etc. Except Bombay, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal 
Pradesh and Kanipur all state Governments/Adminis- 
trations have set up tripartite implementation 
Committees. Jammu & Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh 
do not consider it necessary to set up Committees 
at this stage. Bombay and Manipur are considering 
the matter.

(v) with a view to mitigating the evils of trade union rivalry,

a code of Conduct was adopted at a meeting of the 

representatives of the different central organisations of 

workers•

The Code has been brought to the notice of all 
Central Workers’ Organisations. Action is also 
being taken by the Evaluation and Implementation 
Division on cases of infringement of the Code 
reported to them.

(vi)(a) A trade union should prescribe a minimum membership 
fee of as -/4/- a month and the Registrar of trade 

unions should be given the power to inspect the 

books of the union.

This will be taken up along with other amendments 
to the Trade Unions Act.

(b)Delay in the registration of trade unions should be

avoided.

The State Governments have been requested to 
avoid delay in the registration of trade unions.
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(c) If out of the 7 signatories to an application for 

registration, one or two got discharged during the 

pendency of the application and if the signatories 

were entitled to apply for registration at the time 

of the application, registration should not be refused 

on the ground thot they had since ceased to be workers.

This will be taken up along with other amendments 
to the Trade Unions Act.

(vii) Certain criteria for voluntary recognition of Trade 

Unions were evolved. A procedure for vertificetion of 

membership of trade unions was also approved.

The Criteria evolved for the voluntary recognition 
of trade unions now form part of the Code of 
Discipline which has been retified by the notisfixAf 
iJkxiex&aviSKSorganip.ations• These have also been 
brought to the notice of State Govts., Administrations 
and Employing Ministries. Their applicability to 
Corporations and Companies was discussed at the last 
Public Sector Conference. A revised procedure for 
the verification of membership of trade unions was 
drawn up on the basis of the principles recommended 
by the Conference and communicated to the Central 
Workers’ Organisations. Certain details concerning 
the procedure were settled at a meeting of the 
representatives of the central, workers’ organisa
tions held in March, 1959.

(viii) The proposals for the introduction of union-shop and 

check off were rejected. It was agreed that a 

recognised union should be entitled to collect 

membership fees every month within the premises of the 

undertakings.

The State Governments >>nd the concerned ministries 
have been addressed on this matter.

Working of the ymployees’ State Insurance Scheme.

(i) The State Governments’ sphere, on extension of medical care to
families should be l/8th of the total expenditure during the 
Second Tian period and thereafter no revision should be 
effective unless mutally agreed upon.

।

The Employees’ State Insurance Corporation have since 
decided that State Governments’ share of medical 
expenditure would continue to be l/8th even after 
the II Plan period unless revised and accepted 
mutually.



(ii) The State Government might adopt any system of medical. 
care (service, panel or mixed) which they consider 

most feasible*

This has been brought to the notice of State 
Governments. Specific proposals as and when 
received from the State Governments in this 
connection will be examined by the Corporation.

(iii) Regarding the Capitation fee to be paid to panel 

doctors, it was considered desirable that the Employees’ 

State Insurance Corporation should approach the medical 

profession through the State Governments concerned.

The suggestion has been noted by the Corporation 
for guidance.

(iv) A sum of Rs. 30/- per confinement should be paid to the 

wives of insured persons on extension of medical care 

to families.

This recommendation is being examined by the 
Corporation in consultation with the State 
Governments.

(v) (a) Some Improvements in the rote of maternity cash 

benefX t8 should be made.

The maternity cash benefits available under the 
Employees’ State Insurance Scheme has since 
been raised to full average pay subject to a 
minimum of 12 annas per day. This has been given 
effect to in respect of all insured women whose 
right to maternity benefit commenced after 
1st June, 1958. 

•
(b) Persons suffering from T.B. should be given special cash 

benefits.

The question of raising the rate of cash benefits 
to persons suffering from T.B. is being examined 
by the Corporation.

(vi) The question of revision of the waiting period should

be examined.
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The matter is under examination of the 
Corporation. As the recommendation would involve 
the amendment of the Employees’ State Insurance 
Act, its implementation is likely to take some 
time.

(vii) Families of the insured persons should be covered for 

medical care and treatment. Hospitalisation should 

also be provided for them.

Medical care has been extended to the families of 
insured persons in the States of Mysore, Assam, 
Rajasthan, Bihar, Madhya t’radesh Punjab and 
Andhra Pradesh. A few more States will also be 
covered shortly.

As regards hospitalisation, the financial 
implications of the recommendation are being 
examined.

(viii) The employers’ contribution should be raised to 

as provided for in law for meeting the extra 

expenditure involved in implementing proposals like 

extension of medical care to families.

The Corporation has decided that the rate of 
employers’ special contribution need not be 
raised till such time as the extra expenditure 
involved on the extension of medical care to 
families could be met from the current revenue 
surplus of the Corporation. If, however, the 
Valuer’s final report showed that the rates of 
employers’ special contribution should be 
increased, the Central Government might then 
take necessary action.

(ix) The administration of the Employees’ State Insurance

Scheme and of the Employees’ Provident Fund Scheme 
1' 

should be integrated.

The Study Group on Social Security set up to 
consider the question of integration of social 
security schemes has submitted its Report. The 
recommendations of the Study Group are under 
examination.

Contd 6
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(x) Contribution to the Provident Fund should be increased 
1 

from to 8-%. o

The matter was discussed with employers’ represen
tatives at a meeting held in Bombay in January 1959. 
It was decided that before taking a decision in this 
regard an industry-wise survey to assess the 
financial burden on individual industries in the 
first schedule of the Employees’ Provident Funds Act 
should be undertaken. It is proposed to entrust 
the survey to working groups consisting of the 
representsti es of the employers, employees and 
the Ministries concerned. Each industry will be 
surveyed by a separate working group.

As a preliminary step the Central Provident Fund 
Commissioner has requested the employers in the 
first six industries specified in the First 
Schedule to the Employees’ Provident Funds Act, 
1952, to state their difficulties in increasing 
the rate of provident fund contribution to 8?% 
as also their calculations of the additional 
burden and any other considerations which they 
may have against the proposal.

(xi) The proposal to convert the Provident Fund Scheme into and 

old age and/or survivorship Pension should be examined
2 

provided it could be worked out within 16-% of wages 

received by way of contributions from employers and

workers.

The Report of the Study Group on Social Security 
is under examination.

(xii)(a) The present employment limit of 50 persons or more 

as prescribed under the Employees’ Provident Funds 

Act 1952 (sub-section 3 of section 1) should be 

amended as 20 persons or more.

Government 1c taking the necessary steps for 
implementing this recommendation of the Indian 
Labour Conference.

(b) Employees in commercial establishments should 

be covered.
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The Employees1 Provident Fund Act has since been 
extended to the road motor transport establishments 
employing 50 or more persons with effect from the 
30th April, 1959. The extension of the Act to the 
Commercial establishments like Hotels, Cinemas, 
Banks, insurance etc. are being examined in 
consultation with the State Governments and the 
concerned Ministries.

Amendments to the Industrial Disputes Act 1947.

(i) The proposed amendment to Section 7A(3) of the Industrial 

Disputes Act 1947 to enable the appointment of serving 

or retired District Judges as Presiding Officers of 

Industrial Tribunals was approved subject to certain 

reservations. 
4 

The question of amending the Industrial 
Disputes Act will be taken up along with other 
amendments that are now under consideration.

(ii) Regarding the suggestion of the West Bengal Govt, that 

the staff of hospitals etc. should be excluded from the 

purvies of the Industrial Disputes Act the consensus of 

opiiiinn was that a Convention should be Established 

whereby the staff would not go on strike provided that 

an effective machinery for the speedy redress of their 

grievances was set up by the employer.

The recommendation has been brought to the 
notice of the Government of "*est Bengal. 

*

(iii) The suggestion of the Indian national Mine Workers’ 

Federation to amend sub-section(3) of Section 24 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act should be examined by 

Government.

The same amendment was also suggested by the 
AITUC and INTUC and the matter was discussed byx 
a Committee of the Standing Labour Committee in 
January, 1959. The recommendations are under 
examination.

Subsidized Industrial Housing Scheme.

(i)(a) The quantum of loan to employers under the scheme * 

should be raised from 37? % to 50^6.

। This has since been done.
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(b) The rules for the allotment of tene-ments should 

be left to the employer to be finalised in 

consultation with the workers subject to some broad 

principles being laid down by the Government.

The Government of India have decided that subject 
to the broad principles of the Scheme, the 
allotment of houses should be left to the employer 
in accordance with the rules to be finalised in 
consultation with the workers of the establishment. 
The allotment will be made by a Managing 
Committee having equal number of the representatives 
of the workers and the employer with an official 
chairman, in accordance with such rules as may be 
mutually agreed upon. In cases, where no agreement 
can be reached between the parties, allotment kxhxJu 
will be governed by the Government of India 
Subsidised Housing Allotment Rules with the 
modification that in addition to the provision made 
in the Rules enabling the Managing Committee to 
allot 10% of the houses, out of turn, another 15% 
of the total number of houses built, may be 
allotted by an employer to the eligible workers at 
his discretion; the intention being that the 
allotment of the remaining 75J& of the houses will be 
governed by the Rules prescribed in the model 
Allotment Huies.

(c) The question of giving some income tax relies to 

employers should be examined by Government in detail.

The matter is being examined by the Government.

(ii) If State Governments find that industrial housing was 

not making progres/for want of developed building land, 

they should spend as much of their allocation as was 

needed for the acquisition and development of land. The 

land could be utilised by them or sold at a no-profit 

no-loss basis to employers for the purpose of building houses 
i *

Action is being taken on this recommendation by the 
"Ministry of ^.H. & 3. It has already been decided 
to grant loans, repayable in 5-7 years, to State 
Governments under the subsidised industrial Housing 
Scheme, to enable them to acquire suitable sites 
and develop them either for constructing houses tn 
their own or for selling the developad sites, to 
employers and co-operatives of industrial workers, 
on a no-profit no-loss basis.

Contd 9
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Evaluation and Implementation of labour enactments, 

awards, settlements etc.
The proposals made to made the work of evaluation and 

implemeniaion more effective were approved.
As referred to under item 2(iv) above evaluation and 
implementation machinery has been set up in most 
of the States. Data on non-implementation of 
labour enactments awards etc. are being collected 
from the States etc., regularly.

I

Notes for information on Productivity etc,

Closure of units and unemployment.
(i) Plantations: Suitable steps should be taken by the

Central and State Governments to avoid closures.
The Govt, of Assam had made some proposals to undertake 
legislation for taking over control of tee gardens 
in certain cases of mismanagement. But it was 
considered deeireable that such powers should be 
taken only by the Central Govt, at the appropriate 
time when a proper organisation for assuming the 
management of mis-managed plantations had been 
built up. It has since been decided to undertake 
suitable legislation cohering the subject.

(ii) Cotton Textiles:- Various measures like the Granting of 

licenses for new units, appointment of Expert Committees 

to examine the individual units that have closed down or 

likely to close down, giving relief to the mills by way of 

providing long staple cotton and also by rendering * 

financial help in the form of short-term and long-term 

capital etc. were recommended.

The Govt, have accepted the suggestions made by the 
Textiles Enquiry Committee for enabling the 
closed mills to be re-opened. The State Bank and 
the Scheduled Banks have already reduced their 
margins in advancing forking Capital to the mills.

(iii) Jute:- The Jute Committe should be convened to consider 

the possibilities of taking action to avert closures in 

this industry.

The Industrial Committee on Jute which met in August 
1958 was of the view thatproblem of closure was not 
very serious in this industry. However, a Special 
Committee has been set up by the Government of West 
Bengal to watch the implementation of the agreed 
policy on rationalisation.
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(iv) EnginBeringt- Industri s were affected by the acute

shortage of steel and other raw materials. Government 

should take immediate action to remedy the situation.
ihe Ministry of Commerce & Industry and the Planning 
Commission are of the view that the position cannot 
be substantially improved until the foreign exchange 
difficulties are over. However, the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry are making efforts to utilise 
the available raw materials in the best way that 
would help to minimise the difficulties experienced 
by the industries.

(v) General:-
fi) The Standing Orders should be amended on shift working 

in respect of notices before closures.

The Model Standing Order No. 7 appended to the 
Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Central 
Rules, 1947 has been amended. The question of 
amending section 25 PEP of the Industrial 
Disputes Act in regard to notices for closures 
was discussed at the meeting of the Committee of 
the Standing Labour Committee held in January 1959. 
The matter is under examination.

(ii) Lacunae in the present provision for the lay-off

compensation whereby labour could be denied compensation 

by working normally for some days in a week after 45 days* 

lay-off to avoid payment of compensation should be 

immediately remedied.
i

This was discussed at the meeting of the Committee of 
the Standing Labour Committee in January 1959. The 
matter is being further examined.

(iii) Delay should be avoided in conducting liquidation 

proceedings.

The department of Company Law have proposed to make 
amendments to the Company Law with a view to 
obviating delays.



Indian Labour Conference (17th Session, July, 1959)
Item No. 2: Industrial Relations
Supplementary Memorandum - 1

Kerala Industrial Relations Bill, 1959*
1.1 In paragraphs 3.2-3.3 of the Memorandum forwarded 
with the Ministry of Labour & Employment letter No. 
LC.9(l)/59, dated the 13th April, 1959 mention has been 
made of the Kerala Industrial Relations Bill, 1959*..
The problems posed therein are: procedure for the 
certification of negotiating agent of workmen for 
collectively bargaining on their behalf on issues 
affecting the industry as a whole and the desirability 
of making consequential modifications in the 'criteria' a 
adopted at the last session for recognition of unions. 
The Bihar Central Advisory Board, at its meeting in 
February, 1959, adopted a resolution to the effect that 
only a recognised union should be competent to take up 
disputes of general nature and that the rival union might 
handle individual grievances of the workers. At the 
meeting of the State Co-ordination Committee (April 1959^ 
a suggestion was put forward that the aforesaid procedure 
should be followed in Central sphere also for maintaining 
industrial peace. There may be practical and legal 
difficulties in adopting the procedure suggested by the 
Government of Bihar, . i •

I
1.2 Apart from the certification of the negotiating • . 
agent of workmen, the Kerala Industrial Relations Bill, 
has a few special features which.the Indian Labour 
Conference might like to discuss. Some of the important 
items are:

(i) Enlargement of the scope of the definition 
of 'industrial dispute' and'workman' - 
clauses 2(i) and 2(u) of the Bill;

(li) Reduction of the employment limit to fifty 
for formation of Works Committees-clause 4 of the 
Bill;

(iii) Constitution of Industrial Relations Committees 
and State Industrial Relations Board - Clauses 
6 & 7 of the Bill;

(iv) Legal enforcement of the 'Code of Discipline' 
as one of the' conditions of recognition of trade 
unions-clause 8 of the Bill.

(v) Procedure for recognition of representative 
association of employers- clause 15 of the Bill; 
and •' I

(vi) Enlargement of the scope of provision relating 
to "retrenchment compensation" clause 24 of the 
Bill. '

A copy of the Kerala Industrial Relations Bill is enclosed. 
Significance of the aforesaid provisions are briefly 
discussed below seriatim.

1 *3 Item (i) o_f para 1.2 to above, The definition of 
’industrial dispute* varies from section 2(k) of the 
Central Industrial Disputes Act, 1947¥ inasmuch as the 
the term "industrial dispute" under the State Bill 
means any dispute between an employer and a registered 
trade union and covers also any dispute concerning 
a person whether or not he is a workman. *

cj ■
. ..uontd.



The definition of ’workman’ embodied in the State Bill 
is wider than that contained in the Central I.D. Act inasmuch 
as it covers all employees including those employed directly 
or through a contractor as well as casual workmen or badli 
workmen other than those employed in a managerial capacity.
1.4 - Item (ii) of para. 1.2 above - Under the State Bill, 
the employer shall be bound to constitute a. 'works committee' in 
an establishment where there are fifty or more persons employed 
as against 100 or more workmen laid down in the Central Industrial 
Disputes Act. This will increase the number of works committees 
considerably. As may be seen from paras. 4.1 to 4.3 of the main 
memorandum, there is already a. feeling that even the existing 
works committees are not functioning well. The Conference is 
being requested to set up a tripartite committee to examine the 
material so far collected, so that certain "guidance principles” 
could be drawn up. It is felt' that unless and until the 
functioning of the existing works committees in establishments 
employing 100 or more workmen is improved, it would neither be 
desirable, nor feasible, to reduce the employment limit to fifty, 
as proposed in the State Bill. : •
1.5 Item (iii) of para. 1.2 on pre-page. The Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1947, provides for constitution of Boards of Conei1iation and 
Courts of Inquiry for promoting the.settlement Qf industrial 
disputes and for setting up Labour Courts, Industrial Tribunals 
and National Tribunals for adjudication of disputes. Since the 
provisions of the State Act will not be in derogation of those 
contained in the Industrial Disputes Act;, the aforesaid authorities 
will presumbly continue side by side though they may be’ made use 
of only on rare ocasions. The State Bill envisages two new 
authorities,viz., the Industrial Relations Committees and the 
State Industrial Relations Board. The* former are even, now stated 
to be. functioning in the State of Kerala in almost all important 
industries and what is proposed in ’the Bi1! is to clothe them 
with statutory authority. These Committees, which are to be 
constituted with equal number of workers’ and employers' 
representatives, may be set up for any specified establishment 
in specified industry. A majority decision of the Committee will 
be deemed to be a settlement arrived at by agreement between 
the employer and the workers who are represented in the Committee 
and their decision will be binding and enforceable on these 
parties and will not be called in question in any court for 
any reason whatsoever. The Committees are to forward their 
report to the Government within a period of fourteen days from 
the conclusion of the proceedings and Government are required 
to publish the enforceable decisions of the Committee within one 
month from the date of the receipt of the report.

The functions proposed to be assigned to the State Industrial 
Relations Board envisaged under the Bill are:

(a) to aid and advise Government on matters regarding 
industrial and labour relation;

(-b) to settle and decide industrial relations as may be 
referred to them by Government; and

- -f (c) to discharge such other functions as may be allotted to 
them by the Government. ।

The Board is to consist of 11 members excluding 2 ex- 
officio members. Of the 11 members, 10 are to be chosen to 
represent in equal numbers employers and workmen. The Chairman 
is to be a person who is or has been a judge of the High Court. 
Due representation to the national trade union organist.tions 
(put in the order of A.I.T.U.C., INTUC, HMS and’UTUC) 
functioning in the State and having not less than 10 percent

...contd.
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of members of registered trade unions hap also been provided, 
The Board will have all the powers of a Civil Court under the 
Colo of Civil ProccdU'c when trying a suit,
1,6 Item (iy) of para 1.2 on page 2/ante. The State B|ll seeks 
to give legrl force to tho Code of Discipline for Industry 
evolved at the last session of the I.L.C, The main objective 
behind the adoption of the Code as a non-statutofy mer sure 
was to encourage harmonious industrial relations between the •*
employers and their employees and to instil a sense of rights 
and duties in both the parties on a moral plane rather then 
on a legal plane so that they do not always adopt a legalistic

/practicesapproach in their attitude towards each other rr resort to unfair/ *
1.7 Item (v) of para 1.2 on page, 2/ante, As against pecognirtion 
of unions provided for in clause 8 of the Bill, it also provides 
for recognition of representative association of employers in 
relation to an appropriate unit where a recognised trade union 
(or unieps) hap (or have) been certified as a negotiating agent 
of workmen, The Bill envisages one representative association 
of employers for an appropriate unit.
1,8 Item (vj) of_para_ 1.2 on page.2/ante. The procedure proposed 
in the State Bill fop dispensing with the service of workmen is 
wider in scope than section 25F of the J.D. Act, While this 
Act imposes certain conditions precedent to the retrenchment of 
a workman,who hae;..been in continuous service fop not less than 
one year, the St&'te Bill stipulates that the services of a 
workman employed for not less than six months cannot be terminated 
except;on proved charges of misconduct of continued ill-health. 
In the latter case, the workman will be trntted as having been 
"retrenched” and would be paid his compensation. The workman 
whose services are dispensed with or whose services are terminated 
has been given the right to appeal to the prescribed authority, 
but he gets suitable compensation for the period of unemployment 
only in the event of his reinstatement,
1.9 Since the points discussed above may have an all-India 
repa.poussion, the views of the Conference are invited,



INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE, 17TH SEgSHlON
MADRAS, JULY,. 1959

Item No. 2:- Indu strial Relations -

SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM

Implementation of.Code of Discipline^ 
labour enactments,, awards, etc. ;

In pursuance of recommendations of the 16th Session
of the Standing labour Committee, an E&I Division in the 
Ministry of Labour & Employment and a tripartite Central 
implementation & Evaluation Committee were set up last year. 
The Central I&E Committee held its first meeting in September, 
1958* Acopy of its main Conclusions is enclosed (Appendix I).
2. All State Governments, expept Manipur Administration, 
have also set up an Official implementation Cell or have 
designated an Officer to look into the cases of non*implementation, 
breaches of the Code of Discipline, etc*, falling in the State 
sphere. Tripartite Implementation Committees have been set up 
in all States except Bombay, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh 
and Manipur. While Governments of Bombaynand Manipur are still 
considering the question, Jammu & Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh have 
said that they have very few labour problems to necessitate 
the Setting up of separate Committees.

3i As almost all State Governments have now set up 
Implementation Machinery, the Central Organisations Of Employers 
and Workers have been advised to issue suitable instructions 
to their member-units to refer complaints iof non-implementation, 
breaches of the Code of Discipline, etc., falling in the State 
sphere, to the concerned State Implementation Officers.

4. In addition to dealing with cases of breaches of the 
Code of Discipline and non-implementat ion of labour enactments, 
awards etc., the E&I Division has also been able to persuade the 
Central Organisations of Employers and Workers to set up 
Machinery to screen cases of industrial disputes before they 
are taken to higher Courts so as to avoid unnecessary litigation. 
Attempts are also being made, both in the Central and State 
spheres, to bring about out-of-court settlements in cases of 
industrial disputes already pending in courts. An analysis 
(Appendix II)of successful cases of industrial disputes, 
decided by the Supreme Court in 1957 and 1958, has also been 
made to find out the extent of advantages secured by the 
parties concerned, both in terms of money and as vindication 
of principles, by'going in an peal against the awards of 
Industrial Tribunals/Courts.

5- A few important points which have arisen in connection 
with the Implementation of the ’Criteria for Recognition of 
Unions’ are mentioned below: . , ;

(i) A clarification was sought whether the condition
relating to 15% membership, laid down in clause 2 of the 
'Criteria', would apply rigidly for recognition even if there 
is only one union or would it apply where only more than
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one union exist in an establishment. On the analogy of 
clause 1 of the ’Criteria’, which provides that 'where there 
is only one union, it can be recognised•even if it has not 
completed 1 year from the date of its registration, it would 
seem logical that the qualifying, membership condition should 
apply only where there are more than one union in an establish
ment. Thus, where there is only one union jin an establishment 
it will be entitled to recognition irrespective of its membership 
but where there are more than one union and none of them has 
15% membership, none will be entitled to recognition.

(ii) It seems desirable to maintain status quo 
for 2 years from June 1, 1958 in the case df unions already 
recognised before that date- The ’ Criteria’jdo not, however, 
seem to place any bar to recognition of different ’craft 
unions’ representing distinct and separate interests in an 
establishment so long as they fulfil, the conditions for 
recognition laid down in the Criteria. 

■
(iii) Clause 8 of the ’Criteria’ implies that if a 

.Union has bedn found guilty of violation of the provisions 
of . the Code, its .'recognition can be withdrawn by the employer* 
Before, however, such.an.extreme step is taken, it seems 
desirable that the charges against a Union should be 
investigated and confirmed .by 'an Officer of the Central or 
State Government, as the case may be, on behalf of their

' I&E.Machinery. In case the charges are refuted by the union, 
the matter may be decided by the Central/State ImpLementation

: Committee.1 The ’Criteria’ are silent on the question of 
period for which a union can be de.-.recognised but, as under 
clause 4 of the Code ra* Union orwe recognised would continue 
to be so ' recognised, for a period of 2 years, it^BLgy follow 
that a union found guildy of violation of the provisions of 
the Code can be de-recognised for a maximum period of 2 years.

.i ; . ;tT ■

(iv) Where, in a State, Statutory provisions for according 
recognition, etc*, exist, and they are at variance with the 
Criteria provided in the.Code these will oVer-ride the provisions 
of the Code till the State Government concerned modifies them.



Appendix-I• d ■ ,
Central Implementation & Evaluation Committee 
(First Meeting, New Delhi, September 20, 195$)

•M ' । 
Conclusions 

i 
Item J: Action taken, on the conclusions of the 16th 

session of the Standing Labour Committee 
held in October, 1957 regarding evaluation 
and implementation of labour laws, awards 
etc, ,.

The information contained in the memorandum on this item 

was noted It was agreed that the suggestion made by the 

workers' representatives that the State Evaluation and 
I 

Implementation Committees should be as representative as the 

Central Committee would be forwarded to State Governments for 

their consideration and adoption.

Item 2: Cases of non-implementation or partial 
delayed or defective implementation of (i) Awards, agreements, settlements and 
(ii)Labour enactments received from State 

Governments, employers' and workers 
Organisations and action taken thereon.

(i) It was clarified that complaints of non-implemen- 
• < • • 

tation of labour laws, etc., relating to the central sphere 

should be referred to the central E & I Division and those 

falling in state sphere to the State Governments concerned. 

In either case references to the Implementation machinery 
at the Centre or in the States should be made only after 

the existing machinery under the Union Labour Ministry or 

the State Labour Dopurtmenis • has beenffully utilized.

■ <(ii)It was agreed that organisations would advise 
i

their constituent Units that when they refer cases of 

non-implementation to the Implementation machinery at the 

Centre and in the States they should give full details about 

the provisions violated, parties involved and their affilia

tions to the Central Organisation, etc,,, For this purpose, 

it was suggested that information regarding the members of 

Central Employers' Organisations should be supplied to Central 
Workers' Ortanisations so as to enable theny£o quote the 

central affiliation of the parties concerned
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(iii) It was decided that while reporting cases of 

non-implementation, etc., to the E & I Division, the parties 

should at the same time, send a copy of the complaint to the 

Central Organisation of the employer or worker concerned, as 

the case may be,

Item 3; Non-implementation of awards, agreements etc,, 
due to appeals to High Courts/Supreme Court

(i) It was agreed that workers* and employers’ organi

sations should take early steps to set up a machinery to screen 

cases before it is finally decided to take them up to higher 

courts,

(ii)As regards cases of appeals against industrial 

awards and agreements, relating to undertakings in the 

central sphere, already pending in courts, it was agreed that 

the Central Government might explore the possibility of 

bringing the parties together with a view to settling disputes 

outside the court. Similar action might be taken by State 

Governments in respect of cases falling in the State sphere* 

This procedure may be tried for some time and if it 

did not succeed, the question of setting up a standing 

tripartite screening committee for this purpose may. be 

considered.

(iii) It was agreed to consider the question of associa

ting neutral auditors as assessors with the industrial tribunals 

so as to provide them with expert advice on accounting matters.

(iv) It was decided that an analysis of the cases of 

successful appeals against industrial awards may be made to 

determine the extent of the advantage secured, both in terms 

of money and as a vindication of principles^

Item 4: Implementation of the Code of Discipline 
in Industry:

(i) .It wars clarified that as the Code was formally 

ratified at the 'sixteenth session of the Indian Labour

’r r^,,r i qfp . it Ghovnd Xo deemed
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fore not be correct to apply the sanctions of the Code bo 

cases of infringements that occurred prior to that date. 
■

(ii) The need for following the Code in letter and 

spirit and for publicising its provisions', as extensively 
■

us possible, was emphasised. It was agreed that the 
uh1'

Organisations of employers and workers would ask their member 

units to display the Code at convenient places.

(iii) It was decided that an on-the-spot-study under 
the CodG of Discipline by a tripartite body comprising 

nominees of the members of the Central Implementation and
•/ { 1 ‘

Evaluation Committee of the Calcutta tram'workers' strike 

should be conducted. It was suggested that the Government of 

West Bengal should be consulted in the matter immediately.

(iv) It was decided that in addition to its present
1''' ; ; I 

functions the Implementation machinery both at the Centre
'. 'i '

and in the States should organise itself to take preventive I
action, before a major strike taken place.

• . • I

Item 5: Evaluation of labour* enactments, awards, 
agreements, disputes, etc.,.

■1 >The programme for evaluation drawn up in the memorandum 

on'this item was accepted with the addition that the 
evaluation of factories Act nay also be included in the 

programme.

Item 6: A. review of some typical cases of non- 
implemcn tat ion.

The need for a scrutiny of major complaints before 
■ r'passing them on to the E & I Division by the Central
-i i

Organisations of Workers and Employers was appreciated.

:: I " ;

11;



Appendix II

ANALYSIS OF APPEALS MADE TO SUPREME 
COURT IN MATTERS RELATING TO LABOUR 
DISPUTES DURING 1957 AND 19587

OBJECTS ARD
COVERAGE: In pursuance of the recommendations of the Central

Implementation and Evaluation Committee, an analysis has 
been made of appeals against Industrial Awards, filed in the 
Supreme Court, with a view to determining the advantages 
secured by the appellants both in terms of money and by way 
of vindication of principles. The analysis covers 53 - 
judgements delivered by the Supreme Court during 1957 and 
1958 (and published in Law Journals during these two years1,) 
in matters relating to labour disputes; 16 of these judgements 
were delivered in 1957 while 17 were delivered in 1958.

CLA5bT.FI- 2. •• • Of the 53 cases, appeals were initiated by employers 
CATION OF in 25 or about 76% cases; by workers in 5 or about 15% cases 
CASES STUD-and by State Governments in 5 or about 9% cases. In 16, or 
DIED:_______roughly about 50% cases, the appeals related to termination

of service (dismissal or discharge) of workmen; in 7 cases 
they related to bonus issues while in 5 cases they concerned 
the payment of wages and dearness allowance. Thus, cases 
pertaining to termination of service, wages and bonus 
accounted for about 85% of the total number of appeals made 
to the Supreme Court. The remaining cases related to miscella
neous issues, e.g., compensation for accidents outside the 
works premises, power of Government to supercede a reference 
pending before a Tribunal by a fresh notification, validity 
of awards after a prescribed date, scope of the term ’worker1) 
etc. . . , ' .

3. Of the toial number of cases filed in the Supreme 
Court, 22 or about 67% cases were either wholly or partly 
successful. Employers were wholly successful in 18 out of 
25 cases (i.e. in about 72% cases); partly successful in 
1 case and were unsuccessful in the remaining 6 cases. 
Workers succeeded in 2 (40%) of the 5 appeals filed by them. 
The State Governments were partly successful in 1 case and 
unsuccessful in 2 cases. 

-• '• ■
ADVANTAGES 4. The advantages secured by the appellants in successful
SECURED IN appeals were either in respect of monetary gain or with regard 
SUCCESSFUL to vindication of a principle or both. The advantage, in 
APPEALS: terms of principles upheld or enunciated by the Supreme Court

is,'in several cases, of a wider significance, for, whenever 
(a) GAIN INan aPPellant wins a case it not only implies that the ground k TERMS" on he Kiade it has been upheld but once the principles for 

op1-determining a particular issue are decided by the Court, they 
phlN-’—continue to govern similar ■ .issues in future. Most of the 

cases studies involved interpretation of law, examination of 
-----——the validity of legal provisions of labour enactments in the 

light of Fundamental Rights, determination of principles in 
matters not laid down by law and elucidation of principles

. ; A enunciated by the Court in matters like determination of
bonus, etc. vindication of principles - big or small - was 
generally implied in almost all successful appeals.

5. In appeals pertaining to termin it ion of service 
of issues arising from such termination, important points 
of lav/ or broad guiding principles were settled by the 
Supreme Court in deciding such cases. Thus the employers’ 
right to dismiss employees for misconduct or for absence 
without permission for more than 14 consecutive days was up
held as also his right to discharge his employees under the



Standing Orders. New principles r garding computation of 
money value of reinstatement benefits were, laid down in another 
case. In coses concerning bonus, the Supreme Court enunciated
several important principles. It has, for example, laid down 
that bonus is not a mere matter of bounty' or gratuitous payment 
made by an employer to his employee, nor is it a matter of
deferred wages. In one case, the Court refused incentive bonus 
to workmen as they could not prove that the employer had earned 
profits duc tc/their contribution.

(b) MONE- 6. It is not easy to estimate precisely the monetary 
TARY gain secured byfappellants in successful cases; these are
GAIN: normally not indicated in the judgements as it is on the 

" • question of law or principles that appeals are generally 
filed in the Court. In cases pertaining to bonus, dearness 
allowance, dismissal of workers, etc., it is all the more, 
difficult to calculate monetary gain or 1 ,ss aslt is of 
a recurring nature and may cover a large number of persons

/involved,. 
given below,

ovpr an indefinite period of time. The information about Ymonetary /vi n,^ e’fcfT/or by obtaining relevant information

has thus 
either been 
estimated on 
certain assum
ption/ about 
average wages, 
etc.

from the employers concerned. The analysis on the basis of 
these estimates shows that of the total 22 successful cases, 
in 5 no direct monetary gain was involved - they related to 

'the question of interpretation, etc., e.g., amending 
la prayer for dismissal by a prayer for discharge, fixing ' of responsibility on the management for change of service 
1 conditions, payment of compensation for accidents outside 
works premises, interpretation of the term ’worker’ under 
the Factories Act, validity of awards given after a prescribed 
date, etc. The classification of cases where some monetary 
gain was involved is as follows

Monetary gain Number of cases

3
2

2

2

3
5

1. Not more than Rs, 1,000/- 
2. More than Rs. 1,000/- butnot more than Rs. 2,000/- 
3. More, than Rs. 2,000/- but 

not more tftan Rs. 10,000
4. More Hhan Ps. ^0,000/- but not more than Rs. 15,000/-
5. More than Rs. 15,000/- but 

not more than rupees one lakh.
6. More than rupees one lakh.
7. . Judging from the fact that appeals- to the Supreme 
Court involve considerable ‘ legal expenses, loss of time 
and inconvenience, it may be said that in majority of 
cases the monetary stake was comparatively small. In 
most of the 12 successful cases concerning termination of 
services of workmen, the monetary gain involved was not 
more than Rs. 10,000/-; in 4 of these cases, the disputes 
related to dismissal of only 1 worker each while in 10 
cases, the disputes related to dismissal or discharge of 
not more than 20 workmen. Even with regard to cases 
concerning bonus, which generally involved large sums 
of money, in 1 case the employer went in appeal on the 
issue of paying bonus to 4 workers involving only about 
Rs. 1,200/-. It may be argued that these cases involved 
sometimes only 1 or a few workmen, and th,at probably 
they concerned not so much the vindication of a principle 
as the vindication of prestige and that.such approaches 
to the highest court of the land are not only detrimental
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to healthy and harmonious growth of industrial relations 
but also snack of harassment and inconvenience to the 
workers whose bargaining and litigation capacity is so 
obviously inferior. But in each successful case an impor
tant point of law was involved and the clarification given 
by the Supreme Court is bound to reduce causes of friction 
in the future.

CONCFUSIONS: 8. The following broad conclusions emerge from the above 
analysis:-

(1) In l/3rd of the cases studies appeals were not 
successful of the appeals filed by employers, 
about 25% were not successful - in these cases 
the view point of employers was not upheld by 
the C ^urt and it may be said generally that 
they were not based on very substantial grounds.

(2) The largest number of appeals in the Supreme 
Court in respect of which judgements were delivered 
in 1957 and 1958, were preferred by employers; 
a majority of them were successful.

(3) Eighty-five per cent of the appeals related to 
termination of service, wages and bonus.

(4) In most of the cases, questions of law or princi
ples were involved; in a number of cases important 
decisions laying down broad guiding principles 
were given by the Court.

(5) In a majority of cases, the monetary benefit 
involved was comparatively small; in cases 
relating to termination of service, the monetary 
aspect did not seem important at all as several 
of these cases concerned only 1 or 2 workmen. But 
important questions of law and principles were 
involved and in some of them the vindication of 
the view point of the appellants, judged objectively, 
was considerable and worth while.
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item No. 2 - Industrial Relations

Noto on Principles for determining which disputes 
to refer to Adjudication.

BY ‘ i
Prof.J.H.Richardson, 110 Exnert on Industrial Relations.

Throughout the 1950‘s the number of disputes referred 
to adjudication was seriously excessive, involving bverloading 
the Tribunalsand causing heavy expenditure and ofteh long 
delays before settlements were reached. Many factoH were 
responsible for this situation, including exceptionally 
numerous disputes because of changing economic and industrial 
condition, inadequacy of principles for setting disputes, 
inexperience of Conciliation Officers, and a tendency, 
resulting largely from fear of strikes and lockouts, to 
refer disputes to adjudication whenever settlements were 
not reached by conciliation,

The Governments 'havejwide discretion in deciding; 
whether or not to refer disputes to adjudication, and there 
would be substantial advantages in restricting much more 
than in the past the number of disputes so referred. The 
Government of India recognises the desirability of greater 
restriction, and in 1958, in consultation with the State .. 
Governments gave consideration to establishing guiding 
principles with the object of reducing referencesto a

•• minimum, and submitted proposals to the Indian Labour 
Conference/1959 • " * ;

>• ;? . • '■ ; ■ r' ■
• * ■ ’ .

A useful distinction can be drawn between (a) disputes 
arising out of the implementation of existing legislation, 
'agreements, awards and othof Udfihbd Conditions ( implementation 
disputes ), and (b) disputes'arising front demands for new 
conditions, which may require consideration of economic factors 
affecting an undertaking, a whole industry or even the 
economy of the country. Implementation or interpretation 
disputes usually affect only individual workers or small 
groups of workers and should rarely be referred to protracted adju
dication procedures. Expeditious settlements could be effected 
if Labour Commissioners and Regional Labour Commissioners 
were empowered to give binding decisions in such cases, or, 
if preferred, had authority to appoint competent impartial
persons to.make such decisions.

Disputes arising from demands for new conditions, 
including wage changes and annual bonus may range from those 
affecting large number of workers in vital industries, to 
those involving fewer workers in industries in which strikes
or lockouts would not have serious dislocating effects on 
the econony. Adjudication should be reserved mainly for 
disputes of the former kind, while for the latter kind the 
parties should be left to reach settlements by further 
negotiation, further conciliation, or agreement to accept 
arbitration. When the parties realised that failure to 
reach an agreement by those means would incur risk of the 
losses which a strike or lockout would entail, they would
usually see that it was in their own interests to avoid 
a trial of strength and would make serious efforts to 
effect a settlement.



It must be reiterated th^t adjudication should be 
much more sparingly used than in the past and only then 
when there is no further scope for conciliation.

Adjudication nay bo needed for four main kinds of 
disputes:. (1) those in which stoppages of work would 
seriously injure the economy of themcountry, including 
the progress of the Government's development plans; 
(2) those in which stoppages of work would inflict serious 
hardship on the connunity, particularly by interruption 
of essential public utility services or of food and other 
necessary supplies; (3) those which would be likely to 
involve serious danger to the maintenance of law and order; 
and (4) those which raise important issues of principle, or 
where need for protection where there seems tobe a prima facie 
case of victimisation, or other unfair labour practices 
or injustice.

Reference to adjudication should normally be withheld 
where there has been resort to illegal strikes or lockouts 
unless the strike or lockout is terminated-.-' The following 
also wouldse.em to be unsuitable for reference:-

(1) Where the demand is unreasonable >or .impracticable.

(2) Where the issues.involy^dhhaXe already been the subject 
of decision by a Tri.bun*al4^ Gourt o,r.other authority, 
or where other legal remedies are avail able

(3) Where the dispute is whether a person should or should 
not be a member of a trade union,, or is over the 
recognition or non-recognition of a union.

. r (4) Where the dispute is about the employment or non
employment of any person, except'whereothere is prima

•r faciQ evidence of victimisation. ’
i ■

(5) Where the dispute arose more than:six months previously.
(6) Where a dispute is raised by a union on behalf of 

workers who we e not members of the union at the 
time the dispute arose, or where a dispute is raised 
by a union whose membership is not open to the 
workers on whose behalf the complaint is made.

The above indications of the kinds of disputes that may 
suitably be referred to adjudication and those which 
should not are suggested for general guidance. What is 
more important is the attitude of the Governments towards 
adjudication. Hitherto, the number of disputes- has been 
excessive, and drastic reduction in the future will depend 
not only on the establishment of principles for reference 
or non-reference, but on the way they are applied in 
practice. The responsible authorities should endeavour 
persistently to reduce adjudication to a minimum, and 
reserve adjudication for important disputes. Such executive 
action can contribute greatly to strengthening the processes 
of negotiation, conciliation and agreement.
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Itou NO .2 * late trial Relatione
Noto on ^jtdic^tign Systems and Roconmcndcti-ns ■ 
for QStabliBhmont of a Permanent Cotirt of industrial 
Arbitration and Adjudication;

BY
. Professor J< Henry Richardson, I. L.O/Expert on 

Industrial Relations S', i

Except on strictly juridical issues, reference of 
industrial disputes to the High Courts and Supreme Court is 
unsatisfactory. These courts are highly coapetent to deal with 

•technical legal aspects of disputes, but in many’industrial 
disputes including most of the important ones, the issues

■are not primarily legal and cannot be effectively determined 
' on juridical lines. They involve su,ch< economic considerations 
as capacity of industry, standards of living, work loads, 
intricate relations between production and pay,and balance 
of power between the parties.in dispute,;.and these natters 
cannot be settled by reference to legal; texts and by the 
ordinary principles, precedents and processes of courts of law.

■ In the absence of more: appropriate.machinery for dealing with 
industrial disputes the High Courts apd the Supreme Court have 
made valuable contributions in the settlement of disputes, 
butthough highly qualified in legal texts and procedures, 
they haive no special or specialised competence for dealing 
with issues which are essentially economic and industrial.
Indeed many of the appeals have involved legal technicalities 
which have little relevance to the real issues in dispute,

■/,’ ‘ Legal-texts may include such concepts as ’’social justice”,
' '”d fair Wage", "a minimum wage sufficient to provide reasonably 

for a worker with a family of average size” and -such general 
principles as equal pay for equal-work, and the fixing of 
appropriate differentials for different grades of work. In the 
practical application of such principles and concepts a 
legalistic approach has no special;value and may be distinctly 
harmful. Only on the basis of wide knowledge of economic, 
industrial and labour conditions and a sound understanding of the 
implications of varying and often rapidly changing economic 
and social;conditions can industrial disputes be effectively 
settled. ' .. , : '* I . .

' ‘ ' s • . f
To deal adequately with such problems, there is need for 

tribunals consisting of people who combine a sound knowledge 
of law and of procedures for obtaining the relevant facts in 
hearings at which the contesting parties give evidence, with a 
comprehensive^understanding of, economic problems and of industrial 
and labour conditions. Often an award will n cessarily be 
arbitrary, or may sometimes be a compromise between conflicting 
claims, based, however, on a systematic, competent appraisal 
of a wide range of complex economic, financial, industrial 
and social factors. This is true, for example, in deterning 
whether the rate of interest to be allowed on the fixed capital 
of an undertaking should be 6 or 8 per cent when calculating 
surplus profits available for annual bonus. Experience of 
the factors indicated is needed for adjudication of industrial 
disputes, and judges with purely juridical trainings experience 
and outlock have no specialised competence.



which issued its Report in 1959
■' i'riade- the • following sstatement on industrial dispute appeals 

to the Supreme Court:
.1 ' .

"The situation created by these large number of 
appeals causes concern in two respects.- It has 
the natural effect of clogging the work of the 
Supreme Court ... The graver aspect, however, 
of the matter is that labour matters are being 
thrust upon a Court which has not the means or 
materials for adequately informing itself about 

* the different aspects of the questions which 
■ arise in these appeals and therefore finds it

difficult to do adequate justice ..... Equally 
‘ grave are the delays caused by these appeals in 

. • the disposal of industrial matters which essentially
need speedy disposal." . -i

The present adjudication machinery includes Labour
. Courts which deal mainly with disputes arising from dismissal 

A.-eand discharge of workers,and from disciplinary action.-
,\ Industrial /Tribunals are appointed ad hoc deal at State leval 

with such subjects as wages, allowances, hours, leave, 
Occupational gradings, and labour effects or rationalisation. 
There are also National Industrial Tribunalsj also appointed 
ad hoc under legislation enacted in 1956 when the Labour 
Appellate Tribunal system was abolished,and they are appointed 

. f -for the adjudication of disput'esiof national importance or 
■ ' which concern establish&ents^ih more than one St^te.- Then 

because of dissatisfaction with Tribunal awards, including 
various inconsistencies in decisions, many cases are taken 
to' the High Court^6f the'States/ and to the Supreme Court,

■ High Courts, in accordance with' a provision of the Indian 
i- Constittion ( Article 226)’ havb jurisdiction limited to 

quashing an order of an Industrial^-Tribunal but cannot make 
a new decision, and in consequence parties aggreived by a 
Tribunal decision often approach the Supreme Court with 

-p'aview to' redress. The members o£ all these courts and 
tribunals are persons of high legal standing but generally 
with no special competence and experience in industrial 
affairs. Person^ appointed to Tribunals are often retired 
High Court judge^or others of somewhat similar legal 
standing. In practice a Tribunal 'consists of only one

J person, and as the Tribunals are ad hoc there is lack of 
iadequate continuity,though in practice the same person 
may .deal with a succession of disputes.-

There are considerable disadvantages in the machinery 
tfor industrial adjudication being mainly ad hoc without 
•permanence and continuity. In order to remove this defect 
and also to remedy other inadequancies of the/present system 

^mentioned above the following recommendation is made:
•g-A •'

That a permanent Court of Industrial Arbitration and 
Adjudication b'e, sestablished for the adjudication of industrial 

‘.disputes of.n^/t'idnal^importance, for the arbitration of 
such disputes;When the parties voluntarily agreed to 
^settlement by arbitration, and for the hearing in important 
cases of appeals from State Courts and Industrial Tribunals. 
The Court should consist of a President and four other members 
of the highest legal standing appointed from among 
.persons who have a special, interest in industrial and labour



questions, The members should have continuity of service and 
security of tenure and should have a status and prestige similar 
to that of members of the- Supreme Court. For the mos-t 
importauit cases the Court would consist of all the members, 
but one judge would hear and determine other cases, and this 
would enable judges to specialise on certain kinds of dispute, 
or on certain groups of industries. The Court could be 
assisted by assessors, and also as they would need to examine 
company balance sheets and be well informed about economic and 
industrial conditions, they should have services of highly 
qualified economists and accountants. Where convenient 
the Court could go on circuit to deal with cases in 
different parts of India.

The Court would resemble in some respects the Australian 
Commonwealth Court and the Industrial Court in the United 
Kingdom which for many years have been effective in the 
settlement of industrial disputes. By its permanence the 
Court would progressively accumulate the specialised 
expereience necessary for dealing with industrial disputes. 
Any appeals to the Supreme Court should be rare and only 
on legal issues strictly defined.

The establishment in India of a Court along with the 
lines proposed is essential for purposes of coordination, 
and would enable a body of principles to be established 
which would progressively facilitate the settlement of 
disputes throughout the country. Its scope could include 
the public as well as the private sector, except where, 
for example for the Civil Service and the Railways for special 
arbitration systems were considered to be more appropriate.
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. Li. ,
• Review of the working of

;> the Code, of Discipline

- A brief account.; of the experience of the working of the
Code-of Discipline since June 1,9958, when it became operative, 
is given below.

2. While the Central Evaluation and Implementation Machinery 
-was set up early in 1958, State Governments took some time in 

. ■< .setting up their Machinery. The first three State Implementation 
Committees were set. up in June 1958 by .Punjab, U.p. and West 
Bengal while the last one was set up-by Manipur in June 1959» 
Bombay has yet to set up this Committee, while in certain cases 

"•..they are-not yet -fully representative, iocalj Committees have not 
• been set up anywhere except in Rajasthan..; It is likely, therefore, 

- that the. impact of the. Code in the State sphere, has not yet beeh 
- ri • fully felt. ; : .■ ■ ? i. •

■ ........... . • ■ p - .
3. During the last one year, the Central Evaluation and 

• ) • Implementation division received about- 400,.complaints under the
Code/. lOf '/these,* ton 30% nd action iCpuld behtaken as they were 
either vague or parties, .when requested to. :cite specific instances, 
did not do so. In 40% oases State Governments were requested to 
take,necessary .'action as they were ,within their jurisdiction.The

■ remaining cases, were taken up with the-parties concerned. About 
60% of them have been settled, the rest are under investigation. 
But it "is "not1 the number of complaints received;. or settled that is 
important;' ther£ode would seem to have ^served partaof its purpose 

< " if the parties -realise .that there is an agency which will judge 
their actions. This awareness is no doubt widespread and from this 
point the Code has certainly been successful. The mere fact that 
any violation of the Code on the part of -employers and workers 
is likely to be reported to the Central or State implementation 
Machinery and that their action may be investigated, and if found 
guilty, they may be exposed to the pressure of .public opinion, 
has had a restraining influence on the parties - but for which 
the number of breaches would have:been far more than wh$t occurred 

-.Il during the year under report. A^few instances of the -cases 
.•successfully handled by the E & 1 Division nay be cited by way of 
illustration:- .• 3 ;

In one case, the workers.burnt;an effigy of the-manager 
- _ .of a factory and resorted to violence; the Central
- * Organisation when approached, condemned the-action and

; ‘ expelled the worker^ from the union.-’ v • ... .

• In a mine in Udipur, some workers resorted to violence; 
when this fact was brought to the-’notice of the.Central 

’’ : Organisation, the--action of the workers was^condemned
without-any reservation.

r *: • .- ...-■ 1
i L /1 

b

. .
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In two cases, unions complained that mnagenents were not 
allowing them to collect subscription within the mill premises; 
when the decision of the Nainital Labour Conference on the 
subject was explained to the managements, they allowed the 
facility.

A union in a tea estate complained of discrimination by the 
management in allowing it to hold meetings; when the 
provisions of the Code in this respect wore brought to the 
notice of the management the necessary facility was accorded.

In another case, the management had not• paid the dues of 
some dismissed workers; there was protracted litigation. As 
a result of efforts made by the Division, the management 
agreed to pay the amount. "

It was reported that the management of a mine, on being 
served by the union with a demand for bonus, was coercing 
the workers to accept bonus at a lower rate. They were 
•ompelling the workers to sign a memorandum of settlement to . 
the effect that the bonus received by them was ’fair and 
just’ and., that they Will not raise any claim for additional 
bonus * tWheh it was pointed out to the management that this 
was against the spirit pf the'Code they withdrew the 
’Memorandum of Settlement’,.' ‘ .

In a recent case, some workers assaulted an Assistant 
Manager of a mine; the Union.-promptly condemned the action.

In another7case when the fact that some of its' members were ■ 
ndf implementing the provisions of an award was brought to c 
the notice of-an Association,, it persuaded its members . J - 1 
successfully to implement the award., •" /

In -a' number of cases where disputes between parties were 
reported to the Division, mutual settlements were arrived '■ 
at when the guilt of the parties under the Code was pointed ), 
out to them, . : 4

4. The .Central Organisations of Employers -and Workers have been 
pursuaded- to set up Screening machinery with.a view to_ avoiding ' ■ 
unnecessary litigation. This machinery has been set up* only recent
ly and the result of its working will be visible' only after some 
time. The mere fact, however, that the Central Organisations.have 
appreciated the desirability of avoiding litigation on;
unsubstantial grounds is an achievement of the Code, As *a result ' 
of-..efforts made by the Central and State Implementation Machinery, 
out-of-court settlements have also been arrived at in 17 cases 
which were pending for long in courts; this is a new approach and 
even a small achievement in this direction is of great significance, 
A few case studies of major strikes have also been carried out to 
determine ,the Responsibility of the parties under the. code; these 
studies-.hdve- been welcomed by all concerned. |

5. Experience of State Governments, though brief, ./also brings-- 
out the fact that the impact-of the Code is being gradually/felt and 
that the Code is creating the desired effect ,bn'the parties. The 
following observations of some of the State Governments, whose ' 
reports on the working of the Code in their sphere have sb’ far been 
received, may be cited by way of illustration:-'- .{r" -

”............the number of sit-down strikes or threat 
of general strike and other coercive actions
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by workers has comparatively gone down iti relation 
t to the period prior to 1958 and the willingness on the 

part of workers and the employers to try to settle 
their problems as far aS possible through mutual*

••‘negotiations, etc., arc more noticeable as a result of 
the Code. Botti employers and unions have become very 
much Code c6nscious and this is a helpfull development 
in the right direction"(Government of West Bengal).

. "............ Whenever the Committee (State E&I Committee) 
brings round the parties together to a sense of 
responsibili uj- for the proper observance of the Code, 
the case is dropped..... with the passing of time the 
employers and employees are showing greater interest 
in the observance of the Code. As a result the cases 
of infringement of the Code are gradually tending 
to decrease. The overall picture is rather encouraging 
than what it was before the ratification of the Code.” 
[_ Government of Bihar__/ *

.’ "......One positive result is-that the parties are
conscious of the Code and although there mayjbe some 
contraventions here and there it cannot be gainsaid that 
it. has created a positive climate for industrial peace," 
/""Delhi Administration^/

"........... the Code has evoked some sense of responsibility 
among the employers and workers"./ Governmentof Andhra Pradesh/

"............ the Code has made the employers and workers think
in terns of peaceful settlements of their differences." 
/”Government of Punjab// . j ■ a

6. The Central E&I Division has taken up the question 6f 
extension of the Code with a number of independent organisations. 
It has already net with a measure of success in this direction. 
The State Implementation Machinery have alsoibeen requested to 
take similar action in respect of independent units.

7. The following comments of sone employers and of their 
organisations also support the view that the Code has been 
generally welcomed:-

I »■
”•••,♦The Chamber is of the opinion that the principles 
and procedures envisaged in the Code would go a long way 
to maintain discipline in industry and it hereby extends 
its willing Co-operation to accept the obligations laid 
down in the Code."(Nag Vidarbha Chamber of Commerce)

”......... We need hardly say that the general acceptance 
of broad principles involved in the Code of Disci oline 
by important elements in our economic life like management, 
labour, etc,, will go a long way in putting the industrial 
structure in the country on a sound footing, 
4 Gujrat Beopari Mahanandal/7

"•♦....We fully endorse the idea ..of following the proposed 
principles envisaged in the Code of Discipline. In fact, 
it is a most appropriate step and a well-timed one." 
4 Central India Coalfields Ltd 7
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.Thb-Qbmhittoo is pionsod to express its willingness 
to adhere to the provisions of the Code and has directed 
its members to ,makou every., effort to implement the 
provisions.of"the Code in-their entirety,"/ Employers’ 
Association of ftorttiern- Jndia^

".... *For an industry likb the Travancore Rayons**., 
acceptance and implicit adherence to the Code both by 
employer and employee can 'bring invaluable benefits to 
the industry.,"/ Travanco.ro Rayons Ltdo_y ■

< s".... Very much appreciate the principles underlying the 
Code which goes a long'way to*Solve indiscip'ine in 
industry."£ Elphinstone Spg 0 Wvg. Co* Ltd.*/

Some independent Workers’ Organisations too have expressed 
appreciation of the Code.

8. There have also been a few adverse comments on the working 
of the Code, These are mostly based on either some misunderstanding 
or expecting too much from Code in the short time that it has been 
in operation. A number of complaints are generally exaggerated; they 
are addressed to the Central Evaluation and Implementation Division, 
no matter what their correct ’forum’ may be. The parties expect 
that irrespective of the fact at what stage a complaint is or who 
is already seized of it, the E&I Machinery should interfere and 
enforce a decision and that this decision should.always be in their 
favour. This last expectation is the touch-stone by which they judge 
the work of the Machinery or of the efficacy of the Code. If in 
any particular case satisfaction is not given to a party by meeting 
its point of view fully - howsoever unjustified it may be - it 
condemns the whole philosophy of the Code. It is interesting that 
most of the complaints against the working of the Code were not only 
sweeping generalisations but wore found, on enquiry, to be 
unjustified.. A few instances maybe cited:-

(1) The. President of-a leading Associated
Chambers of Commerce“remarked in his presidential 
addrOss; that "the Code'has‘ failed to achieve its 
purpose so far and. that certain labour organisations 
had shown little evidence of their good-will in the 
matter.". When requested to clarify, he said that 
while making the remarks on the ^ode he had in view 
two major strikes, viz., strike in Calcutta TranwayS 
and in TISCO, Jamshedpur. In one of these cases, an 
enquiry had already been made and for the other 
decision to hold an enquiry under the Code had been 
taken. He, however, assured that nothing he said 
was .intended to make thingy more difficult and in fact 
his intention was quite the ’reverse. He also pointed out 

' that, "that does not mean that we would not like to
') .. see its (Code) implementation to the fullest possible 

: extent because we very much hope it will succeed".

Travanco.ro
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(2) The Chairman of an■Employers’ Association observed 
in his presidential address that "the Code did not 

• materialise t(» make better uanagement relations 
and restrict the scope of industrial disputes to the 

,, • minimum* . *. .The Code has been honoured more in the
• brea :h than in the observancee" When-requested to cite

. specifi instances in support of.his:remarks, he 
/' ' mentioned 11 cases Where workers’ unions were reported

"" . to have violated the Codec His remarks were mainly
influenced by a resolution on the Code moved by the 
United Planters' Association of Southern India with 
reference to the strike in Kerala plantations.
An examination of these 11 cases showed that in two 
cases, enquiries under the Code had already been 
completed and in one, the decision to cohduct a case 
study had been announced. In respect of the remaining 
8 cases, which concerned State Governments, he was 
requested to report details of the cases to the 
concerned Implementation Machinery; nothing further 
has been heard from him®

(5) The President of a Central Workers' Organisation in his 
presidential address observed that"little has been 
done to achieve tile objectives of expediting 
implementation of awards and agreements as decided at 
the N&inital Habqtir Conference*. . .The Code might not be 
fully satisfactory because the claim that the 
representative union should be selected by secret 
ballot by the workers, had not been settled." When 
requested to cite specific cases in support of his 
views, he referred to the delay in implementing the 
decisions of the Indian Labour Conference regarding 
enhancement of the provident fund contribution and 
of the employers' contribution under the E.S.I. Act, 
setting up of State Implementation Machinery, etc. 
Appropriate action on all these points was already 
being taken; he was informed of the latest position.

9. Thus, whatever little criticism has so far been made about the 
working of the ^ode, it does not seem to be based on full 
appreciation of facts of the cases in view or of the view point 
of the other party. Recently, a few amendments to the Code have been 
suggested by some parties* These will be duly considered and, if 
found desirable or necessary, will be placed before the next meeting 
of the Indian Labour Conference for final decision.

10. The Code is a voluntary document. Its main object is to make 
employers and workers realise their rights mJ responsibilities to
wards each other so as to bring about lasting industrial peace. The 
gains or losses of the Code cannot be adequately assessed either by 
the number of complaints or by favourable or adverse remarks of 
individual parties. It is also not easy to assess precisely the most 
important contribution of the Code, viz., its restraining and 
moulding influence, the impact of which can be felt only after a 
few years. The Code has ushered in a new era in the realm of 
industrial relations. It symbolises a new policy of Government to 
build up an industrial democracy on voluntary basis and to 
preserve industrial peace with the help and co-operation of the 
Patios* ^-s a policy which is in line with the main recommendation 
of the Second Plan, viz., to avoid adding to and complicating



the existing labour legislation as far as possible and 
to develop voluntarily a mutual sense of responsibility 
and understanding between employers and workers. It is not 
claimed that the Code is a panacea for all industrial 
ills; that would be too much 
measure accepted voluntarily 
may be said that it has made 
direction and it is the duty 
new policy a success,

to expect of this modest 
by parties. But this mu*h 
a beginning in.the right 
of all concerned to make the
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le- Action taken on the decisions of the 16th Session of 
the Indian Labour Conference,

2. Industrial Relations.

3t Service conditions of domestic servants.

4, Introduction of a Pay Roll Scheme in the 
industrial establishments.

5. proposal to revise the rates of compensation in the 
Workmen1s compensation Act, 1923.

6. Delinking of provident fund benefits from gratuity 
for the purpose of granting exemption to establishments 
or employees covered under the Employees1 Provident 
Funds Act, 1952 from the operation of the provisions of 
Employees1 Provident Funds Scheme, 1952.-
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SPEECH BY SHRI GULZARILAL 
OF LABOUR & EMPLOYMENT AT
.THE INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE (Ma<

NANLA, ’ UNION MINISTER
the SESSION OF

s, 27th July 1959)

'i,

I welcome you to this 17th Session. of the Indian
1 * ’ J 1 • •Labour Conference. We arc all very happy at the choice 

of the venue of this Session. Thi 
the Conference is meeting in Madra.

is:the first time that 
J are all grateful

’ t , ;!It .to the Government of Madras for their generous hospitality.
i Uh .. .We are sure’ to find that all the arrangements in connection

with the Conference reflect the efficiency which characterises 
' i ■ ! ; 'I

the administration of this State.

2. It is more than a. year since wd ip^t l^st at Naini Tai. 
As I look round I find one familiar faC^ missing. It is a sad 
thought that Shri Somnath Lave will nevdr be, amongst us here.
His 1 
the : 
like
of a 
work

was a dedicated life and.his death;ps a grievous loss to 
labour movement in India. I am sure the Conference will 

1 I ' ! H? " •!to place, on record its deep sense Of sorrow at the loss Hhh ■
member who had so fully identified himself with its

II |wIE? U f 1
' d k i ’ •

. U: !’I » I ‘ >3. I had a very recent occasion to pehew my contact with
the I.L.O. To this Organisation the world of labour and the■' klhK :
world Community owe a great deal. On the same lines, the

i 1Indian Labour Conference has played a worthy role and has 111 t | ;ij y ■ j
enriched the tripartite tradition of ^thd I.L.O May I take
this opportunity of paying a tribute the Workers, Employers■ I i i. v
and the Governments participating in the, deliberations of 

for the magnificent record of 
constructive and cooperative endeavour‘which' they have built
the Indian Labour Conference

up through these years. Through the:community of outlook
that has been developed here
bigger contribution to the

, the Conference can make a still 
tability and progress of India,

The country needs this service

4.
the

It? is well for u; 
tasks and problem;

origin | largely in the

to bear in mind:when We approach Univ
before this Conference that they have their 
economic si tuition and in the course

of economic development in the country., The volume of employ
ment i and the levels of living of theJworkihg-class which 

■ ■ i i (1 •1
are matters of primary importance are determined by the growth 

11 s'; n5 j
of production and demand, the price level and the rate of
economic progress generally. It would not be difficult to



arrange for the division of the national product on some
principle of equity; 
enlarge the product 
satisfy the rising o

it is not so eapy, however, to
so that much more may !be available to
nectation: and Ujipirabions of the mas

of
of
we

the people in the country. It is bo these dynamic aspects 
peace in the industry and rising phodnativity all over that 
must give our first thought and 'constant attention.

Through our work in the Conference we can 'assist in a sub- * ‘ I I
stantjial way in promoting these objectives.

% It is in this context that I with to make a brief 
reference to the economic situation which provides
the background for our pivscnt discussions,. The Second

' H' : ;five Year Plan has already encountered obstacles both in h-' i :
respect of internal and external resources;, Vigorous 
efforts have been made to tide over these difficulties.
Nevertheless, the sise of the Plan had to be scaled dovzn j • ’ i somewhat , It has been reckoned that the Second Five
Year Tian with an investment of Rs.4500/6rores , and with all
its strains will mean new employment opportunities outside 
agriculture to the extent of 6,5 million against 9 million 
as against an estimate of 10 million of new entrants to 
labour force. The increase of nearly 4 lakhs in the live ; p 1 i
register during the period of the last three years is anoti 
rough measure of the deterioration in the employment situation
We must not lose sight of the fact, however, that our fresh 

: *investments are creating new employment opportunities and
more places are being found for the job seekers than before.' ■ ' tu; . IBut the stark reality is that now cmplpymont is not sufficient 
in the face of the expanding needs of Un increasing population
Production,both industrial and agricultural rias been increa -
sing. We have, however, witnessed a period of falling of 
agricultural production and an appreciable decline in th <--- -- - -----  —— ’ pmrate of increase of industrial production. This lat ter ha; : t Irecorded improvement now. Inspite of Very good crops, 
agricultural prices have not reached the normal level. The 
working class has a keen and immediate I,interest in the price 
level. Apart from what duties it has in this respect in its 
own sphere, it cannot remain indifferent to the problems of 
production and distribution which confront us in the country 
and for which appropriate and effective solutions have to be 
, . I ■1 ■iound, regardless of the suuceptabilitfes and prejudices of 
groups which are motivated by narrow Sectional interests.

j |
6. The question of closures of^establishments is not now 
so acute but it has not ceased to worry u£. We tried to tackle 
in the Naini Tai Conference last year and more recently the
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Central Committee on Employment bp;s :taken cognizance of 
it. I cannot help reiterating my'view that a number of 
these closures are not inevitable. e(nd v/ays have also to 
found to mitigate the hardships entailed to the workers 
a consequence of such closures, Among other Suggestions 
in this behalf, there was one with regard to the creation of a

be
as
made

Fund for the limited purpose of sustaining production and 
employment in these units and of facilitating a change-over 
of the displaced workers to alternative jobs when that 
becomes necessary. This proposal will, I hope, bo worked

■ i I' । ,out in greater detail and discussed in an appropriate forum, 
ip

7. This Session of the Indian Labour Conference willII;1devote itself almost exclusively tola survey of the whole . -i.—----- -
field of industrial relations in ; Our system of
industrial relations has evolved ovenja period of two 
decades in the light of experience am in keeping with-- ----- ’ ' U ...our special needs and conditions. Thje last two- Sessions
of the I.L.C. have yielded a basis for common action
which has a deep significance and. may have a far reaching 

’1 ’ t ' 1influence. Prior to this the machinery of industrial 
relations came into opera.tion when differences had already 
developed and the intervention of Government was sought 

• d i 1! ■ !for dealing with the disputes. Not ipbch had been attempted 
to foster internal harmony ;md prevent relations becoming 

1
embittered on account of steps on eitliei' side, induced 
by lack of restraint and cons ide rati cjn and disregard of
inherent mutual obligations. The new endeavour is to ....... -   .....-....
move in three directions;-

’.. ' . . ' ' ' ■ I
(1) Positive measures to enquiU that legal and 

constractual obligations.of dll sides are 
observed and adhered to; ;.

(2) Mutual recognition by t.he parties concerned 
of what they owe to one another jand to the
community and translating this into a set of 
dos and don’ts for the guidance 'of the conduct 
from day today. This has taken the form of a 
Code of Discipline in the industry. A Code 
of Conduct has also been framed to assist trade 
unions belonging to different'sections of the 
labour movement in the couxitry in arranging 
their mutual relations on- d ’more satisfactory 
•basis.

U) Laying down of norms and yard-sticks for
• settlement of Various claims; of the parties 
which should facilitate internal settlement 
and might furnish a wcll-cohdidered basis for the 
authorities who may have to j^ivo decisions.
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Apart from this, efforts are iin progress to avoid 
prolonged ligitation and reduc^&clays in the working of 
the system. Questions have been raised, as to how far the 

' • L ... , .steps so far taken have met with success and given satis
faction.

» ■"" I 'l l * I 
Code of Discipline.
8. The Code of Discipline has attracted world-wide 
attention* Observations which have recently been made 
regarding this in certain quarters indicate lack of 
comprehension of the status and significance of this concept. 
Before we come to judge this, just let us apocall the related 
facts and their implications. This Code has not been 
imposed on anyone • It was accepted voluntarily and with 
great enthusiasm by all the parties after full and prolonged 
deliberations. There is common ground that the specifica-• ■ ; ■1 :
tions of the rights and duties of thepartips as enunciated 
in the Code contain only healthy, wholesome and essential 
elements. The Code introduces a positive approach in 
industrial relations which was largely missing so far.
These injunctions do not take the place1 of any other means

I ! !and measures which were open to the parties to adopt.
Thus, if even a small improvement takes place as a result 
of the Code, it should be welcome. In? fact jit was never
claimed that the Code by itself was going to solve all our 

rproblems, and usher in a millenium. The Code is one of
the ingredients in a whole series of measures which are
designed to produce a better climate 
I have faith in things like the Code

of industrial relation 
o4 Discipline because

I have faith in human nature. I am deeply concerned that 
an unceasing cold war with interludes of active hostilities 
as the only alternative to such things must lead us to a 
very unhappy state of affairs in industrial as well as 
international relations. Tt is something if the Code can 
make a little change for the better and bring down to

P isome extent the wrong and unfair.practices which are being 
indulged in now. And if it is not giving full satisfaction 
let us try harder. Let us not at least do or say anything 
which will place more difficulties in its way; at any rate . i ' ! ‘p ■ l
as long as no superior alternative is available.. The only 
substitute which may perhaps be offered ip to convert the 
Code from a voluntary to a statutory arrangement. But doi J - ■
we want to extend the area of legal compulsion, bringing in 
its wake more Courts and more litigation' hnd more frus
tration? Investing the Code with legal sanctions will not

•i



necessarily make it more effective.

•9, The Code is not a statute but some of the un
pleasantness has arisen because it has been sought to 
interpret and to apply it as if the clauses were the 
words of a legal enactment. The parties have started 
accusing each other of lack of sincerity and pointing
to breaches that are occurring. I conclude from this , I
that the Code is taken seriously and that it is operating. 
Breaches are on both sides and they are not too many consi
dering the period that has elapsed since the introduction 
of the Scheme. Let us not forget that the Code was finalis 

' 1:' 1ed towards the end of May, 1958, that is about 15 months^ ■ . i j,; ------ ---~ *
agOj, The parties naturally needed time to communicate 
the new ideas and attitudes through various layers down ito the level of the undertaking. Governments took time

I i r •to set up the machinery for implementation which is a 
necessary part of this system. It is too early to assess 
the benefits and value of the Code.

10. But even during the short time that it has been in 
operation it has__wprked satisfactorily judging from the■ • •- ... 7 X1
reports received from the State Governments and from the 
Implementation Division of the Centre. Bihar has reported 
that employers and employees are beginning to show 
greater interest in the observance of the Code and that 
the oyer-all picture is very encouraging now than it was 
before, the Code was 'ratified. Delhi State feels that the 
Code has had a sobering effect on employers and employees 
and has created a favourable climate for industrial peace. 
Kerala JLs of the view that the Code has had; a deterrent 
effect. The experience of Punjab is that it lias resulted
in speeding up implementation of labour laws. West Bengal 
thinks that it has provided an important forum for dis

■ 1

passionate discussions and better appreciation of 
difficulties encountered by the parties in their mutual
relationship. All this augurs well for the Code and the 
Implementation Machineries set up in the States and at , j *the Centre to ensure its faithful observance. Dor them h. *
to have brought about 17 out-of-court settlements of 
industrial disputes pending in High Courts and Supreme 
Court - 10 by the Centre and 7 by States - in less than a 
year is no mean achievement. Of the reported violations 
of the Code in which the-Central Evaluation and Implemen
tation Division could take action, 60 per cent had been 
settled, i.e., responsibility for infringments has been
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"brought home to the parties concerned. All the Central 
organisations of employers and workers have already set 
up machineries to screen appeals to High Courts and 
Supremo Court, thus appreciating the desirability of 
avoiding litigation. So it. would appear that the 
restraining and moulding influence of the Code has 
already made an impact Qn industrial relations.

'J'"'
11. The real strength of the Code, however, will 
develop as a proper appreciation of it seeps into the 
minds of the workers, the trade unionsand the managements. 
The Code has some sanctions embodied in it but its 
educative influence is of far greater importance than the 
sanctions and this will take time to spread.

; i ft ’ |
12. I have just had a look at the statistics regarding 
the industrial disputes in. the country • I am not prepared 
to draw the conclusion that the improvement which has
occurred is directly traceable to the Code of Discipline 

• . ■ ibut it may have some bearing. The figures are :-

Period Total No. No.of workers Man-daysdittos involvodt lost

1958 Jan. to April 638 3,11,808 22,59,658
May to August 664 4,45,843 57,55,644
Sep.to Deer. 643 2,92,449 19,72,283

1959 Jan, to April 565 1,93,440 12,11,741
May 1959 146 61,815 4,16,724.

13. You are going to deal with future of industrial 
relations in the country. You have before you a variety 
of suggestions to improve the law and the machinery 
relating to this. Relying on past experience, I am sure, 
your deliberations will ultimately lead to the discovery of : •* j
suitable steps and reasonable solutions. I should not antici
pate your conclusions but I may be permitted to say some
thing about the approach which may govern the consideration 
of these problems. Whereas there can be hardly any difference . P i
of opinion about the ends that are td,be achieved, the 

■ ' almethods may differ. We have to choose the path that suits 
us in this country. It may be different from what some other 
countries have adopted. But let us not try to follow 
divergent paths at the same time. Then we can reach nowhere.

14. We have great poverty in the country, insufficient 
employment opportunity and a rather severe problem of



unemployment and under-employment. We are engaged in tre- 
mondous efforts to strengthen the economy and to raise the 
level of economic well-being of the people. We are 
following the course of planned development in order that 
we may bo able to make the most effective use of our 
resources. At the same time we have pledged ourselves 
to preserve and develop democratic institutions. The spirit 
of democracy must permeate in not only the political but „ 
also the economic and administrative spheres. We are work
ing for national unity, political stability, and social 
peace. Those groat ends cannot be secured without an 
increasing measure of economic and social equality and1, 
justice. There are forces in the country which militate 
against the growth of these trends. There is also the 
very unfortunate fact that the working class is divided 
and the disunity in their organised ranks causes harm to 
the working class and creates difficult problems of law and 
order.

15. In industrial relations we can follow the way of 
peace or of conflict. In our.conditions it cannot be both. 
The two approaches are quite distinct. Wo may have a 
system in which the State let the parties settle their 
disputes by trial of strength, the issue being determined 
in favour of the party which has the greater staying 
power. While the State may render its good offices in 
duitable cases, it will not make any provision for imposing 
on either party a compulsory acceptance of any particular 
terms of settlement. In the other case the community become 
the arbiter and assumes the power to compel the party to 
accept the judgment of an impartial and competent authority 

16. It is a matter of great good fortune for us that 
we have succeeded in developing a common fopproach in the 
country in this respect which is shared by representatives 
of both the employers and the workers and the States. This 
approach is based on the realisation that we cannot afford 
to follow the path of conflict for economic as well as 
political reasons. We have, therefore, evolved a system 
which., cams at eliminating the strikes and lockouts and 
makes provision for conciliation and adjudication if 
all efforts to bring about an amicable and mutual 
settlement have failed. A mutually agreed arrangement is 
always bettor than an imposed decision. This is well known. 
But in view of the risks of leaving industrial relations
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to be settled by a trial of strength in the conditions 
in which we are functioning in this country, all of us 

| find that the present system has the balance of advantage 
। in its favour. Last year I made the offer that if a 
substantial section of the participants in the Conference
workers, employers and States - expressed their preference 
for unregulated industrial relations in the country, I 
would personally agree to suspension of the method 
of adjudication for a period. This course was rejected 
unanimously and the current policy of the country in this 
matter met with decisive approval and confirmation.

If I have taken up your time in recounting the story, 
it is not without purpose.

17. Wile all of us have accepted this policy, I have 
a feeling that we have not realised its full implications 
and therefore in its working we expose ourselves to risks 
and contradictions which could have been kept out. If, 
for example, recourse to tribunals and Courts becomes the 
rule rather than exception, the conflict really shifts 
to the arena of the- Courts and the skill of lawyers takes 
the place of trial of strength between the parties. Then 
only negative results can follow.

18. We have on every occasion stressed the importance 
of negotiated settlements and an increasing recourse to 
voluntary arbitration instead of tribunals and courts. 
Provision has been made in the Industrial Disputes Act 
for giving legal force to arbitration awards. Some kind 
of machinery for screening of references to courts has 
been set up by employers and workers organisations. Still 
the position remains unsatisfactory. Something more• will 
have to bo done. We must see to it more and more that 
the parties should settle practically every dispute 
without outside intervention. For disputes which cannot 
be thus resolved, there should be an intermediate stage 
of unofficial intervention in the form of informal 
mediation and voluntary arbitration. .The parties should 

,jbe persuaded to accept voluntary arbitration and we may 
consider setting up of arbitration boards as a part of

n the normal machinery of industrial relations. The parties 
should be persuaded to accept voluntary arbitration and 
a panel may be constituted from whom sole arbitrators 
or umpires can be drawn. It is only when larger interests



arc at stake and new principles are involved that 
recourse to tribunals and courts may be considered 
justified if other means have failed. Even in that 
connection our existing arrangements will have to be 
re-examined in the light of the Report of the Law 
Commission. And when fresh ground has to be covered and
now norms and principles have to be established the
proper method again is bipartite consultation at top 
level or the use of a forum like that of the Indian Labour 
Conference. In any case, it would be useful to codify 
the principles and norms which have already emerged in 
the decisions of the tribunals and courts. On the side

- ■■ J

of the workers there should be a clear understanding
that 
such 
with

19

the so-called ’satyagraha’, hunger strike or any 
form of coercion and pressure is not in keeping 
the spirit of this frame work.

So far as Government are concerned, they are
undertaking a very great and serious responsibility when
they assume the power to ban direct action and compel 

ri reference of a dispute to judicial authority. They must
make arrangements for the discharge of this function, 
which are.adequate in quality and strength both for 
arriving at decisions and. for their enforcement. We are 
going to discuss in this Session the principles which 
should govern the exercise of the., discretion of the 
Government in the matter of reference to adjudication.

20. In the Memorandum which has been circulated you 
will find reference to certain proposed legislation in 
some of our States. The principles underlying these • 
proposals will, I hope, be covoredin our deliberations.

II I have only to urge in this connection that there should 
| be a common and uniform basis for dealing with the 
I. . * ‘ ‘same kind of situations in the whole of the country, and 
any departure may be permitted only ;to meet special

(| conditions which may be in existence in a particular State.

21. I may say a word about workers’ participation also, 
which I regard as an integral part of the system which 

i r ■we are building up in this country.,; I shall have to 
disappoint some friends who may bo expecting that after 
a special study of workers’ participation which I have 
made in Europe, I may be giving a new lead in the matter.
I am quite content with our own scheme which we have
introduced on the basis of the consent of all the parties.
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There are higher and more developed forms of participation in 
other countries but, I believe, what we have already incorpo
rated in our scheme will suffice for our purposes at this stage. 
I am not going to. propose ary change in the scheme. I may, 
however, acquaint the Conference with my own conclusion that 
workers’ participation, wherever it has been practised, has 
proved to be exceedingly beneficial end .1 am sure that it will 
bring nothing but good to all those who will give it an honest qtrial in our country. Reports so far received from the establish
ments 
ing.

which have introduced the scheme are on the whole encourag- 
Therc should, however, be no question now for making any 

further ad hoc selection of establishments for the application 
of the scheme. Our approach now should be that any unit where 
the conditions arc favourable and ripe for it, should bring it 
into effect without any loss of time. I am still of the opinion 
that we should not introduce compulsion in the working of the 
scheme. I hope, there will be a rapid extension of workers’ 
participation on a purely voluntary basis.

22, Meanwhile, let us not forget that the institution of 
Works Committees has an essential place.'of 'its own and it must 
be put on a sound footing as early as possible. Certain 
investigations which have been made recently reveal that in 
the past we have taken a rather unduly pessimistic view of the 
actual value of the Works Committees, as te.ey are functioning. 
However, I hope that the question of Works Committees will be 
examined closely and some useful conclusions will emerge 
in this Conference.

23. Finally I have to point out that we must create a 
strong foundation for the successful operation of all these 
ideas and schemes by measures for the education and enlighten
ment of the workers as well as the managerial personnel.
I believe, the Government’s own. programmes of workers’ education 
will have to be expanded and strengthened. The trade unions 

। <
and the employers have also an important contribution to make 
in this field.

24« May I apologize now for the length of my observations? 
I would not take any more of your time,; The Agenda before you 
is quite heavy. I invite you to proceed with your delibera
tions .
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niB: r.MN b?CI CIONS/COHCLUCIONf. OF THF 17TII
LICSIOTI 0? THE INDIAN LABOUR CONFITSCT’’ ' 
(Madras, 27th-U9th July, 1959/u

^ir,

Here trp sore additions Sc alterations proposed5 inthc docu

ment circulated by Deputy Decretory to the Govt, of India.

Item 2: INDUSTRIAL RI RATION

A• Upchin cry for collective bargaining & 
thr r rttloment of Indn"tri a] P:j ^putc-

I. Recognition or Inion s

(a) add', " It was- agreed that the rules of conducting 

verification should be determined and published. , nd an appeal 

to an Independent Agency be provided for.”

(d) In place of "Indurtriei (Development & Regulatfen) 

Met” substitute ’’Bombay Industrial Relations Act”.

III. Voluntary Arbitration

(a) ?d’d, "Ivon ‘urstion-s or .wider , should as

Rr as possible, be settled through arbitration."

VIII. Add, "Pending the work of the committee^ rorks comm- 

ittee should be functioned nr per'the existing provisions and 

the works commit res should bo formed'where they have not yet 

hern formed.”

B • Problems re-latino to Trade Uni on Organ! nati on

VI. Po-cre of Registrars of Trade- Unions

After, "It was decided that Registrars should haw pov.-pr'r 

add "only”. ...

APPUNDI a - I

A. Co 11 ectivc disputr>$

Add, "All. the disputes raised by a Union should be reforr-^ 

ed toy for adjudication. The practice? of referring' only some 

of the disputes raised and witholding others - sometimes theI 
more important ones - was disapproved.

r‘ indh.-Hn.] d1 rnutcf



the judgement of
?age

the fuppx’T'Trme Court, the powers of the Tribunal shall be ’’idened 

to enable it to gamine the propri ty of the action taken by th'-' 

Management. ’’
i

GENERAL

Add, ”It was agreed' that it was unfair to place the disability on 

the workers under the Industrial Disputes Act that they cannot 

resort to strike even if some demand is pending adjudication 

while the Employers can effect changes in matters unconnected 

with the demand before adjudication.

same.



Sub: MAIN DECISIONS/CONCLUSIONS OF THE 17TH 
SESSION OF THE INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE 
(Madras, 27th - 29th July, 1959)

Sir,

Here are some additions and alternations proposed in 
the document circulated by Deputy Secretary to the Government 
of India.

Item 2: INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS:

A. Machinery for collective bargaining & 
the settlement of Indus-trial disputes

1. Recognition of Unions
(a) Add ’It was agreed that the rules of conducting 

verification should be determined and published. And an 
appeal to an Independent Agency be provided for.’

(d) In place of ’Industries (Development & Regulation) 
Act’ substitute "Bombay Industrial Realtions Act’.
Ill* Voluntary Arbitration

(a) Add, ’Even questions of wider import, should as 
far as possible, be settled through arbitration.1 
VIII. Add, ’Bending the work of the connittee, works conmittee 
should be functioned as per the existing provisions and 
the works committees should be formed where they have not yet 
been formed.’

b. Prganlaa.tl.QD
VI. Powers of Registrars of Trade Unions

After ’It was decided that Registration should have 
power’ add "Only"..........

APPENDIX,!.
A. Collective disputes

Add, ’All the disputes raised by a Union should be 
referred for adjudication. The practise of referring only some 
of the disputes raised and witholding others - sometimes the 
more important ones - was disapproved 
B. Individual disputes

Add ’’It was alsoxa agreed that in view of the judgement of

The Supreme Court, the powers of the Tribunal shall be widened 
to enable it to examine the proprity of the action taken by the 
Management.”

general
Add, ’It was agreed that it was unfair to place the disability on 
the workers under the Industrial Disputes Act that they cannot 
resort to strike even if some demand is pending adjudication while 
the Employers can effect changes in matters unconnected with the 
demand before adjudication. It was decided to remedy the same.



Sub-Committee of the 17th Session of the 
Indian Labour Conference- New Delhi -
September, 1959. (

1,^Proposal to revise the rates of compensation'- in 
Forkmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 - item 5 on the 
agenda of the Indian Labour Conference.

2. Delinking of provident fund benefits from 
gratuity for the purpose of granting 
exemption *to establishments or employees 
covered under the Employees’ Provident Funds 
Act, 1952 from the operation of the provisions 
of Employees ’ Provident Funds Scheme, 1952 - 
item 6 on the agenda of the Indian Labour 
Conf erence.

3. Question of invitation to various bodies for 
attending the Indian Labour Conference and 
other Tripartite Committees.
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SNUIAN- LABOUR- CONFERENCE

(Jith^e-ssionr7~1959T

— Action taken on the decisions of the 16th Session of the Indain 
Labour Conference (Nainital 19th-20th May, 1958) • ?’

\ Conclusions \Action ta'keru^

The statement of action taken on the 
decisions of the 16th session of the 
Indian Labour Conference was noted.

- Industrial Relations

Time was not appropriate for the 
suspension of adjudication for the 
settlement of industrial disputes, 
though adjudication should be the 
last resort in the precess.

The present position of 
Works Committees should 
more fully examined.

the 
be

The Sub-Committee of the 15th 
Session of the Indian Labour 
Conference should be requested 
to draft a simple and flexible 
grievance procedure in accordance 
with the principles evolved by it 
earlier.

No action is called for on this

The State Gpyernments have been requested to issue 
suitable instructions to the field officers of the 
State Industrial Relations Machinery to the effect 
that in all cases where conciliation fails the 
Conciliation Officer should make definite proposals 
to the parties concerned for settling the disputes 

cby arbitration. Similar instructions have been 
issued by the*Chief Labour Commissioner to his 

.field staff;

Nites on the experience of Works Committees in other 
countries and" the functioning of such Committees in 
the public sector in India have been prepared and

. ’circulated along with the Memorandum on Industrial 
.Relations''(item 2 on the agenda). The N.C. Corpora- 
’tion has been askedto make a study of the functioning 

•*of the works committees in the Bombay region. The 
r,matter will be discussed in the current session of 
the Conference.

A model grievance procedure drawn up in consultation 
with the State Government s was approved by the Sub
committee with certain amendments when it met in 
September 1958. The amended grievance procedure 
has been'1 circulated to all concerned.



Conclusions

(iv) The proposals made to ensure the 
working of evaluation and imple
mentation machinery more.effec
tive were approved.

Action taken

(v) With a view to mitigating the evils i 
of trade union rivalry, a code of 
Conduct was adopted at a meeting f 
of the representatives of the 
different central organisations of j 
workers. J

(vi)(a) A trade union should prescribe a 
minimum membership fee of as.-/4/- 
a month and the Registrar of trade 
unions should be given the power 
to inspect the books of the union.

(b) Delay in the registration of trade 
unions should be avoided.

/An Evaluation and Implementation Division as well as a 
’ Tripartite Central Implementation and Evaluation Comm-itt.ee 
"have been constituted at the Centre. All State Govern- 

• ments/Administrations except Manipur have either set up 
an official cell or designated an officer to be in charge 
of the wbrk relating to implementation of labour laws • •

’ etc. Except Bombay, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh
„ and Manipur all State Government s/Administrations have

set up tripartite Implementation Committees. Jamrju
’& Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh do not consider it -necessary. 
to set up Committees at this stage. Bombay and Manipur 
are considering the matter.

The/Code has been brought to the notice of all Central 
Workers’ Organisations. Action is also being taken by 
the Evaluation and Implementation Division on cases of 
infringement of the Code reported to them.

} This will be taken up along with other amendments 
to the Trade Unions Act.

^5$ The State Governments have been requested to avoid 
delay in the registration of trade unions.

(c) If out of the 7 signatories to an ' 
application for registration, one 
or two got discharged during the 
pendency of the application and if 
the signatories were entitled to 
apply for registration at the time 
of the application, registration 
should not be refused on the ground 
th t the-r had since ceased to be

^3* This will be taken up along with other amendments 
to the Trade Unions Act.
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Conclusion Action taken

(vii) Certain criteria for voluntary recogni- . 
tion of Trade Unions were evolved. A 
procedure for verification of member
ship of trade unions was also approved.

(viii)The proposals for the introduction of . 
union-shon and check off were rejected. i 
It was agreed that a recognised union 
should be entitled to collect membership 
fees every month within the premises 
of the undertakings.

4jtem^ Working of the'Employees’ State ' 
Insurance Scheme 

' — ■ 1 "■ —- 1 — —

(i) The State Governments1 sphere, on 
extension of medical careto families 
should be l/8th of the total expenditure, 
during the Second Plan period and there
after no revision should be effective 
unless mutally agreed upon.

(ii) The State Government might adopt any 
system of medical care (service, . t
panel or mixed )which they consider 
most feasible. _ j

The Criteria evolved 'for'the voluntary recognition of 
trade unions now form . part of the Code of* Discipline 
which has been ratified by the organisations. These 
have also been brought to the notice of State Govts., 
Administrations and Employing Ministries. Their 

v applicability to Corporations and Companies was 
discussed at the last Public Sector Conference. A 
revised procedure for the verification of membership 
of trade unions was drawn up on the basis of the

, principles recommended by the Conference and communicated 
to .the* central . workers’ Organisations. Certain details 

( concerning the procedure were settled at a meeting of the 
representatives of.the central, workers’ organisations held 
in March, 1959.

r V
The State Governments and the concerned Ministries have 
been addressed on this matter.

f

The Employees’ State Insurance Corporation have since 
decided that State Governments’ share of medical 
expenditure would continue to be l/8th even after 
the II plan period unless revised and accepted 
mutually4

This has bee'n brought to the notice of State Governments. 
Specific proposals as and when received from the State 
Governments in this connection will be examined by the 
Corporation.
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v L r
(iii) Regarding the Capitation fee to be paid to 

panel doctors, it was considered desirable 
that the Employees’ State Insurance Corpo
ration should approach the medical profe
ssion through the State Governments concer- : 
nede ---*

(iv) A sum of Rs. 30/- per confinement should be I 
paid to- the wives of insured persons on / 
extension of medical care to families.

■ (v)(a) Some Improvements in the rate of maternity < 
cash benefits should be made.

(b)Persons suffering from T.B. should be 
given special cash benefits.

(vi) The question of revision of. the waiting 
period should be examined.

(vii) Families of the insured persons 
should be covered for medical care 
and treatment. Hospitalisation 
should also be provided for them.

Action taken-r

Thez suggestion has been noted by the Corporation 
for guidance. ' * . -

This recommendation is being examined by the Corpora
tion in consultation with the State Governments.

/he maternity cash benefits available under the 
Employees’ State Insurance Scheme has since 
been,raised to full average pay subject to a mini 

. mum of 12 annas per day. This has been given
effect to in respect of all insured women whose 
right to maternity benefit commenced after

r 1st June, 1958.

^The question of raising the rate of cash benefits 
to persons suffering from T.B. is being examined 

\by the Corporation

The matter is under examination of the Corporation. 
As the recommendation would involve the amendment of 
the Employees’ State Insurance Act, its implementa
tion is likely to take some time.

Medical care has been extended to the families of
insured persons in the States of Mysore, Assam, 
Rajasthan, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh Punjab and Andhra 
Pradesh. A few more States will also be covered 
shortly.

As regards hospitalisation, the financial 
implications of the recommendation are being 
examined.
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Conclusmon "Action take o'

~ (viii) The employers’ contribution should be ‘ 'The Corporation has decided that the rate of employers’ 
raised to 4^ as provided for in law / z special contribution need not be raised till such time 
for meeting the extra expenditure /Z. as the extra expenditure involved on the extension of 
involved in implementing proposals 
like extension of medical care to 
families. ....

(ix)' The administration of the Employees* j 
State Insurance Scheme and of the 

Employees’ Provident Fund Scheme 
should be integrated.-. - n--. •

. (x) Contribution to the Provident Fund 
should be increased from 6-^ to 83^

medical care to families could be met from the current 
revenue surplus of the-Corporation.’ If, however, the 
Valuer1s .final report showed that the rates of employers’ 
special contribution should be increased, the Central 
Government might then take necessary action.

The Study Group on Social Security set up to consider 
the question of integration of social security schemes 
has submitted its Report. The recommendations of the 
Study Group are under examination.

T^matt’er was discussed with employers* representatives 
at a meeting held in Bombay in January 1959. It was 
decided tha’t before taking a decision in this regard an 
industry-wise survey to assess the financial burden on 
individual industries in the first schedule of the 
Employees' Provident Funds Act should be undertaken. It 
is proposed to entrust_the survey to working groups consisting 
of the representatives of the employers, employees and the 
Ministries Concerned. Each industry will be surveyed b^a 
separate* working group.

As a preliminary step the Central Provident Fund 
Commissioner has requested the employers in the first 
six industries specified in the First Schedule to the 
Employees’ Provident Funds Act, 1952, to state their 
difficulties in increasing the rate of provident fund 
contribution to 8^ as al^o their calculations of the 
additional burden and any other considerations which they 
may have against the proposal.
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(xi) The proposal to convert the Provident Fund 
Scheme into and old age and/or survivorship 
Pension should be examined provided it could i 
be worked out within 16^.of wages received ! 
by way of contributions from employers and 
workers.

r ' ' ~ ^'1
(xii)(a) The present employment limit of 50 

persons or more as prescribed under ; / 
the Employees’ Provident Funds Act 
1952(sub-section 3 of section 1) 
should be amended as 20 persons or 
more.

(b)Employees in commercial establish
ments should be covered.

V_______\__ Action taken * \______
/ The Report of the Study Group on Social Security is 

under examination.

Government is taking the necessary steps for 
implementing this recommendation of the Indian 
Labour Conference.

WL The Employees1 Provident Fund Act has since been 
extended to the road motor transport establishments 
employing $0 or more persons with effect from the 
30th April, 1959. The extension of the Act to the 
commercial establishments like Hotels,Cinemas, 
Banks, Insurance etc. are being examined in consulta
tion with the State Governments and the concerned 
Ministries.

. Amendments to the Industrial Disputes 
Act 1947.

(i) The proposed amendment to Section 
7A(3) of^the Industrial Disputes 
Act 1947 "to enable+the appoint
ment of serving or retired Dis
trict Judges as Presiding Officers 
of Industrial Tribunals -was approved 
subject to certain reservations.

(ii) Regarding the suggestion of the West 
Bengal Govt, that'the staff of 
hospitals etc. should be excluded 
from the purview of the _ __ *

The question of amending the Industrial Disputes Act 
will be taken up along with other amendments that 
are now under consideration.

The recommendation has been brought to the notice 
of the Government of West Bengal.



Conclusions Action taken

Industrial Disputes Act the consensus
' of opinion was that a Convention ‘should 

be Established whereby the staff would 
not go on strike .provided that an 
effective machinery for the speedy 
redress of their grievances was set up 
by the employer- J

(iii) The suggestion of the Indian National Mine 
Workers1 Federation to amend sub-section(3) 
of Section 24 of the Industrial Disputes Act • 
should be examined by Government.

Subsidized Industrial Housing Scheme ’

(i) (a1) he quantum of loan to employers ,
under the scheme should be raised 
from 37^ to 50$. 4

(b) The rules for the allotment of 
tene=-ments should be left to the ' . 
employer to be finalised in • 
consultation with the workers
subject to some broad principles 

being laid down by the Government-.

(c) The question of giving some income 
tax relief employers should be —----- ri 
examined oy Government in detail.

The same amendment was also suggested, by the AITUC 
and INTUC and the matter was discussed by a Committee 
of the Standing Labour Committee in January, 1959.

;Thq recommendations are under examination.

This has since been done.

The Government of India have decided that subject 
to the broad principles of the Scheme, the allot- 

'ment' of houses should be left to the employer 
* in accordance with the rules to be finalised .in 

. consultation with the workers bf the establishment. 
. The allotment will be made by a Managing Committee 

having equal number of the representatives of the 
workers and the employer with an official chaiman, 
in accordance with such rules as may be mutually 
agreed upon. In cases, where no agreement can be 
reached between the parties, allotment will be 

♦ governed by the Government of India Subsidised
Housing Allotment Rules with the modification 
that in addition bo the provision made in the Rules 
enabling the Managing Committee to allot 1C$ — 
of the houses/out of turn, another 15$ of the total 
number of houses built, may be allotted by an 
employer to the eligible workers at his discretion; 
the intention being that the allotment of the 
remaining 75% of the houses will be governed by the 
Rules prescribed in the model Allotment Rules.v

— y/c) The matter Is being examined by the Government
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r-(ii) If State Governments find that industrial housing was not making progres for want of developed building land, they should spend as much of their allocation as was needed for the $cquisition'and development of land. The land could be utilised by them or sold at a no-profit no-loss basis to employers for the purpose of. building houses'/'gpTGg. Evaluation and Implementation of labour ( enactments,.awards, settlements etc.The proposals made to make the work of evaluation and implemenation more .... effective were approved.
Notes frr information on Productivity etc.It^e^j8v> Closure of units and unemployment. T(i) Plantations: Suitable steps should be taken by the Central and State Governments to avoid closures..

---------  —/__________A-ctJon^taken - ~ >....... " *’•Actioi/ is being taken on this recommendstion by the Ministry of W.H.&.S. It has already been decided to grant loans, repayable in 5-7 years, to State Governments under the subsidised Industrial Housing Scheme, to enable them to acquire suitable sites and develop them either for constructing houses on their own or for selling th enveloped sites, to employers and$o-operatives of industrial workers, on a no-profit no-loss basis.
As--referred t o under item 2(iv) above evaluation and implemenation machinery has been set up in most of the States. Data on non-implementtion of labour enactments awards* etc. are being collected from the States etc. regularly.This item was only for information and no action was, therefore, called for.

- /The Go^t. of Assam had made some proposals to undertake legislation for taking over control of tea gardens in certain cases of mismanagement. But it was considered desirable that such powers should be taken only by the Central Govt, at the appropriate! ime when a proper organisation for assuming the management of mis-manage plantations had been built up. It has since been decided to undertake suitable legislation covering the subject.



"<cti^n taken"
C' " t' n cext lies• Various measures like the 
granting of licenses for new units, appoint
ment of Expert Committees to examine the 
individual units that have closed down or 
likely to close down, giving relief to the 
mills by way of providing long staple cotton 
and also by rendering financial help in the 
form of short-term and long-term capital etc. 
were recommended. .
Jute: The Jute Committee should be convened 
to consider the possibilities of taking 
action to evert closures in this industry. .J

The Govt, have accepted the siggestions made by the 
Textiles Enquiry Committee for enabling’the closed mills 
to be re-opened. The State Bank and the Scheduled Banks 
have already reduced their margins in advancing Working 
Capital to thrills.

Engineering: Industries were affected 
by the acute shortage of steel and 
other raw materials. Government should 
takefmmediate action to remedy the J
situation.

The Industrial Committee on JuteWiich met in August 1958 
was of the view thatproblem of closure was not very serious 
in this industry.- However, a Special--Comsittee has been set 
up by the Government of ’ West-Bengal to watch the implementa
tion of the agreed policy on rationalisation.

The Ministry of Commerce & Industry and the Planning 
Commission are of he view that the position cannot be 
substantially improved until the foreign exchange 
difficulties are over. However, the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry are making efforts to utilise the 
available rew materials in the]best way t lx t would help
to minimise the difficulties experienced by the industries.

General , t
Yi) The Standing Orders should be 4

amended on shift working in respect * 
of notices before closures, r

The Model Standing Order No. 
Employment (Standing Orders) 

7 appended to the Industrial 
Central Rules, 1947 has been

(ii) Lacunae in the present provision for the 
lay-off compensation whereby labour 
could be denied compensation by working 
normally for sone days in a week after 
45 days’ lay-off to avoid payment of 
compensation should be immediately 
remedied.

iii Delay should be avoided in conducting 
liLuidroion proceedings.

amended. The question of a mending section 25 FFF of the 
Industrial Disputes Act in regard to notices for closures 
was discussed at the meeting of the Committee of the 
Standing Labour Committee held in January 1959. The 
matter is under examination.

This was discussed at the meeting of the Committee of 
the Standing Labour Committee in January 1959. The 
matter is being further examined.

The Department of Company La.w have proposed to make 
amendments to the Company Law with a view to obviating 
delays.
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INDIAN LABOUR CONEEiiENCE 
(17th Session, Madras, 27-29th July, 1959 )

CONCLUSIONS OR THE SITTINGS HELD ON THE 27TH JULY,1959
It was agreed that the legislative and administrative 

policies of the Central and State Governments, and the policies 
of Employers and Workers Organisations should not run counter to 
the broad lines of policy that may be recommended by the Indian 
Labour Conference from time to time after full tripartite dis
cussion in the Conference.

The Conference discussed the question relating to Trade 
Union. Organisation as listed at page 20 of the Memorandum on 
Industrial Relations and adopted the following conclusions

(1) There should be no change in the existing legal pro
vision in reject of statutory restrictions on the number of 
outsiders on the executive of trade unions.

(2) The existing legal provisions on the subject of 
victimization contained in the Industrial Disputes Act, the 
Bombay Industrial Relations Act and the proposed Madhya Pradesh 
Labour Relations Bill should be examined with a view to providing 
further protection against victimization, if necessary. The 
organisations would also give further thought to the problem and 
forward their suggestions to the Government of India.

Membership fee.
3. The proposal for making legal provision in respect of a 
minimum membership fee of 25 Naya Paise per month was accepted.

Decentralisation of the work of the Registrars of Trade Unions.
4. The suggestion concerning decentralisation as contained 
in para 11.6 of the Memorandum was approved,,

Powers of Registrars of Trade Unions.
5. Regarding the proposals at paragraphs 11.7 - 11.9 it 
was decided that Registrars shiuld'have powers to inspect the 
accounts, membership registers, minute books of.the trade unions 
to verify the correctness of the annual returns..

Restrictions on the number of unions that may be registered.

The consensus of opinion was not in favour of placing 
any restrictions on the number of unions that might bo 
registered.



INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE

( I7t}i Session, Madras, 27th-29th July )

Conclusions of the Sittings 
held on the 28th July, 19 59-

Participation by Observers

It was decided that the question of invitees 

( delegates, advisers and observers ) to the Conference be 

referred to a Committee comprising one representative each 

of the workers' and employers' organisations and such 

Government representatives as might like to participate.

Recogni l.'i on

(i) Where there was only one union, the employers 

might recognise it even if it did not fulfil the condition 

of 15;o member hip.

(Ji) Where there were more than one union and 

none of them fulfilled the membership condition laid 

down in the criteria for recognition, as evolved at 

Na ini Tai, none would be entitled to recognition,. 

The suggestion, for recognising a union having the largest 

membership, oven though it had less than 15^ membership^ 

was not favoured.

(iii) The words 'industry' and 'local area' 

occuring in clause 3 of the criteria for recognition 

of unions should bo defined by the Government concerned. 

The provisions contained in the Industries ( Development 

and Regulation ) Act and other enactments might be 

examined for the purpose and the matter placed before 

the next meeting of the Standing Labour Committee,

(iv) The question whether a representative union 

should represent also the technicians, the supervisory 

staff, etc. was postponed for further consideration 

in consultation with the interests concerned.
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(v) The procedure for verification of member

ship of unions for the purpose of recognition and 
representation in Committees and Conferences as 

formulated at. Naini Tai Conference and subsequently- 

clarified at the meeting of Trade Union representatives 

held on the 21st March 1959, was confirmed.
r

(vi) A union would be entitled to recognition 
after it had observed the Code of Discipline faithfully 

for one year be Core such recognition.
(vii) Failure to observe the Code would entail 

derecognition for a period of one year. It would be 

open to the employer to recognise another union during 

this period provided it fulfilled all nek necessary 

conditions for recognition.

Vai idity. -o£.-agre^me.nt.s
Opinion was divided on the question whether 

an agreement entered into by a representative union 
should be binding on all the workers. It was, therefore, 
decided that the existing position in regard to the 

validity of agreements should remain unchanged for 

the present.
Voluntary Arbi tratj on.^.

(i) Increased recourse should be had to mediation 

and voluntary arbitration and recourse to adjudication 

avoided ns far ns possible. Matters of local interest 

not having any wider repercussions should, as a general 

rule, be settled through arbitration.
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(ii) While there would be no element of coercion in tho 

matter from Government , the employers agreed to extend their full 

co-operation in developing this now approach to settlement of 

industrial disputes through mediation and arbitration.
A

(iii)/panel of arbitrators should bo maintained by Government 

in order to assist tho parties in the matter of choosing suitable 

arbitrators.

(iv) The question how far tho provisions of the Indian 

Arbitration Act could bo usefully made applicable to the arbitration 

procedure provided under the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947? should 

bo examined afresh by the Central Government.

(v) Tho principles and norms so far evolved through awards 

and judicial decisions on important issues should be compiled and 

codified and made available for tho guidance of arbitrators.

(vi) Casos of refusal to have recourse to arbitration even 

in minor cases should bo reported to the Evaluation and Implementation 

machinery in the States or at tho Centro, as the case might be.

General

(i) The question of preparing a record of proceedings of tho 

Conference was considered and it was felt that only a statement of 

tho main decisions or conclusions should bo prepared and circulated. 

It was not considered necessary to prepare a summary of tho entire 

proceedings.

(ii) Sufficient notice should bo given to tho parties concerned 

before any allegations or complaints were made against them in tho 

Conference so that they might be in a position to collect the relevant 

facts and give an adequate reply to the charges.

(iii) It was felt th \t it would bo in tho spirit of tho voluntary 

obligations evolved in this Conference if all the parties concentrated 

on the implementation of these obligations instead of levelling charges 

of violation against ono another.

(iv) The question of delay in setting up tripartite Implemen

tation Committees in some of tho States was raised by some workers1 

representatives. It was announced that the Governments of Bombay 
and Madhya Pradesh would immediately sot up such Committees.
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Report of the Committee on Service 
condition? of domestic servants

The Committee met at 8 A.M. on the 28th July, 

1959 and considered the .proposals contained in the 

Memorandum on item 3 on the agenda of the

Conference.

2. The following conclusions were adopted:-

(i) It was not considered feasible to adopt 

any legislative measure for the regulation of the 

service conditions of domestic workers.

(ii) The proposals concerning a pilot scheme 

for setting up a special employment office in Delhi as 

given at p.4 of the*Supplementary Memorandum on item 3, 

were unanimously approved. It was felt that experienc e 

gained from the working of this scheme in Delhi might 

provide the basis for further action in futureg

(iii) As regards the composition of the Advisory 

Committee, as contemplated at Bara 6 on p.4 of the 

Supplementary Memorandum on item 3» it was felt that 

representatives of some of the central organisations 

of workers and employers should also be included in 

the Committee।

(iv) It was also decided that the Labour Welfare 

Officer and others connected with the administration of 
in connection-with-their'work, 

this scheme should, whenevar_thjJ4^Lat±^d^plaoea..where

'domestic workers were emplj^ed^Vcollect all the avail

able data on the prevailing practice in respect of 

working hours, holiday facilities, rates of remuneration, 

dates on which salary was normally paid, period of 

employment and other privilege available so that
furthe r.....



further action might be planned on the basis of 

well-ascertained facts.-

Pay Roll Savings Scheme

5. As the Committee had some time at its disposal 

and the officials of the National Savings Department 

were present item 4 on the agenda of the Conference 

was also taken up for consideration and the following 

conclusions were reached
(i) The Pay Roll Savings Scheme, as set out in the 

Memorandum on item 4, was unanimously approved subject to 

the following

(a) The Committee recommended that the collection 

charges at 1f> should be utilised for distribution among -k“' 

the staff engaged in actual collection work and any balance 

left after such distribution utilised for the general good 

of the employees. ,

(b) The Committee noted that the Pass. Books might 

be kept with the employer.but those should be made avail

able by the employer for inspection by the employees 

concerned during working hours. The employee could also 

keep the Pass Book with him . if he wanted to do so .

Sd/- Abid Ali 
Madras, Chairman.
28th July, 1959.
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Friends

It is my privilege, on behalf of the State of 
Madras, to offer you all a cordial welcome to this 
17th Session of the Indian Labour Conference which 
opens here this morning. This happens to be the 
first time when Madras has had the opportunity of 
serving as the venue of the momentous conference, 
and I thank you for giving me an opportunity to 
meet you all here and to inaugurate this confer
ence. I am happy that you should have chosen 
Madras as the place of meeting for this conference, 
and I take it that it is a measure of your apprecia
tion of the work being done in this State in the fields 
of activity which may form the subject-matter of 
the deliberations of this important conference. 
Although, we may not be able to offer you the 
bracing climate and the scenic beauty of Xainital 
where the last conference was held. I am sure that 
the simple but warm hospitality that Madras State 
will be able to offer you, will compensate the not- 
too-bracing climate of Madras. I hope your stay in 
this city with its beautiful marina and its surround
ings will be comfortable and you will have an 
interesting and rewarding time and carry happy 
memories when you depart.

2. From the accounts I have had. the last 
conference was a successful one, and I hope that this 
conference will also be equally successful. I have 
read the conference programme and have gained the



idea that you have not-too-easy a task before you. 
It is a well-known fact that we are passing through 
a critical phase in the economic development of the 
country. Our special concern at the moment is the 
successful implementation of the Second Five-Year 
Plan and the achievement of the target of increased 
production^ in which, I am sure, every one of us is 
deeply interested. I need hardly reiterate that the 
fulfilment of our Plan will depend largely on the 
achievement of higher productivity in every aspect 
of our economic life and every one of us has a 
special obligation to contribute our respective share 
in this regard. It is only by special efforts on our 
part and on the part of the workers and the manage
ments of industries that we can hope to realize the 
targets of the Plan and I hope this aspect may be 
kept in view, in all your deliberations.

3. I find from the agenda that one of the most 
important subjects you have before you for 
consideration is “ Industrial Relations “. The .deve
lopment of good industrial relations must neces
sarily depend, to a large extent, on Social Planning. 
Social Planning deals with the multifarious affairs 
of men in constantly changing circumstances. The 
achievement of a Welfare State with socialistic 
pattern of society, which is our objective, will be 
rendered impossible unless there is a substantial 
measure of economic development. The solution of 
the problem of under-employment and our aim to 
raise the standard of living of the people which need 
our immediate attention will also depend to a great
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extent on rapid economic development. There was 
a time when it was taken for granted that the main 
problems of the Industry were only the management 
of machinery, materials and money. But nowadays 
all of us are realizing more and more that in addi
tion to the problem of industrialization, to usher in 
economic prosperity, we have to consider the most 
important problem of human relations in industries 
and also the problem how best we can cultivate 
a good team-spirit in the industrial unit, which 
ultimately determines efficiency.

4. A person working in a factory is not intrin
sically different from a person working in an office. 
In most cases what is needed is the change in our 
attitude towards the men with whom we nave to 
work. It is not sufficient if we are not indifferent 
to the men. On the other hand, we have to have a 
positive approach to this problem with a faith in 
human nature. A growing realization of the 
absolute need for co-operation and dispassionate 
approach to the solution of problems among all 
sections engaged in industrial enterprise is the 
crying need of the day, and to this end all of us 
have to make our conscious and constructive 
contribution.

5. One way of getting to know about men, what 
exactly is working in their minds and what their 
troubles are, is to hold free and frank discussions. 
Then only will we hear a good deal of what we do 
not know and perhaps a great deal that we may
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not even suspect. It is axiomatic that one cannot 
earn the confidence of any person by condemning 
him in public. Such an attitude will get us nowhere 
and in fact it only divides us from the people with 
whom we have to work and it makes national unity 
impossible.

6. I hope you will appreciate that our future 
depends far more on the good relations between 
individuals than on the mere survey of charts and 
figures. In other words, the future depends upon 
how well we are all able to get on together. Mistrust 
and suspicion will keep us apart. Our endeavour 
should, therefore, be to replace them with trust and 
confidence and translate these ideas into action 
with a view to bring all concerned closer together 
for a dispassionate discussion of the problems 
confronting labour and management engaged in 
industrial development for the good of the country 
at large.

7. It is a matter for gratification that due to the 
combined efforts of the employers, employees and 
the Government, we have succeeded to a very large 
extent in maintaining industrial peace in this State. 
We do not of course claim perfection and we do 
realize that much more needs to be done. Yet, I 
can say with some confidence that our achievement 
in the field of industrial relations has been fairly 
satisfactory. The success in this direction may be 
partially attributed to the recognition of the princi
ple of Tripartite deliberations in all matters of indus
trial relations on which emphasis has been laid in
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the labour policy of the First and Second Five-Year 
Plans. Our conciliation machinery has worked 
with great efficiency and succeeded in avoiding 
frequent causes of friction between employers and 
labour in general. Thanks to the efforts taken by 
our Officers of the Labour Department; many of the 
important major disputes have been settled to the 
mutual satisfaction of both the parties, thereby 
leaving behind no trace of bitterness. The Govern
ment, as a policy, have been encouraging bipartite 
settlements between the parties and only in cases 
where such attempts had proved abortive, was 
resort had to Governmental intervention. This 
system has been fairly satisfactory in this State. 
Although in recent years slight -improvement was 
noticed in the matter of the number of cases being 
taken to the High Court and the Supreme Court, 
still it is rather unfortunate that the improvement 
has not reached the extent desired. If only we set 
our face against prolonged and wasteful litigation 
and try to solve our difficulties by mutual discus
sions or at best by making use of the special indus
trial forums set up for the purpose, we shall see 
greater improvement in this regard. The code of 
discipline, the code of conduct for Trade Unions 
and the like, evolved at the previous conferences 
have been commended to the employers as well as 
labour for being adopted by them with a view to 
avoiding serious industrial conflicts. My Govern
ment have also constituted a Tripartite State 
Evaluation and Implementation Committee with
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representatives of employers and employees and the 
Commissioner of Labour as the Chairman to 
investigate complaints regarding non-implementa- 
tion of agreements, awards, etc. It is also proposed 
to utilize this Committee for the purpose of screen
ing cases that are to be taken on appeal to the High 
Court and Supreme Court. It is my sincere hope 
that with the steps now taken, it would be possible 
to secure greater industrial peace in future. I must 
acknowledge in this connexion, that the code of 
efficiency will mark another milestone in the path of 
economic and industrial progress. It is so neces
sary to achieve the higher productivity, which, as I 
have emphasized earlier, is highly essential for the 
success of the Second Five-Year Plan. I will be 
happy indeed if the deliberations of this Conference 
give this matter the due consideration it demands.

8. You have a number of items on the Agenda, 
and it will not be possible for me to refer to all of 
them. I have no doubt that with the experts on the 
side of employers, workers and Government sitting 
together in this Tripartite Conference, you will be 
able to discuss some of the most difficult problems 
that face industrial relations to-day and that your 
deliberations will yield fruitful results for the 
solution of most of them.

9. But before I conclude, I should like to refer 
to one or two significant developments that have 
taken place in this State during the immediate past.



Our Government have undertaken special legislation 
for regulating the conditions of work of workers 
in Hotels and Restaurants as well as in the Beedi 
Factories in this State, who have been denied 
the benefits of the labour legislation consequent on 
some of the judicial decisions. The Government 
have also introduced the Madras Industrial Estab
lishments (National and Festival) Holidays Act. 
providing therein for the grant of seven festival 
and national holidays every year to workers in al! 
industrial establishments, and in this matter I think 
this State may very well congratulate itself.

10. In the matter of Housing of Industrial 
workers, the Government have undertaken the con
struction of houses in important industrial areas 
besides encouraging the employers’ and the workers' 
co-operatives to avail themselves of the financial 
assistance under the subsidized Industrial Housing 
Scheme An appeal has also been made to the 
employers to provide houses to at least 4 per cent 
of their workers every year until they coven- 50 per 
cent of their workers. It is hoped that the response 
in this direction would be encouraging.

11. 1 do not propose* to take1 more* of your valu
able1 time. The agenda before1 you is quite* heavy. 
It now only remains for me to wish the* conference 
al! success. I am certain that you would find this 
conference interesting and useful too, but whatever 
you dq, I feel sure that out of your discussions. a 
fund 0f goodwill and mutual trust will emerge, 
conducive* to create* an atmosphere which will be



helpful in arriving at decisions on many important 
aspects of the problems under your consideration. 
I hope you will be able to enjoy your time here, and 
when the time comes for you to part, you may carry 
away with you affectionate memories of this beauti
ful city. With these few words, I have the greatest 
pleasure in inaugurating this Conference.

JAI HIXD.

GOVT. PRESS. MADRAS



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS, 

Views of A.I.T.U.C. On Government Labour Policy.
(at 17th I.L.C.- Madras)

10 The papers prepared by Government for the this conference completely 

adasoefc shut their eyes to certain pressing problems fleffecting the

workersz though these problems dominated the Nainital Conference 

and to continue to remain acute as before. At Nainital every 

delegation raised the question of closures, retrenchment and 

umanployment. We discussed these problems and Government and 

employers promised to do certain things. But the situation has not 

inproved.

2. True, one textile mill in Bombay has been taken over since then. 

But many more units in Bombay and eleswhere remain closed. Large 

scale retrenchmentjin Textiles, engineering, etc., are taking place, ^^^z 

seHet±mes-*even- Virth the -assi-stan©*' ef—the recongnised unions of the

INTUC as in Bombay and Madya Pradesh.

3. Several strikes have been takir^ place on these questions of 

retrenchment and victimasation of trade union workers. Court Judgements 

permitting dismissals at the sweet pleasure of the enployefrs er 

evokirg protest strikes to defend the rights of the working class.

Xiw: Strike in the Grindlays Bark, the Mahindra Concern in Calcuttay 

Remington Rand, The National Electric and New Era Silk in Bonbay, the 
/) (TlA-C't_,

.Lockout in the Harveys, the failure to take Kaleswaramt mills in A .
Coinfc>atorez show that the Government of India and the State Governments 

after having debated the question at Nainital,have gone back to their 

usual position of leaving the workers alone to fight the superior 

might of the employers.

4. in this period some wage agreements have been negotiated. The 

Jamaehdpur wage agreement has come out. But even there, the 

problem of work loads is still unresolved and unless wages an! 

workloads are resolved together, it is useless to expect ths workers 

to settle down to calm work. Workloads and retrenchment in
Ace!p uV

Jamshadpur, the failure to evolve proper wages scheme in the- Burnpur 
&

and elsewhere, disturb the Iron^steeel sphere, in-most vital ore for our 

econo ms y»- lv "/'?
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The promises made to app£nt the wage boards for industries haveen frozen, 

^ven the ^ay Commission and the -textile Wage Soard have been unable to 
cX.

report though the: long period, enough to exhaust the patience of 

thw workers,have passed since their appointment.

The labour Minister Mr Nanda has personaly intervened 

in the coal dispute# in the Banking dispute.But such interventions, 

while securing temporary relief, do not make^a policy as a whole. 

They become only benevolent exceptions to a bad labour policy 

wnich does not allow urgent questions of life of the workers to be 

resolved in their favour as a iwtural result of a correct policy.

The promises made at Naintal and perspectives held before^have been 
‘ I

belied for the most part. Where small fulfilments have been s hown 

they had to be extracted by prolonged suffering and struggles of the 

workers.

5 Tills notoj£EyJ3hows 

practice^ JX also snows

the labour policy of the Government in actual

that what is called PLANNED DEVELOPMENT 

xxx lias no plan, unless all these retrenchments, a±jxxxxocxx closures 

victimsations, and lockouts are a part of the ’PLAN’

of the Government and the employers for better Develppment of the profits 

of the Gentlemen of knx enterprisel

6. Not content with the position in which the employers aided by the 
a

Government machinery are lunching offensives against the workers, it 

seems in the conference, the Government has put forward an agenda on 

Industrial relations, whtqh is calculated to hamstring sjotokx still 

further ioa the freedom of the w orkers and kxxx their trade unions.

The proposal to give unheard of powers to the

Registrar of Trade Unions, that is Government Officials, over the 
W<2AC c-Orginsations of trade unions, is/most -reoation^ry proposal dn the agenda. 

Hs is no more a mere Registrar. Hs is to be the Supreme tyaker and 

unmaker of trade unions. He is to judge how many ard kwRRx where 

the workers should have unions or not. In one state he is even 

given the power to dimiss and appornt-the office bearsnj of the uaion.

Very soon it will not be the workers J who will be running the unions,

but the nominees of the Government or its party. So long it was done boxkk

behind the back of thcr workers. Now it^wMrljdone with the
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Scp<K sanction of the law. refuse to accept this position. 
zAaWvk3 *cA>

All these positions of enhancing the powers of the Registrar or keeping 

his veto on the unions must be scrapped in toto.

7. The Government of India has not been able to compel observance of 

the code of discipline by the employe^rs, by the state Government or by 

xxx its own Ministries. The unions of the AITUC perticularly have not 

reaped a single benefit under the code. Not one union of the 

AITUC has been recognised under the Code, And there is the most 

flagrant case on record,where the Secretary of the (inion of Employees 

of Audit and Accounts has been dismissed on charges, one of which is 

that he submitted memo to the j\ay Commission of the Government of

India, and suggested curtailment of the authority of his employer 

7
A>

(iinnediate boss)* \}e need not cite further factsz hers

8, Ths experience of^thev-w^fke^e of thc£ code shows that the majority

of the employees and the State Governments as also xanwrfcxmax

ministries of the Government of India are not prepared to honour the Code,

Hence the AITUC thinks that the code of dicipline be suspended

until the employers and Governments come wit-h the proper mood to work

it and that the AITUC be allowed to withdraw from its obligations, where

the employers ant states do not reciprocate and adopt a nolicy

of special ctfai discrimination against AITUC. To begin with, 
&

AITUC will^opt out of the code xjox in Rtkisaoc hIHAR Madyapradesh 

and Bombay.

9. The Government of J^-ndia compels the workers to subscribe croes 

of Ruppes to the ESI. In spite of the promises it has failed to provide 
A 0 3 levX ' S k 
hospitala tien, care of the families of the insured and enhancement of

the employe rs; contributions. Provident fund monies of the workers are 
about

known to have

have be been 30

and workers in need -to not get relief. And yet this open day light 

been swindled by lacs. In ihdyapradesh alone/Rs.50/- Lacs

swindled. Soothe position in Bombay and elsewhere.

Several Governments have been abetting this position^

fraud is not nailed down by confiscating the concerns involved in
morality .

it. Where is rswkuwxIx democracy and^the code of discipline in all

this?



w
I 0, The AITUC has alwa^ held that compulsory recognition 

of trade unions is a vital necessity in India, and that in order to 
IceUe IL ,
decide which unions has^ workers suppory, a secret taitwjupcballot

of the workers is the only correct method. HOt these demands

have been refused by the Government ballot is regarded a$ the most Akdukc

Democrat#*®-method in (Political field. Then Why is it denied >0 the

Trade Union field? The verification method is one si-tad and is havily 
a' ?

loaded on the side of the Government, and the employers and their

supporters. The very -£act/Unions of the INTUC or those

recognised by the employers alone can collect subscription

money in the factory handicaps the others in making rolls and x 

registering fully paid membership. Over and above this some of 
varifiBe’ 'ocn.'-fcyw

the XMOOtfiMt/Officers or subjected to influences hostile to ths

AITUC. fib®i}®x]araxkyxC^^ recognaitioni TWade unions

and ballot to decide the representative character are^absolute 

precondition^for peace in industry and better Industrial pjlations. 

These two mkfetttxx measures [bring about a fundamental change in the 

situation and help the economy and the working class to go 

forward.
11. We have made the above remarks on some of the problems xkx 

asoooadtxx before us in general, because they expressed the most 
/<_ p fy t aL j 

important excepts of any progressive labour policy.

katx For over 40 years, since the workers began to act in 

defence of their interests and fjaxcncbc formed mass unions, the

Government are! the employers have been avoiding direct collective

bargaining between the unions and the employers. There has been a

consistant attempt to interpose some other agencies between the workers f

right to collective bargaining and the employe rs^who as a class the 
f M .'11'01 C <>C

world over, hatf^alwas ne^atered^ negotiations with X recommecitations 

of trade unions. The Congress Ministries with their avowed adherence

to the SoiiaUsim have not followed a different path.Wffifi^t where

concilation me hlnergJ-'’ appeals and so on. The present Sipjocxx
I / aM. .

Triparted has se-many of these collections <in the agenda.
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